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AN INTERVIEW WITH C.S. BUNGI
The Varsity Outdoor Club Journal (VOCJ) interviews CS. Bungi, the legendary and mysterious
founding member of the VOC.
VOCJ:

Do you remember Longhike?

C.S.:

Longhike?

VOCJ:

Remember? It was back before 24921 papers, 2379 exams, 87,721.36 classes (never could get
to that Monday morning class on time), 109 trips (63 of which were bushwhacks), and 8327.6
cinnamon buns (dropped a few) and 75 baseball games (Eric).

CS.:

Oh that Longhike! Who could forget: over 100 people, the Rockschool invasion of Smoke
Bluffs (spearheaded by Andy), guitars, exploding stereo, tossing green linguini, awesome
pancakes (food by Fern, thanks), meeting new friends in the hot tubl!! and getting involved
with the VDS.

VOCJ:

Did you get to Leavenworth?

CS.:

Yeah, you folks are crazy! One party, led by Mr. Headlamp and All Night Eric, climbed ‘til
3:00 AM and missed a Thanksgiving BBQ dinner for 30 (sounds like a Pacheco trip). There
were too many cobs of corn, too many yams, too much salad and too many beer for dinner, but
(sorry Eric, Celeste, Duhane and Craig) we ate it all! Can’t forget climbing over our heads,
swimming in Icicle Creek, tent hopping (Ken), the SWRCC and a couple of close shaves with
Don. Good time that.

VOCJ:

And Glacier School?

CS.:

I could hardly find it! Two days in waist deep snow and we never even saw a glacier. The
instructors pitched in and helped carry Chrystal’s wardrobe and then racing around trying to set
up camp before the storm hit. The best part was watching Tanya, Chrystal and Kathleen put
up their tent ‘I though you brought the poles?”. Then I got stuck “on the other side”.

VOCJ:

You met the Squamish Highway Rockslide, did you?

CS.:

Indeed I did, during the Halloween Party at Mike’s place. The Squamish Highway Landslides
won first prize. Beer, Andy in lycra, beer, Eric as a baseball (or something like that), beer,
Celeste and Diane as Hula Mountaineers, and beer. Full contact apple bobbing my ears are
still full of water!
-

VOCJ:

We’ve heard rumours that you took a VOC group down to Smith Rocks and their shouting
kept all the campers awake at night.

C.S.:

Yup! Had a lot of fun with the Rock Guru Groupies, pre-orgy tickle fights, even came back
with a tan and a pet snake (Flat Fred we call ‘im), may he rest in peace. Still have indigestion
from the Golden Trough.

VOCJ:

What was your favourite trip?

CS.:

Hard to say, maybe the Singing Trip to Diamond Head, or Yak Peak with all the awesome sun
and snow, or Black Tusk and hanging out in a great snow cave, It was cool going back to
VEEOCEE Mountain again, extra snowshoes anyone?

VOCJ:

Sounds like you’ve had a busy year. Did you write anything for the Journal?

CS.:

Naw, i’m too busy having fun and there are too many prolific writers in the club. I like to

These figures are based on UBC averages, corrected for the size of the club, then
totally fudged.

remain anonymous. Thanks to everyone who wrote articles and spared me the work. I.ooks
like it’s going to be a fat Journal this year, must have been a big effort.
VOCJ:

It wasn’t toooo bad, had lots help with typing, advertising, photography, etc. (thanks Karma,
Paul, Celeste, Liii, Marilyn, Chris, Ken, Andy...), and thanks to Noel for all the neat sketches.
Rock and Ice, eat yer heart out!

VOCJ:

What are you doing for the summer?

CS.:

First I’m going to crash the Banquet (I’m hoping to get an impromptu goon award) then to the
newly revived Sphinx Camp for a reeaal party. Then there’s the summer BBQ’s, evenings at
Lighthouse Park... Trips... Tent hopping...

VOCJ:

Is there anything you’d like to say to your admirers?

C.S.:

Well folks, if you want adventure, put your boots on and go!
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PRESIDENT Ken Legg
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TREASURER Reena Meijer-Drees
SECRETARY Nick Folkard
QUARTER MASTER Jan Palaty
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TRIPS CO-ORDINATOR Andy Pacheco
ARCHIVIST Brian Smith
PUBLIC RELATIONS Jeff Grenwood
MEMBERSHIP Alice Waterman
SPECIAL PROJECTS Steve Dodds
PUBLICATIONS OFFICER Ken Legg

GRAD NEWS
Rob Driscoll

Interning in Victoria and still drives a ‘/W van.

Bill Durtler

Working in Calgary for Novatel atid making tons of money. Has been seen driving
around in a small white $port$ car. Wait until you see his new $mile.

Richard Howes

Based in Germany now, or is it Australia or Canada. He and Catherine are living in
Germany where she is teaching.

Saskia Acton

Interning in Calgary.

Dave Robinson

Working in Chetwyn B.C. since last summer building the world’s first zero discharge
pulp mill.

Roland Burton

Still gets out into the mountains. Has been seen on a couple of VOC trips.

Rich Lechleitner

Working again as a ranger in the Grand Canyon (this time he’s being paid)

Marilyn Noort

Working at Sunny Hill Hospital as a speech therapist.

Scott Phillips

Working in Maple Ridge at Moli-Energy.

Bruce Fairley

Has taken over a law practice in Golden B.C. and is extremely active with the new
Environment Committee of the ACC.

Brad Nixon

Living in Holland and flying for a Dutch airline.

John Pringle

Passed away in March 1991. He was active with the VOC in the early 1960’s and again
in the 1980’s.

Mike Smith

Also active in the 1960’s and still gets out into the mountains once in a while.

John Riddinton

Passed away in January 1991. He was active with the VOC during the mid 1950’s.

Alex Frid

Back in Vancouver working for Western Canada Wilderness Comittee.

Pierre Friely

Out at SFU doing his masters degree.

Anita Mietttinen
Steve Dods

Just returned from a trekking trip in Nepal and will be moving to Japan in March.

Brad Boyle
Alice Waterman

Are now married.

Peter Stone

Teaching math at Sir Winfred Grenfell College in Cornerbrook, Newfoundland.

Jennie Korn

Moved back to the U.S. and is now working in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Markus Kellerhals

Quit his job and is now travelling.

Erika Kellerhals

Back at U.B.C. in Med School.

Kobus Barnard

Has finally graduated from Computer Scienc at S.F.U.

Peter Fredman

Finishing off his masters degree hack in Sweden. Came to Vancouver to work for six
weeks this winter.
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SOCIAL SCENE
Banquet 1990
By all measures the VOC banquet was a success. We had a good turnout, great awards, slide contest
and we rocked past midnight. The dinner was the usual Buffet Lasagne of course! Don Serl gave an
inspirational talk and slide show on his many amazing mountaineering excursions around southwestern B.C.
He even gave away a few first ascents waiting to be made.
As is our tradition at the VOC, awards were given for outstanding service:
The “Loving Cup” went to Peter Celliers and Dense Hart.
The “Brokent Board” went to Jan Palaty for giving food poisoning to 12 people on a Christmas camp
with poorly cooked beans. It still make us laugh!
P.S. he also got a cook book.
Dave williams received a pair of crampons for his booties so that on the next trip he wouldn’t slip,
fall, land on and destroy the tent.
Paul Kao gave Jeff Greenwood a tube of steroids “‘roid-cream” to help with those strenuous rock
climbt. Will the award come back again?
The slide contest was judged by Larry Emrick, a photographer with the Vancouver Sun. Eric Clemson
took the overall category with his photo of Mt. Baker. Ken Legg and Dave Williams swept the other
catagories.
The 1990 VOC Journal was handed out (thanks to all who contributed) and Ken gave out a few
awards.
Journal Awards
Pure Volume

Eric Clemson
22 pages (that’s a lot of words!), next year he’s limited to 10 pages.
prize: Kao-Pectate for verbal diarrhoea

Tinyest Article

Craig Hollinger
“Mt. Sheer Triathalon”, 200 words
prize: tiny address book

Most Humorous

Tom’s, Nick’s, Steve’s

Most Technical

Paul Kao
“Strength Vs Finesse”
Honorable Mention in the Diachronous’ category
prize: ruler

Sweaty Palm

Paul Kao
“The Accident”
prize: a spool of thread (‘hanging by a

Most Participants

Craig Hollinger
‘The VOC Telemark Ski Clinic’
prize: tiny address book

Latest

-

too many, so everybody gets an Honorable Mention

-

37 participants

Andy and Muriel Pacheco
prize: haven’t got their prize yet
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Longhike
climbing (actually
About a milion people crowded into Murin Park and the Smoke Bluffs to try rock

only about 100 showed up). They later gathered at the AMS Whistler cabin for another excellent
(green) linguini feast prepared by chief cook Fern Hietkamp and her crew. Comic relief in the
kitchen was provided by Zarin. Five acoustic guitars entertained the guests for the evening until
Craig’s stereo was cranked up and the dancing started. After the stereo died (popped fuses), the
dancing followed Suit and the guitars were brought out again. The party continued until the early
(some
hours of the morning. After a hearty breakfast of pancakes, many people actually went hiking
even skiing!).

Halloween Party
This year’s party was held at Mike Adi’s house. Most people in attendance got soaked bobbing for
apples. Eric Clemson, dressed as a baseball (what else) vendor, went around giving out free beer to
everyone. Andy Pacheco was caught wearing something he wouldn’t be caught dead wearing
LYCRA! (comlimented by an earring). The Mc’s, Chrystal (McNabb) and John (McCarter) won first
prize for their Squamish Highway Rockslide costumes.
-

Summer Reunion Party

Another immense group of energetic VOC’ers partied into the night at the Grad Centre drinking
beer, eating nachos and showing slides of their many exciting summer trips.
Winter ReunIon Party
Held in January at the Grad Centre where everyone sampled each others’ culinary secrets (including
Eric’s chocolate chip cookies) and showed slides of their Christmas trips.
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It Was The
Summer of ‘71...
when a small group of VOC members got together to start a
Co-op. Their aim was to do something about the poor
selectionand high prices of climbing equipment in Vancouver.
Their ideas worked and grew. Today our motto is still
good gear, good prices, good people, and the
Co-op’s guarantee behind everything we sell.
If you’re already a Co-op member, we’ll be mailing you the
Co-op’s Summer Catalogue in early April. If you’re not a
member or if you’ve moved recently, drop us a note or phone
(604) 732-1989, and we’ll send you a free copy.

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP
Vancouver 872-7858, Calgary 269-2420, Toronto 363-0122
Mail Order 1-800-363-0122 or 732-1537
-

-

-

SPRING
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Slightly Lost on the Neve
Jan Palaty

March, 199)

It was mid-March and the weather was doubtful. ‘Unsettled is the popular local term, which usually
means that the rain won’t be continuous. Several of us were eager to do something for a day or so since we
didn’t have the time to spare for a full weekend trip, so we decided on a day trip across the Garibaldi Neve.
The plan was to drive up Friday night, leave one car at the Diamond Head parking lot, spend the night at
the Barrier trailhead and ski over to the first car on Saturday. OK, it was a bit ambitious but it Jj been
done.
So what actually happened? The distribution of vehicles went as planned but we were only able to
drive a few hundred metres up from the highway toward the Barrier trailhead. We camped here and next
morning at 4:45 we hoisted the packs and started skiing up. Pierre was first off, as usual, but since he was
self-contained and knew what he was doing (unlike some of us) we didn’t worry about him. The rest of us
each had an Ensolite pad at most (except for Doug, who also had a sleeping bag) so the motto was “succeed
or perish!”. Yes, I know what you’re thinking. We were doing fine until the first switchback where Doug’s
(rented) skins fell apart. We managed to patch them together again but we couldn’t revive their stickiness.
The duct tape would have worked if we hadn’t been travelling on steep frozen snow in a forest, where it lasts
for about one minute. In addition, Doug’s (rented> boots were turning his feet into hamburger but, being the
hard man that he is, he didn’t complain.
We reached the Lake shelters at about 10. The weather looked rather indecisive but we decided to
“go for it” anyway. Travel across the lake was rapid until we reached Sentinel Bay which wasn’t tjni1 frozen.
Neither, it seemed, was the rest of the lake: Doug and Bob (Mark and Pierre had lost us long ago) said that
they had heard some ominous cracking sounds beneath their skis on our way to Sentinel Bay. The traverse
around the Bay was easy enough but annoying because it slowed us down considerably. Still, it was faster
than swimming.
We skied up towards Glacier Pikes but soon took the skis off as our skins wouldn’t have survived all
that traversing and the snow was quite firm. We met Mark here: he had skied as far as the Sharkfin (e.g.
more than half-way across the Neve), saw the clouds rolling in and decided that he wasn’t into it. I gave him
the keys to the truck and he went back to the Barrier trailhead and our vehicle. The weather actually wasn’t
looking too good: low cloud kept visibility to a minimum but the terrain wasn’t supposed to be too bad (Or SO
I had read) and we figured that we could surely pick our way through by map and compass.
Getting to the Sharkfin was easy as we could still see something of our surroundings. We traversed
upwards and passed the crevassed section without any problems hut then the clouds really closed in. Up,
down, left, right: white in all directions. OK, get out the map and compass. Just keep heading due south
and we should drop down into that big basin above Ring Creek. For some reason, though, “south’ involved
skiing p, which was contrary to what the map said should be happening. Also, “south” seemed so vary by up
to 90° with every bearing we took. Oh yes, and it was also starting to snow and it was 4 PM.
This is one of the reasons that I enjoy mountaineering. You get so much practice in crisis
management up here that the problems you encounter in the city seem pretty trivial in comparison and not
worth getting worried about. Let’s face it, your life is worth a bit more than next month’s rent.
Just then we had a stroke of luck. The clouds lifted for about two minutes, revealing some completely
mysterious terrain to the south (even after checking the map) but showing us the friendly Sharkfin to the
north. Some quick map and compass indicated more or less where we were so off we went. Ten minutes
later we were definitely lost again. Very cold, too: I couldn’t imagine an unplanned bivy up here.
However, the patron saint of mountaineers (regardless of how reckless they may be) smiled upon us
once again. A party of BCMC’ers had done the traverse from Diamond Head on the previous weekend and
their tracks were mostly visible. We had been doing our best to follow them before but it was a tricky job.
We fly lost them at one point and started traversing SW, going purely by map and compass. I went ahead
a hit to check out the route, when suddenly the ground disappeared from under my feet. I started sliding
down steep and very hard snow towards...what? A cliff? I couldn’t see anything. My life didn’t flash by me
but I was as terrified as I’ve ever been. Fortunately, it only turned out to be a small wind cirque. We
recovered the tracks and started following them down. Soon we were below the cloud sitting on the Neve
and could now figure out where we were. We turned out to be just above the aforementioned basin and we
could see the Ring Creek valley further on. It was now past sunset and definitely time for the headlamps.
We traversed across the basin and soon found the tracks, which we followed down to the valley. We were
going entirely on autopilot now, driven by the single thought of “let’s get the hell out of here!”.
We stopped just before the route started climbing up the steep slopes of Ring Creek. We melted
some water on the stove and had some hot chocolate. Spirits revived considerably and we scrapped our plan
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of a bivy in the treea. ‘The cabin or bust!”.
We crawled up the side of the valley, very grateful for the huge channel of a track and soon gained
the mellow terrain above. It was snowing and rather dark, as it often is at 11 PM. Fortunately, It didn’t take
us long to reach the cabin where we set up our meagre bivy gear on the floor of the cabin and promptly went
to sleep.
We were woken up early next morning by some restless skiers who were eager to start carving up the
ice crust outside. Although the cabin had been very warm last night, I was now shivering with cold. Just
imagine what it would it have been like up on the Neve. The weather looks promising and besides we want
to get out of here. We locate Pierre upstairs (he’d arrived at 7 last night) and set off. Uneventful all the
way back to Vancouver.
So, why did I bother writing about this fiasco? First of all, I believe that descriptions of trips which
went more than 50% according to plan make for very boring reading. The Editor will likely disagree strongly
with this view. Second, trips like this one are very useful for subsequent analysis. What was done wrong?
What should they have done instead? I think that the lessons are obvious enough.
Particinanis:
Jan Palaty
Mark

Pierre
Bob

Doug

Looking For Mt. Garibaldi
March, 1990

Jan Palaty

It promised to be one of those beautiful April weekends with clear blue skies. Accordingly, a party of
VOC’ers, led by Nick Folkard, decided to make the most of it and challenge Mt. Garibaldi via Brohm Ridge
and the Warren Glacier. The team’s numbers grew from about three at Friday noon to eight by Saturday
morning, when we assembled at the Church along with what appeared to be half of Vancouver’s
mountaineering community. Fortunately, none of them were going to our destination (or so we thought).
One of our more ambitious members suggested that after climbing the peak it would be more fun to
ski back via Diamond Head rather than by the Ridge, so our assault on the Brohm Ridge road was
considerably delayed as Stuart and Scott drove up to the Diamond Dread parking lot to leave Stuart’s car
there. Our vehicle then led the way up the Brohm road (not recommended for 2WD’s: the ditches can be
pretty rude) until we ran into snow. I put it into reverse and yelled back to Scott to back up to that last
hairpin turn and park there. He informed me that this would be difficult as there were now approximately
six cars behind him, fender to fender. ‘Where the hell did they come from?’ ‘They’ turned Out to be a large
BCMC party and guess what they had come to climb! Combined with the party of snowmobilers parked
ahead of us, we made quite a crowd there in the mud. Wilderness indeed!
We put the skis on and started up. Very hot but it was easy going and the views are great. Owing to
some major blister damage inflicted a few days previously, I had decided to make do with light cross country
boots and semi-telemark skis with 3.pin bindings. The grand result was that I had virtually no control over
the skis but, because of their low weight, was able to maintain a brisk pace uphill.
After passing the BCMC’ers for the last time half-way along the Ridge itself we stopped briefly to
re-group as we were getting rather spread out. Marilyn, Rich and I continued on until we reached our
intended camp site at the col just N of Dalton Dome. We waited for about half an hour but when there was
still no sign of the others, I decided to ski back and investigate. It turned out that they had enough for one
day and had camped on the flats about 1.5 km back. We made a plan of battle for the next day and I skied
back to the col.
What a site for a camp! Dalton Dome looming above us and the Tantalus Range spread out against
the pink western horizon. A bit chilly, though.
7 AM: much low cloud, getting progressively worse as we waited for the others. Two other climbers
passed us and continued on to Garibaldi. The balance of our party arrived, tents and all, and we roped up
prior to departure. Visibility was now very limited so navigation was by map, compass and vague memories
of the last time I was here. We reached the base of the peak itself and stopped for a breather. We also had
our first casualty here as Stuart dropped his water bottle, which accelerated down the wind-packed slope to
an unknown fate. We then followed the tracks of the previous two climbers until they apparently stopped at
the partly-covered bergschrund. It didn’t look very promising but I went up to take a look anyhow. No, it
won’t go. I took one step back down when there was a sudden WHOOSH! and about 10 m of the snow
13

bridge collapsed into the slot. OK, now it definitely won’t go.
At this point we heard some voices over to our right, coming from the previous party on their way
down, who directed us to a more feasible crossing of the ‘schrund. It reminded me of a trip to Mt.
Unnecessary some years ago, where we were joined at the parking lot by a dog who accompanied us all the
way to the summit: owing to our highly uncertain navigation, my companions still insist that we followed the
dog to the top and not vice versa. Anyway, we talked the rest of the party out of abandoning the attempt
and following twenty minutes of easy terrain we were on the summit. We couldn’t see a thing (except for the
half-buried cairn) but it was very satisfying to have climbed the peak on its own terms.
The descent was straightforward but we got a bit lost in the basin below Dalton Dome (I was leading).
Fortunately, Stuart and Brian managed to locate our earlier tracks and led us back to the camp. We made
our way back to the ridge and started to ski down very, very carefully. Visibility was very low and it was hard
to do anything in the snowmobile ruts. No sign of the BCMC’ers anywhere.
The return to the cars was mainly uneventful except for one of Martin’s skis falling off on the logging
road and sailing down into a huge gully. He walked over to the edge, looked down into an apparently
bottomless abyss and said ‘Forget it’. We reached the cars at about 10 and drove down to Squamish, where
the rest of us loitered around MacDonald’s while Scott and Stuart went back up to DH to retrieve the car.
We returned to Vancouver at 1:15 AM. A rather strenuous trip but obviously not epic material.
A brief irrelevant note on blisters: the best way to avoid them is to put small bits of Molefoam (4 cm
,
2
say) on the problem spots, cover the heel with a larger section of normal moleskin and then cover the whole
back of the foot with duct tape. The result is very effective and will last intact for several days.
ParticiDantt:
Martin Bell
Marilyn Noort
Scott Phillips

Nick Folkarsl (L)
Stuart Macdonald
Jan Palaty

Rich Lechleitner
Brian Smith

Carmanah Valley
Tom Baumann

April 1

-

3, 1990

The first of April and that’s not a joke, we went to catch the first ferry to Nanaimo. Rob was going to
move back to Ontario in a few weeks and wanted to not miss the opportunity to see the Valley before any
destruction could happen. So never mind the rain warning by the weather service, It was now or never.
The Western Canada Wilderness Committee map was easily followed until at Youbou the logging
roads started. There is a small store there if one forgot something. The instructions on the map were very
detailed, but we didn’t find half of the turn-offs and sites and just went straight ahead. This of course was
the right way. Until the very last turn there is just staying with the main road. The roads, by the way, are in
excellent shape, as it is expected that there will be much more timber moved through there. Driving through
all these clear-cuts, we wondered if there would be any forest left at the end of this. Soon we came to the
now famous sign announcing the working forest, explaining how our forests are managed. It is however very
strange to find this sign in the middle of a very recent clear-cut and everything around the sign looks rather
dead and eerie.
Around noon, we arrived at the trail-head at Hell Camp, where we parked and loaded the packs on
our backs (from Capillano Rd. in North Vancouver, we measured 179 km, from Youhou 75.4 km. It took us
from Youbou to the trail-head approximately 2 hours, but then again you don’t know how I drive!). At
first
quite level through some swampy area on mostly newly build walkways we passed huge Western Red
Cedars,
to steeply descend into the valley. It took us about an hour to get to Camp Heaven with all the sightseeing
we did on the way down, all these tall trees, the lush vegetation.
Camp was set up on the gravel bar, where there was one other tent set up. Exploring the
neighbourhood that afternoon, we found the ‘Fallen Giant’ (230’ long) and ventured into Camp Heaven
Grove, where the tallest Sitka Spruce measures 265’ and that one is still standing. Even when you
are 6’6”
(1.96m) tall, you feel very small and unimportant around there and the feeling you get under the
trees at
sunset, I can not really put to words.
At sunrise, we headed out to visit the “Carmanah Giant”, some 8
km downstream. When I said sunrise, I meant it, the weather reports were wrong and we had
nothing but
glorious sunshine for the rest of the trip. Which was good as I would have had my troubles taking pictures
in
this mature, dark forest, despite 200 and 400 ASA film. As it turned out the lighting was just
perfect.
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Up and down best describes how the trail goes. Ladders, handrails and walkways put in by volunteers
make the work much easier and prevent damage to the plant life. Always along the creek with hardly any
elevation change on the map, it is still hard work and the, odd mud-hole to jump across doesn’t improve
things. Also there is a ford through the creek that is not always easily passed. As it was, the water level in
the creek was down and passage was only knee-deep. We passed groves of Hemlock, Cedar and Spruce on
our way and the ever present mosses and lichens madefor a fairy tale forest all along. An added attraction
for the hotter summer months is the Emerald Pools, which can easily serve as swimming holes for the
overheating traveller. A little further along, there are more pools in a box canyon, when you are well above
the creek. The views include some spectacular waterfalls.
Near lunch time we arrived at our destination, the ‘Carmanah Giant’ the world’s tallest known Sitka
Spruce with 312’ towering above the valley floor right by the creek. The 10’ diameter is something by itself.
We spent a full hour having lunch and just enjoying the view by the creek. From here it is 1300 meters to
the West Coast Trail for experienced hikers and wading in the creek is required. We were not in the mood
for wading and headed back to Camp Heaven, which took us half the time than the way in. All the
sightseeing and picture taking on the way in had slowed us down considerably.
Waking up next morning there was a strange hum in the air, it sounded like motor bikes or something
similar. It took us a while to figure Out that the sounds came from the nearby logging operation that was
closing in on the valley. This thought more than anything spoiled the moment.
That day we explored upstream and encountered some more spruce groves and the hollow spruce
tree. The walking upstream seemed much easier than the day before all the up and down to the “Giant’.
After another roll of film, it was time to break camp and head home.
In the following months the tight about the preservation of the Carmanah Valley heated up. Half the
Valley was declared a park, the upper half slated for logging. In the fall of 1990 much of the walkways,
bridges, and research facilities in the valley that had been built by volunteers were destroyed.
Participants:
Tom Baumann

Rob Favrin

“A Neat Place With Bears and Stuff”
April 13.16, 1990

Jan Palaty

The following is a description of a ski trip into Athelney Pass, a very attractive alpine area near the
headwaters of the Lillocet River. We drove up to Pebble Creek Thursday night and started skiing up the
valley the following morning. Low overcast with an occasional few drops of rain. Peter, who had visited the
area before, insisted that we follow the logging road winding its way up the steep hillside and then scramble
straight up through the slash. We thus found ourselves, an hour later, looking down on the road we gid
have followed 500 ft. below us. After another half hour spent correcting this problem, we rejoined the road
and followed it to the NW end of the logged area before entering the forest. Denise and Judy, whose faith
in our leader had been severely tested by the previous scenic detour in the logging slash, began to plot a
mutiny after Peter led the party through several steep and tricky gullies. We then traversed along the hillside
into Salal Creek and set up camp in the forest near the junction with Bridge Creek. Peter had described this
area as “a neat place with bears and stuff’ so the level of paranoia was high. Judy said that either the food
was going out of the tent or she was. ‘For the pleasure of your company, Judy, no sacrifice is too great.”
Hence the removal of our food to lofty locations (ever try climbing a 5.7 spruce in booties?).
Saturday dawned blue and beautiful. We were treated to magnificent views of the N face of Plinth
Peak (real Himalayan material) as we skied up the Salal Creek valley into Athelney Pass itself. A wonderful
area: broad, gentle valleys leading up to icefalls and towering peaks. The temperature in the Pass was in the
high twenties, prompting us to dispense with most of our clothing and start splashing on the Factor 29. After
a very leisurely lunch and a vivid description of the state of Judy’s feet (Stephen King could learn a thing or
two from her), the Restless One suggested an assault on Ochre Mountain, a minor irregularity on the ridge
above the pass. Peter and Denise opted to stay behind and construct a wall around our camp so the Blister
Brigade (Judy and the author, with heels encased in multiple layers of moleskin and duct tape) set off to bag
the summit. Very straightforward ascent with the entire Lillooet Icecap, from the Manatee to the
Tchaikazan, spread out before us. The Restless One ground to a halt about twenty yards from the (flat)
summit and proposed to do the rest without a pack. It was pointed out that this would not be an ethically
sound conquest, so a porter carried the pack to the top just so we could say that we had climbed Ochre
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oroperly. The ski down was a bit tricky as the slopes were steep and now very icy. The camp party was thus
treated to a kind of TV dinner: while munching on their lentils they could look up and watch an adventure
unfold. “Judy’s up: no, she just sank back in up to her waist. Jan’s down again. Looks like he’s going to
attack this slope with the Penguin Technique’ (stomach glissade-Ed.).
The next day dawned cloudy but useable. Unfortunately, the same could not be said for our boots
which had frozen into totally inflexible blocks: well, what else do you expect when you leave completely
saturated boots outside overnight? Our intention was to climb Mt. Etheiweard and Icemaker Mt.. We skied
up the easy glacier dropping into the pass, which we followed to the summit of Icemaker. Great
views all
around. Much debate over how to subdue Ethelweard: a very attractive and dominant mountain but
apparently completely surrounded by cliffs. We then carved turns about half way down the glacier
before
climbing over a pass into the basin below Ethelweard. The Book says to gain the SW ridge and
then
scramble to the summit. Yeah, right. We gained the ridge by a steep snow couloir but that’s as far
as we
got. The rock is very rotten, the ridge very narrow and it’s exposed to the tune of 500-odd feet on
both sides.
In summary, we FAILED. Ideal terrain for humbling individuals who fancy themselves to be rock
climbers
by dogging 5.10’s at the Smoke Bluffs.
We then had a fantastic ski run down the glacier on excellent spring snow. Over supper we discussed
our plan of battle for the next day: we figured that since it had taken us 1.5 days to ski in we
should get up
really early (as if we ever did anything elsel) and keep the headlamps in a handy location.
So we did. While poking around in my pack next morning, I detected some movement below. I lifted
the pack and found a mouse underneath, looking well-fed and rather smug. Unfortunately, the wretched
animal then promptly scuttled underneath a tent before I could bisect it with my ice axe. I chased
it over to
Denise and Peter’s tent and went back to my packing. Further inspection revealed that the mouse
had
located the food bag and I imagine that it must have thought itself to be in Nirvana. Fortunately, there
hadn’t been much food left in there anyway and my dining guest had not been very hungry.
We skied down the Salal Creek valley, following the creek bed as much as possible. We found
a Set
of fresh ski tracks going out (presumably the same tracks which we had seen on the way in) which
put us
back on the logging road by midday by a more intelligent route. The sun was blazing away, the
temperature
was in the mid twenties and we were in no hurry anywhere, so we had a lengthy lunch and
bemoaned the
fact that we had to leave when the weather was so perfect. Another hour or so of skiing down logging
roads
brought us to the truck and the end of a thoroughly wonderful spring ski trip. Who needs powder
snow.
Pprticlpants:
Peter Celliers

Judy Needham

Denise Hart

Jan Palaty

Yosemite 1990
Eric Clemson

April-May t990

April22 1990
Left home this morning. All seemed to be going well as we relaxed to the throbbing
purr of the
Beast’s V8. A stop was made in Portland for an excellent meal at the Original Pancake House.
After a
short chat with Debbie, a waitress whom I’ve known there for years, we continues our journey
onwards.
Somewhere south of Salem we changed drivers and as I pulled out of the Rest Area, I noticed
a
sudden lack of power. It felt as though the transmission was not grabbing, but later I
realized that the
engine had stopped completely. We coasted to a stop less than a mile out of the rest
area and began to try
and figure Out the problem without any success. A couple from Alabama stopped
and tried to give us a
hand, but to no avail. They then dropped Andy and Muriel off at a phone where they
called the AAA.
Soon enough the tow came and we were pulled into Albany while Andy, Muriel and
Marc jogged 8
miles along the freeway. We spent the night in a decent motel and were on our way
the next morning after
the fuel pump was replaced at a service station a 24 hour setback but, time enough
to allow for Yosemite’s
weather to hopefully improve.
-

April 24
First day in the valley. We arrived late last night through the rising mist from
a very recent
thunderstorm. Everything was wet yet we could see all the stars in the sky. This
morning the pattern held as
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we awoke to a generous full, blue sky. Marc and I Set off to do ‘Nutcracker a nice easy 5.8, Yosemite’s
answer to “Diedre”. Nearby, Charlie and Nils climbed “After 7” a 5 pitch climb of similar nature,
Nutcracker proved to be quite pleasant, yet I was somehow feeling a lack in fluidity, very typical for
this early in the season. For some dumb reason I got all screwed up on the first pitch and spent along time
changing from variation to variation trying to avoid a large wet spot at it’s crux. The rest of the climb was
very nice and Marc and I swapped leads throughout under the continuous threat of some sneering clouds
nearby. Marc was climbing much more surely and fluidly than I most likely due to his French blood and his
regular tours of the Fantainbleu bouldering circuit near Paris. A nice, mellow first day with no spit. Looks
good for the rest of the week, Salut!
April 26
Yesterday Charlie and I did the East Buttress of Middle Cathedral Rock, I had done the route a year
ago with Jeff as my first climb in the Valley and an introduction to longer routes. Charlie and I set off early
in the morning and soon we were on our way up the first pitch. This seemed much nicer than the year
before when I had a pack seconding, yet I still figure that it might be the crux of the climb, considering the
fact that the 5.10 higher up is aided.
Charlie didn’t feel much like leading that day as he was even more stagnated from not being (in
enough recent rock than me. Therefore, I ended up leading all the pitches, being more than happy to do so
and let him contend with the pack. The pitches flowed by as my climbing improved, my style being more
and more confident and my movements more natural. Leading every pitch seemed to be taking its toll on
me mentally as I could not Sit back and take a break while someone else forged ahead. Yet by about
midway, my mind seemed to be entering into a more relaxed and mellow state, thus enhancing my climbing
ability, During the ninth pitch my mind seemed to be functioning perfectly, allowing me to perform
enjoyable relaxed stems while my butt hung out over a thousand feet of sir. The effects of Yosemite were
starting to set in.
Other interesting happenings on the route included the observation of some huge chucks of rock
falling off El Capitan. These bus’sized chunks of diorite fell from somewhere near the “Wyoming Sheep
Ranch” route near Wyoming on the North America Wall feature and landed about 300 feet out from the
base of the cliff. It was hard to tell if any climbers were involved as we were basically too far away. In any
case, the crash of these blocks hitting the ground was so thunderous that it was apparently heard as far away
as the Glacier Point Apron, several miles up-Valley. Ironically, I just happened to be looking at that way on
El Cap when they fell off, Another thing I learned on the climb was that one litre of water between 2
people for 10 pitches is not enough. By about She 5th or 6th pitch, my throat was starting to swell and near
the end of the climb, it became painful to talk. Definitely a situation to avoid! The beers back at camp
became an endangered species once we returned though!
Today was pretty much a rest day, as most of us slept in or lounged throughout the morning. Around
noon, a bunch of us went over to Corry to check out the gear store and for me to buy a stove. Later that
afternoon, Kobus and I climbed “Doggie Deviations” an excellent 2 pitch crack route nnt far away on the
Camp 4 walL I used Kobus’ exotic, customized gear racking system for the second pitch and found it to be
not too bad, except that the gear that I needed was not there in the first place. Oh well! Tomorrow, we’re
going to try -“Sons of Yesterday” above “Serenity Crack”, supposedly an excellent 8 pitch 5.10 crack route. We
shall see. My Floyd tape’s running Out and its getting late. Cheers.
April 27
Today was nice and hot. In fact by the end of the day I had a noticeable sunburn on my arms and
neck. Although Kobus and I had originally intended on doing the ‘Sons of Yesterday” route from “Serenity
Crack’ to the rim, a late start, hot day, and a rather casual attitude changed our plans into just doing some
shorter routes in the “Serenity Crack” area. We started off on the first two pitches of “Maxine’s Wall’, the
first pitch being a nice, interesting 5.10 face climb protected by 20 year old bolts. The second pitch
decreased in quality dramatically as we found it to be a wet, grassy, pin-scarred crack. At this point we
decided to rappel.
Alter some drink and eats, we decided to give “Serenity Crack” a go, even though it’s manufactured
crack looked somewhat unaesthetic. Surprisingly, the climbing turned out to be much better than expected
and in no time Kobus had reached the first belay with little rope to spare. After seconding, I led on up the
second pitch, jamming as if it were going out of style. At one point I had to make a sort of facey traverse to
a second crack. This took a bit of time as it took several attempts to find the best place to traverse. Alter
the traverse, about 75 feet of jamming followed to the belay, including a steeper and sustained little crux
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section where I figured that the most effective method would be to run it out a little until reached
I
some
sort of good toe jam were I could pop some pro in. A few knobs beside the crack then led to
the belay.
The third crux 5.lOd pitch was Kobus’ and he began leading up the initial juggy flakes with
ease,
anticipating the crux to come along some time soon. Eventually the thin crux crack was reached
and after
placing a couple of bomber pieces, Kobus was off heading for the top, cranking away on
tight, tweaky finger
locks. In no time, he was on top, grinning. A great end to a wonderful, mellow day of cragging.
About 45 minutes ago I saw my first Yosemite bear outside the tent. As I was getting ready
go to
bed, I noticed some movement outside the tent, so shone my headlamp outside. To my surprise, to
I saw a
large figure sitting atop the picnic table with curious eyes shining against the light.
My first assumption was
that it was a racoon, as I see many a week in my own backyard, but no, this was
nitwit larger. Upon further
inspection, I noticed its large snout as it poked its head into our garbage bag. The bear
soon got tired of my
light and left. Andy, hearing my excitement, got up and put the garbage away and the
bear has been
elsewhere since. But hey, that was only less than an hour ago!
Sunday
This morning we all got up at an alpine start for one of the hardest routes of the trip The
Ahwahnee
Brunch. The first several pitches were cruised by everyone including Andy’s flash
of the Banana Cream
Dihedral. As we got higher up on the route, people began to move at different speeds.
Marc took the slow
but sure method with several seiges of the buffet cracks while Eric C. powered ahead
on the Megabreakfast
Flake. As Eric began to slow down, due to early fatigue, Kobus began to show his endurance
by persistently
battling the Prime Rib Corners. While all this was going on, the two Erics and Heather
did a slight variatio a
on the 3 pitch Hot Chocolate Carafe. Eric N. almost took a screamer while pulling
up on the final Whipped
Cream Pitch. As Andy wolfed his way along the final sections, Muriel played around
in the dessert section.
At this point everyone noticed Eric C. starting to fade quite quickly. Yet showing strong
mental fortitude, he
went on to face the final crux pitch of a prime rib cut. As he made his way through
the pitch, it became
apparent that reversing it would be disastrous. There was only one way to go. After chalking
up a few time,
he started up the final crux jamcrack. Everyone was nervous as his manky jams led
him more and more into
trouble. However, as he popped in the last piece, a collective sigh of relief was let
out. All parties manager
to finish the route with no serious mishaps. The descent back to camp, mind you, proved
to be very slow and
tedious indeed!
-

Wow! What a place. Here I sit in the meadows below El Cap listening to
“Sticky Fingers’, drinking
Weinhard’s dark, and taking in the overall aura of the landscape. Above
me the shield of El Cap glows in
the evening sun, while directly across the valley, Middle Cathedral Rock’s Direct
North Buttress beckons out
at me, just daring me to give it a try. I’ve been here almost a week and have been
climbing every day. My
skill, fitness and psyche have improved dramatically, yet I ponder what I will need in
me to do a route so
grand and powerful as the Nose of El Cap. Some New Zealanders, whom
I met, suddenly decided upon
doing it this morning and had fixed ropes to Sickle Ledge by the time I got back
from the Ahwahnee.
They’re packing this afternoon!
I’m seriously toying around with the idea of doing the NW face of Half Dome on Wednesday.
The
only problem, I figure, is that it is quite cool in the valley right now and thus
it would probably be quite cold
up at 8000 feet. Oh welt, ru have to see. Marc, from France, is very keen to do it
as well. He is a much
better climber than he’ll admit, very skilled, yet very cool headed as well. Yesterday,
the two of us did
Happy’s Favourite’, a medium length 5.10 friction climb on the Apron. At one
point he insisted on leading
up a full pitch of 5.9 slab with absolutely no protection. A slight variation up a
protectable corner would
have been possible, but no, he felt he needed the slab. Off he went climbing in
a totally controlled manner,
even though a fali would have meant something severe. The rest of the pitches
did have bolts (although
sparse and manky) and proved to be very fun indeed. I lead the crux pitch,
a long smeaiy pitch with a crux
traverse that proved to be more scary for the second. This slab climbing
proved to be very different from
Squamish, as it often involved smearing on very smooth and polished rock.
On cruxes, the shoes often
squeaked, thereby enhancing the doubtfulness of the placements. Fun climbing
though!
A Later Date in May
It’s been a little while since I’ve gotten around to writing. I’ve managed
to squeeze in a few postcards
now and then but somehow when it came time for this little book, I felt too zonked
and crashed into my
sleeping bag. I guess rye just been climbing too much!
I find it hard so recall exactly what climbs I’ve done in the past couple of weeks
or so. The whole trip
just seems to have melded itself into one grand experience, not just a bunch
of little energy spurts now and
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then. Here are a few recollections.
On what we expected would be a good day, Marc and I rose up at a very early start and headed up to
the base of the Northeast Buttress of Higher Cathedral Rock (NEB). I was feeling really psyched as I
looked up at this daunting route that Andy had raved so much about. What a line for a 5.9! Yes, all
systems were on go, or so it seemed, lied up the first pitch only to find a much clearer view of my
surroundings, including what looked liked a fast approaching cold front near Cloudsrest Peak past Half
Dome. This, combined with the cold wind, drastically changed my perspective on the climb. Once Marc
reached the belay, we both independently decided that we didn’t want to be stuck up on this wall in a cold
storm, so put it off for another day. We hiked back down and checked Out the base of El Cap which was
pretty wild. What a long, steep bugger! Interestingly enough we both seemed to really be lacking in energy
or gumption, so headed aback to camp to sleep.
A day or so later, Marc asked me what the letters, ‘OW’ in the guidebook meant “Offwidth”, I told
him, lets climb some of these offwidths today then Eric, he keenly suggested. Although I told him that
these were somewhat less than glorious crack climbs he was caught in a severe state of curiosity and insisted
that we climb some. Feeling that my offwidth technique could use some practise or improvements and
having a new fat-crack protection toy to try out, I obliged and the neat day we headed up the gully behind
Camp W to find our climb, a 5.lOa appropriately named “Doggie Do’.
Alter some severe winging on my part, I eventually began arm-barring up the crack. God this was
awkward! Feeling not the slightest bit secure I somehow made it up to the halfway rest ledge, pushing my
#4 Camalot up as I climbed. I stuffed in a few wires for pro and began to work out the crux ahead.
Somehow 1 found my way above the ledge, moaning and thrashing with the crux. God this was awful and
bloody hard! Still more thrashing and I had gained no more that a foot. My shoulder was aching from armbars that were, at times, holding my entire weight. After a bit more thrashing I somehow found a little crack
on the sidewall at the back of the OW. I had to rest. Somehow, I down-climbed back to the ledge and
rested up in preparation for another attempt. After some more winging, I felt as ready as I’d ever be and
went up for another try. The crack was still as hard as ever, but this time I had even less strength left to
offer it. I climbed with all my might, having the occasional energy sapping chance to shove my Camalot
up a
few more inches. The higher I got, the more sapped I became. When I came into reach of the little side
crack, I basically had not strength left at all. I swore and grovelled giving it all I had. I was only 3 feet or
so
from the top and had passed the crux, yet I had expired. My right hand was grabbing a jug, yet I had no
pulling power left whatsoever. I lowered down and sat down on the ground feeling totally dejected and
exhausted. I sat there for at least ten minutes staring at the trees until I had enough energy to belay Marc
on a toprope. Marc raised my self-esteem somewhat by thrashing as well and not getting any further than I
had. He soon requested to be lowered and I smiled at him asking if he wanted to do any more offwidths.
He too was in awe of the difficulty that these climbs presented, yet had had enough of the vile technique for
the time being. Not having tried chimneys as well, we moved the t.r. over from “Doggie Do’ to the first 5.7
chimney pitch of ‘Doggie Diversions’ (nice names eh?). Marc figured out chimneying pretty quickly and then
we decided that some bolted face climbing would be in order, so to preserve our egos. That evening we
kicked around on a couple of 5.10’s at Sunnyside Bench, “Safe to Surf’ and “Butthole Climbers’, realizing
that, yes we were still able to climb!
The next day Andy and Kobus decided to give ‘Doggie Do’ a try. Borrowing my Camalot for running
protection, Kobus headed off up the crack, while I jumared up beside to take some photos and give him a
bad time. Kobus made it up the first section in much the same fashion as I (read violent thrashing) and
pondered at the ledge, wondering how to attack the next problem. To avoid as much gore as possible, I will
keep it short and say that Kobus pooched out at the same point I did, although he did discover that the
“hump’ method of offwidth climbing did prove to be the most effective at upward progress. I guess that’s
why the route was named so!
After Kobus lowered down, Andy took over the rope to give it a try. I really find it hard to describe
what happened due to the speed at which it occurred. In any case, Andy just cruised up this thing with
hardly a grunt heard. We were in awe. With no hesitation, Andy handstacked his way through the part
where Kobus and I had flailed desperately. This was incredible. Before I could jumar a fixed line
nearby,
Andy had finished the climb. Due to his slightly smaller size than Kohus or me and mostly due to his
technical mastery of these big cracks, Andy was able to cruise it. We were impressed!
A few days later, after recuperating from the offwidthing, Eric Nodwell and I went over to Middle
Cathedral Rock to Climb the Central Pillar of Frenzy. A year previous, I had seconded the first three
pitches with Tom while I had an injured shoulder. This year, however, my body seemed to be coping with
the rigours of Yosemite climbing just fine. As we climbed up the superb crack system, the individual
pitches
seemed to just fly by into one long beautiful crack. From the excellent finger-locks on the second pitch
to
the roof pull and fist jamming on the third, to the brilliant double crack stemming on the fourth, it all
-
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seemed to represent what was classic about Yosemite some of the best crack climbing around. Reaching
the top of the fifth pitch late that afternoon, we answered the yells of friends jumping into the Merced River
below.
Both John and I wanted to do a big wall. We originally planned on doing Half Dome together, yet
due to time constraints and the fact that Half Dome still seemed very BIG to us, we opted for a small wall,
the South Face of Washington Column in this case. On a casual Friday afternoon after picking up a haulbag,
the two of us headed up towards the base, taking a much longer approach than necessary.
We reached the base at and early 4:00 PM and I led off up what turned Out to be a much harder 5.8
than I had expected. Reaching the belay, I spent quite some time setting up an anchor and haul system
before John and the bag could be on their way. Both John and the Beached Pig, which is what our haulhag
had become known as, reached the belay fairly quickly. We then scurried across the ant infested ledge to
find the start of the second pitch, and Al aid crack, pointing directly upwards.
-

February at Home
As you can tell, I eventually gave up writing a journal for Yosemite. The late nights, squinting by
candle light and being spooked by curious bears had a part in me ending this ritual, yet I think it was mostly
due to an increase in apathy that I had accumulated during my stay in the Valley. I any case, I’m not going
to try and fool my way through the rest of my accounts by hashing out exaggerated stories of fear and
bravery. Instead I’ll simply give a few reviews of some of the more notable (ie. longer) routes I climbed
during the rest of my holiday.
Continuing with the S. Face of Washington Column, I’ll first mention that we only got about halfway
up the route due to high winds blowing a crucial cheater sling out of our way. In any case, the lower stuff
wasn’t too bad, although a bit broken up by ledges which tended to lessen the wall ‘experience’ we were
seeking. The first Al crack that I mentioned also has a 5.lIa rating and looks fairly feasible for that
standard. Freeing definitely saves a lot of time so if you think you’ve got it. go for it. You can always dog it
and no one will care!
The Kar Roof (crux) pitch was the last one we did and proved to be pretty wild as far as location and
exposure was concerned. I remember being near physical and psychological exhaustion while jumaring it. As
I unclipped each bolt under the roof, I would hang free out over the valley spinning like some garden gnome
in the violent wind. Once the lip of the roof was gained, the difficulties really begin. Getting your jumars
past a lip on an overhang once is hard enough, but in this case the route follows a crack traversing from left
to right about 2-3 feet above the lip. Thus each time you unclip you swing back below the lip and are faced
with battling through the same sequence again. This is repeated about half a dozen times. Let your partner
second this one!
The pitch ends in a neat little alcove perched above everything, allowing a reasonable belay in the
middle of verticality. The route above us looked fairly good as well continuously vertical aid with a few
small roofs here and there, then free climbing after a few pitches. I guess this would be a good beginners
wall due to its moderate length, easy aid, and the fact that it’s quite easy to bail. Still though, the line itself
is not very striking like some of the other classic aid lines that abound in the Valley. From the rap off we
had a good view of the Prow route a single thin crack winding its way up the overhanging buttress of the
column. This looked like a route to do solely because of its magnificent location and steepness. Next time!
A few days later Kwon and I climbed ‘Crest Jewel, a 10 pitch slab climb up on North Dome.
Hmnsm, what can I say?! The route is rather straightforward and offers reasonably aesthetic slab climbing in
a wonderful location, It does suffer from being very repetitive, however. After a few pitches my calves
began to flare up and throughout the rest of the climb I desperately sought out holds that I could edge on to
ease some of the dull pain. Near the end of the route, I was nearly running up pitches to reach the belay so
I could let my toes dangle.
Crest Jewel is very well (overly?) protected by generally good quality bolts and with a topo is quite
easy to follow. Although given a 5.l0a rating, I found the 5.10 pitches to be more like 5.8 face climbing, as
although it steepened up a bit, the holds became large enough that it became rather straightforward face
climbing. The crux of the route, it seemed was second pitch, a greasy 5.8 slab.
Do the route if your’re curious or are a bit short on time as it offers no nasty surprises and is fairly
quick since all of the gear is fixed. A much better route is the South Face of North Dome which shares the
same starting point as Crest Jewel. the S. Face, although rated only 5.7, offers much more interesting and
diverse climbing than Crest jewel and due to its trickier route finding and chimneys, ends up being somewhat
more difficult. An excellent route!
The Northeast Buttress of Higher Cathedral Rock is probably the best long crack climb that I’ve done
definitely a highlight of the trip. A twelve pitch route, it follows a line that at first looks as though it is
-

-

-
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either aid or very hard free climbing. Once on it though, we found the climbing well within its 5.9 rating and
the fierce looking overhangs were simply bypassed by rather simple traverses. This is one of Andy Pacheco’s
(V.O.C. crack climber extraordinaire) favourite routes and he had been recommending it ever since I met
him. The climb requires a diverse range of crack skills from finger to full on squeeze chimneys, although I
don’t recall any off-widths on the route if your have tiny hands, maybe. Some of the best pitches are
perfect hand cracks stuffed in corners where you can stem along effortlessly with your feet while your hands
punch through into perfect jams. You turn a few overhangs with jams as good as Grandma’s and are faced
with splendid cracks leading to a belay. There are a few chimneys that I recall feeling a bit trying, but as
long as you maintain you calm, they’re not too bad. On one I managed to get my helmet stuck fairly securely
as the chimney suddenly narrowed off to a tight squeeze/offwidth. It was rather embarrassing as Peter Croft
and Dave Shultz (hot-shots) laughed as they cruised by on the neighbouring ‘Crucifix’ (5.12a). In any care.
the route is excellent and for any competent 5.9 leader is a “must do” while in the Valley. Watch the topo on
those upper pitches thoughl
The DNB. The name brought a certain element of fear and vertical adventure to my mind. What
was this route actually like? Was there a couple of ‘chopper’ 5.9 no-pro’s lower down? Were those upper
chimneys as tiring as everyone had said? Was this the long devious and committing free climb I had read so
much about, yet had come away with so little information? Even first hand accounts had left the route seem
rather ‘blank’ to me (excuse the pun).
After spending almost a month in the Valley honing my climbing skills and speed, I felt ready to do
something big. The Nose still seemed a bit terrifying to me, but somehow I still felt confident enough to do
the NW Face of Halfdome. John, the Kiwi, had asked me if I was into that a few days before, and being the
eager wall neophyte that I was, instantly accepted his invitation. At the last moment he changed his mind
because of some story that his girlfriend wanted to do the route with him later on. I understood his position.
Instead he suggested that we do both the DNB (Direct North Buttress of Middle Cathedral Rock) and the
Steck-Salathe on the Sentinel in the next 2 or 3 days.
At dawn we were at the base tying in, looking up at the long prow of the DNB. I was stoked and
ready and headed up the first pitch, an awkward 5.7 squeeze that was to set the standard for the variety we
would find on this route. Five pitches later, we had set in to a smooth efficient pace fast yet careful
climbing, quick anchor setups and efficient racking. In short, there was no dawdling.
At the seventh pitch, I thought I was done. Fifteen feet Out from a lonely tied-off knife blade, I was
faced with an unprotectable 5.9 crux which I could not down climb from. After about 20 minutes of
hesitation John coaxed me down as I dropped four feet from a crouch onto a 6 inch ledge. As I hit
the
ledge, my arms flapped back Out into space in a vain attempt to regain my balance. John seemed as gripped
as I was! Having just missed taking a mean one I shalcingly traversed back to the belay and gave John the
lead. He proceeded up the pitch with no problem and seconding it I could not understand what the problem
was with the move. That’s what is so interesting about the DNB. Let your mental guard down for a minute
and your’re in trouble. The climbing itself is rarely strenuous, (except for the offwidth upper chimneys) yet it
demands a high degree of mental control and climbing skill.
Luckily my mental focus came back and in no time I was leading up the off-width. It’s amazing what
those things will do for clearing your mind! And your bowels! At this point I let a few go tumbling over
a
thousand feet hopefully missing any part of the route or the trail.
After this break, I felt quite refreshed and eager to head into the last 8 pitches of our 18 pitch route.
John and I were climbing very well together, each of us leading the pitches that tended toward our individual
forte. Soon we were in the final chimneys that, although strenuous considering our state of exhaustion and
the fact that my little day pack didn’t like being hauled up them, were relatively straightforward. Thirteen
hours after leaving the base we started the descent down off the Katwalk to meet friends back in camp just
in time for dessert.
This was undoubtedly one of the best climbs! had done in my life and definitely the most pitches
either of us had done in a day.
A few points for anyone considering doing this route:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Be in good shape.
Be able to confidently lead minimal 5.10 ground. Although the route has only one 5.10 move
that can be aided past, due to the sometimes dubious protection and the fact that it is easy to
wander slightly off route, you will most likely find yourself on some climbing more harder than
you bargained for.
Pay strict attention to the topo
Be fast, carry a light pack with sufficient water (one litre/person will do) and don’t waste any
time.
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-

Don’t lose your mind!

The next day, Kwon and I decided to leave the Valley and head off for Reno. I had enough of
Yosemite (1 month) and both of us were losing our appetite for climbing. Kwon wanted to go gambling and
I was curious for a change. The drive out of the park and up the west side of the Sierras was veiy
memorable. Kwon drove us out of the park to Jamestown where I took over heading north through the
rolling hills of smailtown California. Few cars and one of the best roads I have ever driven led us along
through the glowing evening sun. After a Yosemite holiday, assuring you’re not heading to the Bay area for
a ball game or two, take this local highway north and time it so you’ll leave the Valley around 2 in the
afternoon or so. It’s sure to please the senses and is one beautifully windy road.
Well, if you’ve made it this far you probably have more than the level of endurance and commitment
required for any wall in the Valley. I can’t remember to much about Reno, as the quantity of free dnnlcs
that I consumed took their toll on my mind. (Yes, I did lose it in Reno!) It’s an ugly place loaded with old
people off tour buses. I guess that’s about it.

A Ski Traverse
of the Pantheon, Waddington
and Whitemantle Ranges
April 28

Jan Palaty

-

May 26, 1990

Waddington. You’ve seen the photographs and heard the stories. If you’re a Coast Range
mountaineer you’ve got to go there sooner or later: the local Mecca. However, we decided to go one better
and traverse not only the Waddington Range but also the Pantheon (to the north) and the Whitemantle (to
the south) Ranges as well. The route described is virtually identical to the one taken by Baldwin et al. as
described in CAJ ‘83.
The team consisted of the following desperate men: Peter the Nipper, a man powered by oatmeal
and the urge to bag as many bumps as possible; Craig Hard Man Hollinger, a pillar of the ACC driven by
similar urges (except for the oatmeal); Dave, the tireless Mad Mountain Man, known for his unlimited
enthusiasm and disdain of roping up on crevassed glaciers and Class 5 terrain; finally myself, an all-round
wimp, not driven by anything in particular.
Day 0-

The Approach

Oi, you’ve got to know what you’re doing. I mean some people think I’m mad. Well, I am
mad but I’m naturally mad. I don’t use any chemicals.
-Monty Python’s Flying Circus
Drive up to Bluff Lake today. All of us feel very excited. In addition, I feel rather nervous: unlike
the others, I have never been in this area before and all of my mountaineering experience has been in the
‘minor leagues” to the south. Do I have what it takes for the majors? Enough of this pseudo-philosophical
crap.
Sunset sees us roaring across the Chilcotin plateau. We spot six moose along the way but have yet to
see evidence of any mountains. The map, however, insists that they’re out there somewhere. Finally, the
rays of a dying sun reveal the towering summits of the Niut Range ahead of us, soaring from the plateau up
to over 10,000 ft. The occupants of the vehicle become noticeably quieter. Shortly after dark, we arrive at
the Kings’ ranch. No sign of life anywhere. We unpack and try to find a cow manure-free area for a
camping site. An hour later, Jen King appears and invites us in for tea, cookies and a cross-examination.
“Do you boys know what you’re doing?” Well, Ma’am, I guess we’ll soon find Out, won’t we? We are shown
numerous photographs of the area, including one unidentified shot of what I hope isn’t (but probably is) Fury
Gap. We are glad to hear that not only has Baldwin’s traverse not been repeated but there have been
precious few (three or four, I think) trips into the Whitemantle Range at all, which we intend to be the
primary focus of this trip. Retire to bed feeling distinctly encouraged.
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Day 1

-

OK, Kids, You’re On Your Own Now

Up bright and early. Bitterly cold. Stunning views of the Niut Range. We divide up the food and
gear and at mid-morning send Dave off in the helicopter with our bins and lots of advice. It’s a lovely
cloudless day, so we all rather envy him his air tour. I know from experience, though, that such a trip is not
as enjoyable as one might think: you have to try and memorize as much of the terrain as you can (Once
you’ve figured Out what it is you’re looking at from your lofty and rapklly moving viewpoint) as well as
determine the best exact location for the food caches. Pretty stressful. The helicopter’s gone for two hours
($1206). A relation of the Kings then kindly drives us up the logging road leading into Hell Raving Creek.
Phenomenal views of the Niut Range (notably Razorback Mountain) along the way. We are dropped
off at
the end of the road at noon. The temperature is in the high twenties and those packs (7 days of food,
skis
and most of our clothing) don’t look very appealing. We consume lunch (mainly to postpone the inevitable)
and then hoist the packs. Well, some of us: I am completely unable to lift mine off the ground. Over 80
pounds, I suspect. We then plunge into the forest, which consists of plenty of lodgepole pine, both vertical
and horizontal. Four hours and five kilometres of essentially flat terrain (except for one gruesomely steep
ravine) later we set up camp. Total fatigue, but boy do we ever feel virtuous!
Day 2

-

Total Exhaustion

“Here’s your oatmeal. learn to love it ‘cause it’s breakfast for the next four weeks.” Craig discovers
that it is not compatible with his stomach. Several more hours of bashing through the woods take us
to the
valley headwall where we (at last!) put the boards on. We then climb steeply up to the ridge to the N of
Siva Gl. and the breathtaking N face of Mt. Vishnu. Very reminiscent of the E face of Slesse. Our full
enjoyment of this scene is reduced by the fact that we are exhausted from the combined bushwhacking and
elevation gain (not much admittedly, but those huge packs give it a whole new dimension). is we approach
the pass, mind and body order a breather every 50 metres. I can’t remember the last time I was so tired.
Even Peter confesses to feeling “totally shattered”.
We follow the icefleld immediately below Mt. Osiris and ascend the ridge at the head of the cirque, a
route.flnding error assisted by “that bloody (metric) map”. Dave bravely breaks trail through the knee.deep
powder to find that the other side of the ridge is unacceptably steep. Looks like we’ll have to go hack bit,
a
probably tomorrow as it’s late and the weather’s closing in. We construct Snow Fortress #1 in the cirque to
the S of Osiris at 8000 ft. Iiii turns out to be the real hard part since we’re all so tired. A good
supper of
rice, tomato powder and dried shrimp followed by nearly instantaneous sleep. Never again vil1 I travel with
empty water bottles in order to keep the pack’s weight down nearly died of dehydration today.
-.

Day 3

-

Hey, I Think I’m Starting to Enjoy this Trip!

Falling wet snow delays departure until 9 or so. We pick our way over the ridge and make our way
down the glacier towards Nirvana Pass. Light rain at the bottom. We traverse around into the Pass. Wow!
Stunning peaks towering nearly 500(Y up from the broad snow-covered meadows of the valley. Some
pseudo-mountaineers (you know who you are and so do we) had left several plastic bins of rubbish as well
as
some half.empty fuel cans in the pass. Pretty shabby.
We continue S along the Twist Cr. valley. Very enjoyable tree skiing near Nirvana Pass, but becoming
rather desperate lower down as the snow pack decreased and the tree wells grew: skiing with a major penalty
factor. After crossing the creek fed by the Zeus GI., our progress stowed down to a snail’s pace. A thin
layer of rotten snow sitting on a precarious bed of slide aider. You cant walk and you can barely ski
on the
stuff. A few exceptionally awkward falls, in which the skier ended up on his back anchored firmly in that
position by the heavy pack and legs kicking helplessly in the air, prompt Peter and Craig to name our team
‘The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles”. Set up camp in the forest by a tributary of Twist Creek.
Day 4

-

Are You Sure About This?

Some folks are starting to question the wisdom of 31 straight days of oatmeal for breakfast. Major
trouble with the climbing skins: beware of brand-new Montanyl skins! We follow the tributary’s valley
up for
several hours to its head. How do we get out of this place? Routes #1 and 2 lead through a steep and
heavily crevassed glacier to a col which, according to the map, shouldn’t be too bad (read “no more
than stiff
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Lunch on the Scimitar Glacier with Dave, Jan and Peter.
Photo by Craig Hollinger

Class 4”) on the other side, while Route #3 ascends very steep snow to a col leading
to even steeper slopes.
It is mid-day and the sun is just blazing away, making for a pretty respectable
slide hazard. We decide to go
for Route #2 and replace skis wish crampons. The ever-energetic Dave
leads the way, kicking steps up the
45 slope. For me, it turned Out to be an experience in pure undiluted fear. For
one thing, I realized that if
I lost my footing (not hard to imagine, owing to the skis: they don’t weigh all that
much but since they’re so
high up on your pack they play havoc with your balance) I would slide down
to the base of the slope nearly
1000’ below. The crevasses and the fact that we were not roped up didn’t
add to my confidence. Eventually,
we reached the friendly plateau above the steep slope. ‘Say, Dave, did
you notice that big cavern under one
of your steps back there?’ We then skied up into the col and there, glittering
and cloud-free, was the entire
Waddington Range spread out in front of us. It’s a wonderful feeling to finally
see the mountain you’ve
known only from innumerable photographs. Lunch was consumed in the windy
col in full view of the Wwld.
on my insistence, rather than in the shelter of a large rock as favoured
by the others. The ski down into
Bifrost Pass was not particularly pleasant. Typical knee-deep pig slop
on the steep slopes of a heavily
crevassed glacier. Forget about telemarking, just switchback your way down
somehow. Survival skiing at its
finest. Lower down, though, the siding’s great: nearly a thousand feet
of good spring conditions, carving
grooves around the trees. We set up camp near the lake at the snout
of the Oval 01. Very windy and the
weather looks doubtful.
Day 5

-

That’s Not Rijy Fury Gap, Is It?

Another day of unrelenting sunshine. Isn’t it ever going to rain? We cross over
to the S side of
Pocket Valley on the thin layer of snow and ice covering the lake at the glacier’s
snout. Quite scary. I hate
dicing with death before 9 AM. Skied to end of Pocket Valley, scrambled
down the moraine (easy) and
started the long grunt up the Scimitar 01. A real highway, but one still has
to keep an eye open for hidden
crevasses. Lunch near Chaos 01., which cascades down from Mt. Hickson. Down
to I bagel per person. For
some unclear reason there are
bagels left. Continue up to head of the Scimitar. Incredible views of
Waddington and the icefalls that pour down from it. Totally unlike anything
I’d ever seen before: hard to
believe that we’re in the B.C. Coast Range. At the food cache right below
Fury Gap we find that the ravens
have attacked the box. Always wrap them in fibreglass tape or, better
still, use metal cans. They left us with
a few soggy candies and The Mayor of Casterbridge. Actually, I’m making
this out to be worse than it was
because 90% of the food was in the intact metal bins.
We start digging Snow Fortress #2. Fifteen minutes of intense activity later.
Craig’s left leg disappears
into a large cavern. Turns out that our fortress is sitting right over a monster
slot. We relocate to a safer
spot which we first probe thoroughly (a good habit to get into!). Argument
with Peter over the most efficient
way to melt snow: with the lid on or off? Very good supper of red lentils,
tomato powder and shrimp.
During the evening we witness two huge avalanches roar down the N face
of Waddington, one of which went
over a potential route up. And I mean huge!
Day 6.

Failure on Hickson

Early AM. Poke head out of tent. Oh hell, another day of mercilessly wonderful
weather. Morale
and legs are starting to rebel. Unfortunately, I can’t complain aloud about
the latter as I would be told that
it’s my own fault (which is true), ‘you didn’t need to bring all that junk!”.
We follow the ridge leading up to
Mt. Hickson. I am starting to run out of adjectives for this place; should have
brought a thesaurus! The
icefalls, the massive N face of the Wadd and the snow plumes being blown
off its NW ridge, the endless
ranges of mountains... I barely have enough energy for the latter half of the
climb: lack of calories, I suspect.
We pick our way up a steep and narrow gully with spindrift blowing into our
faces. Howling wind and
bloody cold, We reach the ridge top but the summit tower (50 m?) looks pretty
gnarly. Great rock but
about 5.6 and not very inviting under these conditions. In other words, we
FAILED.
We retreat to a more friendly spot lower down and consume our meagre
lunch. If we can’t fill our
stomachs, at least we can fill our eyes with beauty. Not always an adequate
substitute, though. Dave and
Peter ski over to the Combatant-Hickson col while Craig and I, worried about
the state of some of the slopes
we have to cross, start the descent. We return to find that a good deal of the wall
has fallen in and nearly
buried my tent. No poles broken but two are somewhat bent and one is
galiy bent but fortunately still
useable. The other two show up soon after and there ensues a spirited exchange
of views on our plans for
the next few days. Some folks prefer to run around bagging bumps all day
while others occasionally like to
raise their heads and look around.
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Day 7

Fury Gap 1: Turtles 0

-

Another fine day. We distribute the food from the cache and toss bins and garbage down a crevasse.
In view of the fact that we’re about 10 km from the snout of the glacier and the bins take nearly ten seconds
the
to reach the bottom, it’s certainly a lot more environmentally sound than any landfill. Pack up and start
crawl up to Fury Gap. We ski up to the base then replace skis with crampons and continue up. Minutes
later, a small sluff comes down across our tracks. Dave and Craig hold a brief conference and decide to
abort the mission and return to our fortress. Try again early tomorrow. No complaints. Ten minutes later
we are having considerable trouble skiing as the wind has picked up and is tossing us around like autumn
the
leaves. By the time we reach camp we realize that we have a genuine Storm Ott our hands. We reinforce
walls, anchor down the tents and dive in, thanking our lucky stars that we turned back when we did. We
probably would have been blown right out of the Gap if we had continued. The tent is flapping like mad.
Hope it lasts. Peter and Craig dash over into our tent for lunch. Reminiscent of that scene in “2001’:
“OK, HAL, I’m going in by the emergency air lock.”
“Without your space helmet, Dave, you’re going to find that difficult.”
The wall offers some protection against the wind but none at all against the blowing snow. Lunch is a
pretty ridiculous affair: dig through a bulging food bag in order to extract a tiny bit of salami.
Spend afternoon writing, reading The Mayor, and worrying about the tent. Supper is prepared in the
tightly-Sealed vestibule of the Yellow Coffin (Peter’s tent) which reportedly gives it the atmosphere of a
Turkish bath.
“Peter, was that oregano that you just poured in?”
“I’m not sure.” It’s OK, it was only a cup of dried spinach. The snow is really piling up against the
tent. Will probably have to dig it out some time tonight.
Day 8

-

The Other Side of Spring Ski Touring

Woke up in the pre-dawn hours. Howling blizzard outside. At least two feet of snow are leaning
against the tent, including the doorway. Exit and stars shovelling. Absolute hell out there. Blowing snow
coming at you from all directions.
Morning with The Mayor. Oh God, I hate oatmeal. The idea of half-rations on tent-bound days is
decisively vetoed by all. Our excuse for “food as usual” is Dave’s view that the body can absorb food much
more easily when it’s not working. Sounds good to me. Eliminates some of the guilt when making alarming
inroads on the gorp supply (meant to last seven more days!).
Day 9
“Ah,’ said Arthur, “this is obviously some strange usage of the word safe that I wasn’t previously aware
of.”
-Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
Restful sleep. No wind, some fog. Alter a brief consultation we decide to go for it. Craig and Dave
kick steps up the 45° slope to Fury Gap. I’d hate to do this without crampons. Steep snow, swept bare near
the bottom but getting nearly waist-deep higher up. Very slow going by the time we’re half way up but at
least we can’t see that awful cliff right below us. Standing in waist-deep fresh snow beside the lip of the
bergschrund, Dave assures us that the slope is quite safe. Craig tries a route over by the rocks on the W side
but after twenty minutes of watching him getting nowhere we decide to go straight up over the bergschrund.
Soon we are at the col, where we are greeted by warm sunshine and a panorama of completely new terrain:
broad gentle glaciers and friendly peaks.
We ski down the Franklin 01. and turn left on to the Dais. We pass the empty ACC camp and
continue up to the col above the Corridor GI. We met the ACC’ers up here, busily carving up the slopes
yo-yo skiing, and chat briefly before dropping down into the valley and setting up camp. Contemplate the S
peak (wow!) of Waddington, looming high above us, from sleeping bag.
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Day 10

Failure on Munday

-

Another cloudless morning. Has it been only 9 days of oatmeal? Cinnamon helps a bit. We set off
for Mt. Munday on crusty snow. Wonderful scenery all around: this is how I had imagined this trip! The
snow-encrusted summit of the Wadd is particularly impressive: if I ever learn to climb 5.7, I’d love to come
back and climb that thing. Anyway, we follow the Ice Valley Gl. up to its col and make our way to the ridge
S of Munday. We ski almost to the Summit before being stopped by a minor ‘schrund problem. We then
kick steps up to the top: well, almost. Mt. Munday is one of those very irritating mountains that allow you to
easily walk up to a false summit and then present you with the real Summit which is no more than one foot
higher and accessible only by a Class 4-5 route. Very much like the Black Tusk: a small notch, loose
snow-plastered rock and thousands of feet of exposure. In summary, we FAILED but the views weren’t bad
(see Culbert’s jjjj for a great photo) and it was a warm and very pleasant spot for an extended lunch.
The heavily crevassed glaciers of the Whitemantle Range to the W looked rather ominous. The descent:
marginal on the ridge but excellent powder (well, something not entirely unlike powder) lower down followed
by a great run back to the camp. Just point your skis downhill and forget about them for the next 6 km as
you admire the vistas. Supper of rotini and the ubiquitous tomato powder. Early to bed. Snoring heard
from the Yellow Coffin minutes after we retire.
Day 11

-

Into the Whitemant!e Range

l.ow cloud but looks like it’s going to clear. I should mention our system of rousing the troops in the
morning. Although Peter has been appointed to cook all breakfasts, for some obscure reason he doesn’t
have all of the ingredients, which are divided among the other three members. Hence the daily wake-up call
is an irritable shout of “egg powder!” followed shortly by “raisins!”. Seems to work.
Very hard crusty snow but skiing is tricky on account of the flat light. Oh yes, and there are also
some crevasses. Snowplow down the Corridor to the Franklin Gl. Peter seems to have quads of steel:
everyone else is obliged to stop at frequent intervals to give the legs a break but Peter just keeps on going.
Did he bring a bottle of ‘roids or something? The favourable conditions bring us to the base of the Repose
GI. about 1 hr and 10 km later. Craig then sets a killer pace up the slope to one of those annoying passes
which you are constantly approaching but never actually reaching.
Lunch in the basin on the other side. Positively baking! The sweat is literally pouring off us.
Minutes after starting our climb up the steep glacier headwall, we are enveloped in heavy fog. Not very
pleasant while skiing under a 5 m serac, especially when you see the remains of its fallen brethren all around
you. We reach the ridge at 3 PM and the fog is as thick as ever. We decide to wait it out and, as a prayer
to the weather gods, Start building another snow barricade. An hour later, as we were finishing the wall, the
weather is still not improving so we decide to spend the night here. The clouds start to lift later in the
evening and we are treated to the sight of the final pink rays of the sun fading on the summit tower of the
Wadd.
Day 12.

It’s OK!

Clear and very cold: a real surprise when you camp on ridge tops, eh? It would be great to sleep
alone some day (a reference to my boots, which are also sharing the sleeping bag). Across the Dauntless GI.
and up to just below the W side of Dauntless Mountain. Lots of neat pinnacles everywhere. Great climbing
potential. We follow a steep but very straightforward gully off the ridge and ski over to the Jambeau Gl.
We climbed over the ridge to the S on steep and very mushy slopes. Slide hazard probably quite high but
what else can you do? Life everywhere is full of dangers. Beyond the ridge, gentle terrain and not an icefall
in sight. Less than an hour later we reach our food cache where we find that allis well. The low cloud rolls
in again so we start on the definitive snow fortress. Protected doorway and connected biffy.
Supper of macaroni and cheese. You add dried spinach and spoonfuls of garlic and oregano to
everything and then wonder why all the evening meals taste the same.
Day 13

-

Some Wilderness!

Morning starts clear but cloud closes in rapidly. By mid-morning, as we’re standing on the summit of
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Comrade Peak East, the views are very limited indeed. They diminish to nil an hour later on the top of
Whitemantle Mountain (2992 m). Lunch here while totally enveloped in fog. Debate over what to do about
the food: the plan says that the stuff from the first cache has to last 8 days but our lunch supplies are getting
ridiculously low. Reason eventually prevails and we decide to start on our current cache one day early. The
clouds clear a bit and give us a look at Pinhead Pk., a pinnacle further along on the ridge. Looks neat so off
we go. Ascend by W ridge: Class 3 but the rope came in handy on a mantelling problem just below the top.
Good fun. Ski back to camp on the vast open glacial slopes.
An unexpected development this evening. Around sunset, a helicopter flies right over our camp and
lands a km up the glacier. Two figures get Out and the chopper flies off. Much speculation and resentment
(“- off, this is n,,r glacier!’) on part of the other three, who mistakenly believe that we’re in some kind of
wilderness. Can’t say that this bothers me veiy much, as I find this evidence of the outer world reassuring for
some reason.
Day 14

-

Success on Barb

We’re starting to clue in to the fact that the weather has been following a very definite pattern for the
last few days. Namely, decent in the morning then going to bits by early afternoon and clearing again near
sunset. So we thought we’d be clever and get up real early to avoid the clouds. Needless to say, snow is
falling at 6 AM, delaying our planned assault on Barb Mountain. Breakfast is enlivened by Dave’s
puncturing our large pot with a knife. Sounds weird, I know, but it doesn’t seem surprising at the time.
Fortunately, Craig is able to put his engineering background to good use and manages to seal the hole by
extensive hammering. A good potential problem to consider when organizing a trip! The weather clears a
bit by mid-morning so Craig goes over to check out our neighbours. Peter digs out a monstrous cavern in
the inner wall of our fortress, Dave plods through George Eliot and I amuse myself by doing additional work
on the wall.
Head over to Barb after lunch. Weather closes in minutes after our departure, eliminating the views
but making the climb more sporting. We ascend the big face on the W side and follow the W ridge up to
the summit. The climb involves mixed scrambling on a narrow and exposed ridge while the wind blows snow
in our faces. A lot of fun, actually. Reminiscent of a recent trip where the famed VOC ‘C Team”
successfully found and bagged Mt. Garibaldi in a total whiteout. The ski back to camp is a pain as the snow
is now falling quite heavily and none of us have ski goggles. A good supper of macaroni a lard&mire is
followed by tinned fruit from the cache: wonderful!
Observation: an interesting aspect of this trip are the daily confrontations with life-threatening
situations. I find that I am becoming unconcerned about moving over terrain which would previously have
scared the hell out of me.
Day 15-

Could You Two Please Stop Breathing for the Next Five Minutes?

a and cold. Dave and Craig are itching to do a new route on something. The “something” is a
snow arete on Comrade Peak East. Very steep and a long way up. Vaguely similar to the N ridge on
Wedge but with a greater penalty factor. Peter elects to go wandering along the ridge to the S instead while
I decide to go risk my neck on Comrade. A bitterly cold wind is blowing. Up to half a foot of fresh powder.
The three bold adventurers ski up to base and try to figure out how to cross the ‘schrund. We finally cross
the slot below some seracs and then plan to circle around them and gain the easier terrain which leads to the
arete higher up. Craig tries to find a way across a narrow but very steep gully but it doesn’t go. What could
very easily go, however, is the huge serac above his head. Specifically, a great horizontal arc of blue ice
overhanging by about 4 m and just waiting to fall down. We decide to admit to FAILURE and abandon the
attempt.
We stop by our neighbours’ camp on the way back. They’re two skiers from Whistler who are
basically going to follow our route back to Bluff Lake. They have four food caches in place but since each
contains ten days of supplies they will have to eat each one down to a more manageable size before moving
on to the next one. Struck me as being a very sensible approach.
Dayl6-

UpandDownandUpand...

A sparkling clear morning. We dismantle the camp, extinguish a couple of stove fires, hoist the packs
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I_______
Dave contemplating the north face of Mount Stanton.
Photo by Craig Hollinger

and head south. Cross the gentle ridge near Cornette Pk and drop down into the basin below, trying to stay
as close to the main north-south divide as possible. Then drop the skis and climb a steep gully back up to
the ridge. Extremely strenuous: nearly drop from exhaustion. The others are also noticeably quieter when
we reached the top. Anyway, we circle around the basin and then cross the next ridge to drop into the next
basin. The going is substantially easier after this and we reach the big flat area about 1 km N of Stanton in
the late afternoon. We drop the packs and ski over to Pk. 2760 in the hope of getting a view of Stanton’s
massive north face. Massive is the key word here, as we find Out once the clouds clear.
Return to Our packs and construct The Wall. Supper (me) of spaghetti: ‘No, the water wasn’t boiling
when I added the pasta: did you notice any difference?’. Peter pays the price for wandering off to take
photographs by returning to a cup of partially frozen spaghetti.
Day 17

-

Success on Stanton (But We Nearly Lost Peter)

More good weather. Hoist the packs and ski down to the base of the long NW buttress of Stanton.
The final section is steep and, being in the shade, very icy. Craig, Dave and I make it down OK by
side-slipping although it takes tremendous effort to control the violently chattering skis, which are hopping up
and down something like half a foot (at least it feels that way). PetePs skis, however, slide out from
underneath him and he accelerates downhill in the general direction of a 500’ drop. He yells “Help!’. Craig
and 1, having already mounted our crampons, run over and stop him. He probably would have crashed into
some snow blocks below, but didn’t want to take any chances.
We then climb up the steep glacier to the base of Stanton and drop the packs. Dave decides that the
ridge looks too easy and attacks the W face directly. Steep snow slopes right over a ‘schrund: fun! Peter
decides to go for the views and ascends by the SW ridge, which some of us used later for the descent and
find to be no easier than the ‘Directissimo’ route. A layer of clouds obscures the inlets and valleys but the
views are great all the same. Waddington still dominates the N horizon.
Back to the packs and lunch. Traverse around to the broad col, which we reach in the daily late
afternoon whiteout. Construct the fortress and settle in.
The salt situation is getting desperate. The others had said airily that they didn’t much care for the
stuff so I assumed that one small canister would do for the trip. I can only say that if they’re oppered to salt
for dietary, aesthetic, or political reasons then I certainly haven’t noticed it!
Day 18

-

L.ooks Like We’re Approaching the Coast

Whiteout. Looks like we’re going nowhere today. Food and literature.
I ant starting to suspect the ‘hard man” image that the other three are trvng to maintain. Dave
admits to dreaming of eggs and hash browns, while Craig has repeatedly mentioned a salad bar in Campbell
River. Even Peter has spoken longingly of civilized meals eaten with a knife and fork.
Day 19

-

Of Whiteouts, Popcorn and Death-de’ing Acts

Some low cloud, but useable for our planned day trip. Unfortunately, it’s a whiteout again by the time
we’re ready to leave so we crawl back into the tents and wait. At 9:30, it’s cleared up, so off we go. Clouds
close in ggjfl minutes later (this is getting really irritating?) so we just nip up to the ridge above our camp,
which is barely above the rapidly rising clouds. Ski back down to find the clouds clearing, so we decide to
bag another minor summit on the same ridge closer to our camp. More precisely, the others decided this: 1
ant under the impression that the objective was just a bit of yo-yo skiing so I dropped off my pack at the
camp en route. The bump in question was reached by some mixed Class 3 terrain involving, as a finale,
crawling very, very carefully on a somewhat exposed (>500’: 1 didn’t check too closely!) cornice. For the
descent we chose a steep gully (directly over a cliff as it turned Out later) to get off the summit block then
traverse back to the ridge top. Rather exciting when your only piece of equipment is a Pieps, which is of
limited use for a self-arrest.
Lunch back at the camp. Sunny and very hot but the clouds are still around. A very leisurely meal,
accompanied by popcorn. Good stuff and recommended for such trips, but don’t forget to bring some oil.
Slothful afternoon. Supper of rice and garlic in nearly equal amounts: at least it tasted different!
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Day 20

-

When In Doubt, Check the Map

Clear and cold. Time to move on. Terrific skiing down into the broad basin at the head of the Brew
GI. A firm crust covered with a couple of inches of fresh powder: excellent for parallel turns. We continue
down to the broad bench near the snout of the glacier and traverse through a small forest (!) to the side of
the glacier feeding into the Brew. A short break beside a lively stream is interrupted by a hummingbird
attempting to sample Craig’s ski pole. Find ourselves about 200’ above the glacier with no apparent way
down through the cliffs. Dave and Craig find a route that looks possible and get Out the rope and our
microscopic rack for a rappeL Not being too keen on this, 1 go over to check out a route down which looks
a bit less sporting and in fact turns out to be an easy walk. Suggestion: when looking for a way through a
crux section, do it sttft]sit the pack! Otherwise, you’re strongly tempted to try the route you came just to
investigate because you don’t feel like going back and examining the other possibilities. Sounds pretty
obvious, I know, but most people don’t think very well when they’re tired and have a ‘just want to get down
somehow” attitude fixed in their minds.
Impressive views of the Brew Gl. behind us. Imagine suddenly freezing a huge mass of whitewater
hurtling through a twisting canyon. The forest byg the glacier is a nice touch.
Lunch on the glacier then ski up (a lot of slots, none of them covered very well) to the basin near the
top. Camp here tonight and tomorrow we’ll cross the ridge above which separates us from the food cache
(or what’s left of it). The map suggests that it’ll be very steep and Mr. Baldwin wasn’t terribly encouraging
about this area (although we’re intending to use a different route).
Supper: “Hey, I saw that! You had eight crystals of salt and you know the individual ration is seven.
Put one back!”. I had no idea that unsalted macaroni could taste so had.
Day 21

-

Much Ado About Nothing

Overcast but useable weather. We climb up to the ridge without any problems and then look over to
the other side. “This is EASY!!”. Big open slopes and a little gully. Arrive at the food cache in no time and
pleased to see that all is well. Lunch and fortress construction. The latter develops into a contest between a
geometrical (Craig and me) and a mosaic (Dave and Peter) approach. Geometry wins out as the mosaic half
of the wall comes crashing down an hour later, nearly burying the Yellow Coffin with Peter inside it.
R ‘n’ R for the balance of day. The level of energy in the entire party (except for Dave, but he’s odd
anyway) seems pretty low these days. Suspect two principal reasons. The first is that some of us are having
frequent bouts with stomach trouble. Peter has it the worst: he’s eaten next to nothing for the past few days
and what his system would accept had to be devoid of any and all spices. The second reason is that we’ve
been out for three weeks and the mental fatigue is starting to take its toll.
Day 22-

This Is Getting Pretty Irritating!

Low cloud alternating with complete whiteout. For details, see Day 18.
Day 23

-

What Do You Call Those Big Green Things?

Overcast but OK. Pack up the camp and ski up to the col at the head of the glacier. Traverse
through a very broken up glacier to the ridge above the Bear River. Not difficult, actually. Then it’s 1500’
of thigh-burning hell through awful late spring snow down into the valley below. Drains our legs of all
energy. Follow the main valley SE then take first valley to the right. Pass fairly recent grizzly tracks. Camp
in basin next to a stream: what a lovely thing it is to have clear, unfrozen water for a change!
Lively discussion on how to deal with an encounter with a bear. The most appealing technique
(Dave’s) is to carry a lighter and a fuel bottle within easy reach. Upon meeting the bear, one throws some
fuel out of the bottle and then lights it in one fluid motion. Some practice might be desirable.
Day 24

-

The Final Fortress

Warm night. What a treat to be able to sleep without one’s boots in the bag. Wake up to rain, but it
clears by 9. Pack up and crawl up to the ridge to the S. Wet and heavy snow makes for hideous
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trailbreaking. Camp in the broad basin just beyond Pk 6590. Construct what should be the last snow
fortress. A very poor specimen, owing to the quality of the snow, and not at all up to our usual standards.
Irritating weather: goes through two complete sunshine/blizzard/sunshine cycles twice after supper.
Day 25

-

Only the Beer Was Missing

If the tone of these past few days seems rather terse, then it’s because the general feeling in the party
is ‘OK, it’s been fun but all things must come to an end.’ Clear and wonderful morning. Peter skis off to
the NE while the rest of us follow the main ridge S to an unnamed peak. Easy going, good views from the
top. Interesting ski down: nearly a thousand feet on a very hard and steep ice crust. Ideal for jump parallel
turns. Return to camp. Blazing sunshine and very warm. Spend afternoon sitting around the camp while
Dave and Craig went off to explore the ridge to the NE. Or so they said: turns out that they only skied a
few hundred yards from the camp and spent the afternoon sitting on the rocks.
Today’s cook has the radical idea of leaving the garlic and oregano out of the supper. ‘This is
fantastic! What did you do to it?’
Day 26..

I Don’t Care Anymore, Just I.et Me Die Peacefully in This Puddle

Horrible night. Nausea, little sleep, hallucinations: the whole lot. Pack up and we’re valley-bound
through the pig slop. Again, the map suggested that route finding would be a very picky affair but it turned
out to be a case of (nearly) “anything goes’. A most attractive forest lower down. Big cedars, mossy banks
and little creeks: very pleasant. if anyone knows how to capture a forest on film, please let me know. We
collide with the Apple River: “This ain’t no creek!”. Using our Advanced Obstacle-Crossing Strategy, Craig
and I go upstream while Dave and Peter go down. We locate an easy crossing and return to report. D’you
find anything, Dave? ‘Yeah, there’s a log down there. Not too bad.’ “Peter, what’s it fly like?” We hoist
the packs and head upstream.
Light rain is falling as we consume lunch on the other bank. Peter urges us to climb up about 1500’
to a broad bench by which we can avoid the slide alder further on. The rest of us figure that giy the
valley can’t be that bad so we push on in that direction. And indeed the first part (a mature forest beside
the river) is very pleasant. Unfortunately, we then have to plow through a couple of km of rockslides and/or
assorted bushes, including slide aider. Pretty ruthless but to Peter’s credit he never said “1 told you so”. The
route eventually goes back into an old forest beside the river, which would be really enjoyable if we weren’t
so damn tired. We spot some yy recent bear tracks here in the snow: take ice axe off pack and remove
cover.
We reach the edge of the old forest by late afternoon. OK, we’re obviously in the clearcut now but
where on earth is the road? There’s absolutely no sign of it. We thrash our way through the bushes and,
more by good luck than anything else, run into an area which looks like it might be the end of the road. It is
now raining quite heavily and there’s no place to camp. We decide to push on. The road” is a horrible
thicket of slide alder which soon forces us to remove the skis from our packs if we want to make any
progress at all. Bear droppings all over the place. We continue on for about 2 km before finding a
semi.dearing which will do for a camp. Right in the middle of the road. What if a bear comes along the
road? “Well, maybe he’ll mistake the tents for hostile UFO’s or something,
We hack out a suitable clearing for the tents and settle in. Nearly everything is drenched. Feel very
miserable but revive after Craig’s excellent supper. Sipping on hot chocolate later, reflect that perhaps life
isn’t so bad after all.
Day 27

-

Of Alder, Beaver Ponds and Novel Bushwhacking Techniques

Up bright and early. Buried John Le Carre. Craig confidently declares that we should be able to
reach the inlet tonight. Weather isn’t great but at least it isn’t raining as hard as it might. The going is
progressively better as we continue down the valley. Mind you, it’s still no more than 2 km/h at the best of
times: half of that, usually. Dave attempts to eat his way through the alder to the Inlet: he starts off well but
can’t keep up the pace.
All the bridges are intact, mercifully. After a very subdued lunch, we take our long-delayed ‘turtle
shot’: the team members on their backs with their packs on, waving their legs helplessly in the air. We’re all
wet, absolutely filthy and our shoulders are killing us from the added weight of all that wet clothing in our
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packs. However, some of us have more serious complaints. Craig has been poked in the eye a couple of
times by stray twigs and Peter doesn’t look at all well. Didn’t eat any lunch, just dozed for half an hour.
We make our final major creek crossing (over the Apple, in this case) and breathe a sigh of relief.
Progress is fine until we run into what appears to be a very respectable lake. Closer inspection shows it to
be a beaver pond constructed directly on the road. We attempt a direct crossing but abandon the attempt
when the water becomes waist-deep. 1Lave loses his footing at one point and falls in, camera and all.
Fortunately, a lengthy thrash through the bushes beside the pond takes us back to the road.
We plod on for another hour. I think I’d rather see this on TV. Craig loses his patience at one point
and, wielding his skis like an axe, attacks the alder in a thoroughly vicious manner. We eventually reach a
suitable creek where we set up camp. Weather is clearing and looks promising for tomorrow. Meditate on
the fact that it’s Friday evening and my friends back in Vancouver are probably making plans for a wild night
on the town, while I’m sitting here slapping at black flies and picking Devil’s Club thorns out of my fingers.
Day 28

.

‘They’re Really Not Very Bright

Clear when we wake up. Very pleasant to lie in the tent, look up at the blue sky above the green
canopy of alder and listen to the birds. However, we can’t have any of that. Gulp down the oatmeal (how
many more?), hoist the packs and start the final push: it’s no more than 10 km so we should be able to do it
today. The party’s determination is evident as we proceed for several hours with no more than a couple of
short breaks. The progress is no easier than before. We lose the road a couple of times and are obliged to
cross one sizeable creek. We finally stop for a few minutes in the middle of what we think is an uneventful 3
km stretch between two major creeks. “Lunch at the next creek.’ We continue on but only a couple of
minutes later we arrive at a major creek, which makes us wonder whether we are where we hope we are or 3
km back. Sounds pretty trivial but recall that we’re only doing about 1.5 km/h on essentially level terrain.
On the other side of the creek we find that some angel has done a substantial clearing job on the road
so that we can straighten up and shift into second. Ten minutes later we detect an unmistakably salty odour
in the air. Say, isn’t that an estuary off to our right? We forget all about our aching bodies and give it our
all. ‘Lunch by the sea!’, cry Craig and Dave as they accelerate into overdrive. Indeed, a half hour later we
emerge on the shore of Loughborough Inlet. One of us (Jan Ed.) walks straight into the sea, pack and all,
and yells ‘VICTORY!’. Rather ambiguous, since it isn’t readily apparent what or who was conquered.
Anyway, we spread the Yellow Coffin’s rain fly Out Ofl the rocks and minutes later Glen comes over in his
boat to rescue us. He calls Campbell River on the radio for a plane to pick us up. Meanwhile, we discuss
the trip, logging, Mr. Gorbachev and prawns (“they’re really not very bright-Glen). The plane shows up a
half hour later and takes us to Campbell River.
The rest of the trip home was obviously uneventful, but I would like to mention one particular
incident. I had rented two accessory pockets for my pack which contained wet clothing and various
mountaineering gear, respectively. They had remained attached to the pack throughout the trip without any
problems but somewhere between the Vancouver bus terminal and UBC I managed to lose one. Did I lose
the one containing wet and filthy clothing, most of which was destined for the trash bin? I did not. Instead,
I lost the one containing crampons, carabiners and two tubes of skin glue, purchased in desperation just prior
to departure. It made a rather bitter end to an otherwise successful trip.
-

PartidDants:
Craig Holllnger

Dave Williams

Peter Stone
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Angel’s Crest An Exercise In Failure
-

Summer ‘89 & ‘90

Jeff Greenwood

Everyone who plays the game of mountaineering, no matter how great their experience or technical
proficiency, must eventually come face to face with failure. Failure in mountaineering can take many forms,
but in a. nutshell it occurs when defined objectives for a trip are not met. These objectives usually focus on
the ascent of a peak or peaks, but can be as obscure as interacting with nature, “finding oneself;’ or hurting
one’s feet in ill-fitting boots to the point of excruciating pain, so as to fully savour the removal of said boots
at the end of the day. To fail in the latter objective would be to break in one’s boots to the same level of
comfort as, say, Street shoes, thereby completely defeating the purpose of going to the mountains in the first
place.
A well prepared party will set multiple objectives for a trip, so as to accommodate failure in any one
particular objective, and to make sure that everyone has a good time. Dinner at a pizza joint or a trip to the
pub are fine objectives worthy of inclusion in any trip plan, and are guaranteed to add some measure of
success to an otherwise failed endeavour. However, there are other parties or individuals who will
repeatedly fail at a single objective until they develop a morbid fascination about it and it takes Ofl
monstrous proportions, threatening to engulf them. An objective like this is known as a nemesis, and there
are many mountaineers out there with their own nemeses, although many won’t admit it. There is something
both noble and stupid in this habit of repeated trial and failure, but the same goes for many of life’s
activities. What i true is that given sufficient time and enthusiasm, the mountaineer will eventually succeed,
snd that is what this story is about.
Angel’s Crest is a prominent arete on the north side of the Stawamus Chief at Squamish. Clearly
visible from the road, (if you know what you are looking for) it extends for 500 metres up the west side of
the north gully, all the way to the Chiefs second Summit. This by itself is all very well, but what is important
for this story is that Angel’s Crest is a classic moderate rock climb, with 14 action packed pitches ranging in
difficulty from 5.5 to 5.lOc. What could be a finer objective?
First Attempt: Summer of 1989. Lisa, my girlfriend, and Bjorn, the indomitable Swede, joined me for
this attempt. The weather had been fine for at least a week and the rock was dry, an important
consideration for any rock climb, particularly one which is north facing. We climbed with two ropes, the
leader climbing double-roped and belaying up both team mates simultaneously. Bjorn and I shared the
leading, and Lisa, her usual reserved self; graciously accepted to carry one of the packs all the way up, thus
freeing the leader from this uncomfortable task. Bjorn’s enthusiasm was infectious and I was climbing about
as well as I could remember, surely a recipe for success.
The first pitches were scaled without incident, including the infamous second pitch, the Angel Crack
(Slob). This left-leaning diagonal crack seemed to take us further and further into no-man’s land, but at the
last minute it offered us a belay ledge, only with the crux still to pass before we could reach it. The route
snaked its way up the arete, frequently crossing the crest from one side to the other. The pitches were often
separated by low angle forested sections which offered relief from the exposure as well as route finding
challenges. Ironically it was not the 5.10 pitches but these forested sections and the easy pitches that slowed
us down the most, and showed up our lack of route finding experience. The time ticked by....
At two-thirds height a series of rock pinnacles known as the Acrophobe Towers blocked our progress.
The route here was very devious up the west side of the lower tower to a two-bolt belay at its summit,
followed by a rappel from the two rusty bolts down its sheer east side, then a scramble along the crest and
around the eastern side of the higher tower. Despite having a photocopy of the topo, Bjorn took over an
hour to lead the lower tower, in the end stumbling over the rappel anchors more by chance than anything
else. The sun was sinking lower in the sky as we rappelled off the tower into the gloom.
The 11th pitch sported the first loose rock of the route and rope drag so severe that I could barely
take in the rope to belay up Lisa and Bjorn. At this point we had about an hour of light left and three
pitches still to go, including the 5.lOb crux pitch. The decision was made to escape via ledges into the north
gully and from there to the top. The ledges themselves were straightforward but the north gully was the
most God-awful place imaginable, turning to steep rotten rock in the last 50 metres. We had to stem across
the narrow gully as there were no solid holds to pull on. At one point, a large rock Bjorn was standing on
broke loose and, squashing the toes of his foot in transit, it slid down between Lisa’s legs and tumbled on
down, initiating a small rockslide in the process. By now it was dark, and three tired and bedraggled
climbers struggled to the top of the gully and down the summit trail.
Second Attempt: Early Summer of 1990. 1 knew that I wanted to climb Angel’s Crest, and I also
knew that I didn’t want a repeat of the north gully debacle. Scott joined me on this occasion, and although a
fine climber, his relaxed attitude made me wonder if he fully appreciated what we were about to embark
--
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upon, and what the penalty was should we run out of time. While worrying about these things I managed to
never even find the trailhead, and led us on a bushwacking fiasco that gave us an hour long tour of the north
side of the Chief before we finally stumbled on the correct trail. Scott, the fine fellow, forgave me for this
embarrassing blunder, and suggested that we still go for it. I was in two minds, but ended up agreeing with
him. Anything was better than a retreat at this stage, and I knew it was a year ago, but I didn’t recall the
north gully being flg bad. Ah, foolish lad.
Right from the start the writing was on the wall, and that writing read “You guys are going to finish
this climb via the north gully,’ and so it was. This time it was even darker in the gully, and for some reason
we oniy had one headlamp between us (the details escape me as I write this). I flatly refused to go first, and
sought shelter from the rain of debris that Scott was generating. ‘This is terrible! I can’t see a thing,” I
cried, as I felt my way up the last steep section. It soon dawned on me that I was still wearing my
prescription sunglasses. This time our summit trail descent stretched into the wee small hours. Angel’s Crest
2; Jeff 0.
Third Attempt: Summer of 1990. This time was going to be it. Lisa and I were now engaged and I
felt, despite what they say about climbing with your life partner, that the strength of our relationship would
convert us into a smoothly oiled climbing machine. We took the early bus up to Squamish and found the
trailhead with no problem. God only knows what I was doing last time. But once on the climb our fortunes
started to change. Neither of us were climbing well, and in my state of fixation I looked only upwards or at
my watch, and seldom at my partner. Lisa was involved in a love-hate relationship with rock climbing, due
to the fact that she was a much more balanced outdoors person than me, not sharing my rabid enthusiasm
for the sport, and also that, as a musician, she was in a constant conflict between looking after her fingers
and wanting to stuff them into cracks and hang her weight off them. Today was not her day, but we
managed to climb three pitches before it dawned on me that that was what she was trying to tell me. We
engineered a rappel station for the airy rappel to the base of the second pitch and from there belay
down-climbed the first pitch. Angel’s Crest 3; Jeff 0.
Fourth Attempt: Late Summer of 1990. Lisa and I were now married, and we were determined to
succeed on this thing, just to prove that we could climb together. This time we brought in reinforcements in
the form of Muriel, an experienced climber who had climbed the route before with her husband Andy. My
main role here was as route guide and easy pitch route-finder-come-time-saver. Lisa led the first pitch, a
real confidence booster for her and a fine start to the day. We then watched Muriel bring her considerable
skills to bear on Angel Crack. Putting in more protection than I would have thought possible, she cruised
the pitch, making the crux (on which we both fell) look easy. lied anything under 5.7 at a brisk clip, saving
us time for the harder, more time-consuming pitches. Maybe we would make it this time, despite the shorter
days of late summer.
At the critical north gully escape point, we put our eggs in one basket and opted to continue up the
final three pitches, thereby risking finishing the climb in the dark. All these pitches were superb, each one
well worth climbing at night. The 5.lOb crux pitch was the cause of some concern, as nobody wanted to lead
it, but I eventually managed to coerce Muriel into taking the sharp end of the rope. Hidden from our view
by an overhang, the pitch stretched upward into unknown territory. Time passed and darkness fell as we
struggled on this steep and sustained pitch, judiciously pulling up on protection at the difficult sections. Now
only one pitch to go, a 5.8 chimney. Muriel was adamant it was my turn to lead. Strapping my headlamp
onto my helmet, I gingerly set forth along a belly crawl ledge which opened out abruptly into the side of the
chimney and extreme exposure that took my breath away. Once I established myself in the chimney I had to
hold my head sideways to avoid catching my headlamp between the narrow walls. Placing protection became
an interesting exercise of head and hand acrobatics. Fortunately this was a Squamish chimney and not a
Yosemite chimney, the difference being quite obvious to anyone who has climbed in both places. Soon, the
summit was under my feet and I enthusiastically belayed up my partners as a pair of rats ran around me in
the darkness. Muriel’s headlamp chose this moment to fail, and Lisa’s brand new rock shoes had by now
inflicted sustained torture to her feet, but nothing was going to stop us now, and soon we three stood
victorious atop Angel’s Crest, with a nemesis finally conquered.
Maybe I’ll go back and climb it again sometime, just for fun.
--

Participants:
Jeff Greenwood
Scott Phillips

Lisa Moody
Muriel Pacheco

Ujorn Wolgast
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Panther Peak
June 2-3 1990

Nick Folkard

On the rare occasions when the view north from U.B.C. is not obscured by mist, rain, or some
combination thereof, it is dominated by three peaks onthe west side of Howe Sound: Panther, Tetrahedron
and Rainy. It had long been my intention to have a closer look at these mountains, and two discoveries
finally prodded me into action, The first was that I would not need to be an “eccentric with a higher
tolerance for coastal bush than most of us”, as Bruce Fairley suggests, since a network of trails and several
cabins had recently been constructed just to the west of the peaks. The second was that the area was very
attractive, but likely to become considerably less so. since it was in imminent danger of being logged.
The first and most challenging part of the trip was to catch the ferry. Dick, Suzanne and I arrived at
the Horseshoe Bay terminal several minutes after the ferry was supposed to have left. We assumed that it
had done so, and that the other five people on the trip were now somewhere in the middle of Howe Sound.
with no idea where to go once they reached the other side. Fortunately, B.C. Ferries were having a bad day.
We rolled onto the ship, and met the others upstairs, where crowds of people were frantically trying to buy
bad, expensive food in time to eat it before they reached Langdale.
Eric resisted the temptation to eat until we were back on terra firma, but the bakeries of Gibsons
were too much for him. He bought a large sticky bun, and apparently swallowed it whole, setting the pattern
for tlte rest of the trip. We found the Grey Creek logging road in the suburbs of Sechelt with surprisingly
little trouble, and trundled up the west main at a sedate pace to avoid puncturing the propane tank dangling
perilously close to the ground beneath Eric’s VW bus. An explosion would have been a spectacular but
unsatisfactory way to cut short the trip.
The parking lot was an idyllic spot in the middle of a rather damp and misty clear-cut. We left it with
reluctance, and followed a trail into the as yet unimproved forest, It was wonderful. Well spaced old trees
let plenty of light filter down to the ground, which was covered with a nice boggy flora vaguely reminiscent of
Scotland mosses and blueberries and such. Gilbert Lake appeared, complete with perfectly reflected
boulders and drifting cobwebs of mist. All the Ontarians in the party made little homesick noises about
loom and canoes. We dragged them away, and continued through the forest to the Edwards Lake cabin, set
on a rocky platform in a large clearing. The cabin was closely inspected, and unanimously declared to he
magnificent. Pat was particularly delighted; I think she feared the worst when informed that we would be
sleeping in a cabin, and was relieved to discover something resembling the Banff Springs Hotel built out of
logs.
We still had a way to go before we reached the McNair Lake cabin, at the base of Panther Peak. The
trail led slightly downhill, past little grassy terraces festooned with skunk cabbage flowers. We crossed
Chapman Creek on an interesting bridge made of greased logs, and followed the creek across a marshy,
perfectly flat meadow to Chapman Lake. The creek had cut a channel with perfectly vertical sides through
the meadow, and ran over a bed of pebbles which underlay the shallow soil. Chris, our resident geologist,
suggested that the almost man-made appearance of the creek was due to the ground being frozen for much
of the time.
The map showed the trail going directly across Chapman Lake. This may have been feasible for
skiers in midwinter, or waterskiers at other times, but it wasn’t for us. We crashed through the willows on
the south shore of the lake, climbed over a low ridge, and set off up what I claimed was McNair Creek.
Chris was the first to realise that it wasn’t, and politely suggested that we head south a little way. We did so,
and the cabin appeared at the top of a rocky, heathety slope. The sun was out by now, but mist was still
drifting around. As we ascended the real McNair Creek towards the cabin, we noticed that the mist smelt
peculiar. The Port Mellon pulp mill, 3500 feet below us on Howe Sound, was making its presence known.
Most of us spent the rest of the day eating and being slothful. Dick, overcome with enthusiasm,
wandered around the corner, and reappeared with the news that the ice was only just going Out Ofl No Name
Lake. Further proof that it was still early spring in the mountains was provided by the cabin register, which
was full of anguished complaints about bugs. We hadn’t seen a six-legged beastie all day, but felt that we
ought not to diverge from the theme of the register. Dick therefore wrote “Not enough bugs” under
“Remarks”. He then proceeded to cook up an astonishing gourmet bean dinner, which put the rest of our
efforts to shame especially my pathetic Kraft Dinner.
The Morning of the Summit Assault dawned glorious, if a little chilly. Suzanne’s knee was playing up,
so she elected to stay in the cabin and work. The rest of us ate breakfast until we could procrastinate no
longer, and then left the cabin and headed across the snowpatch immediately behind it. The first thing we
saw was a set of tracks made by a bear who had evidently wandered past, a few metres from the cabin,
during the night, The second thing we saw was a steep, forested shoulder, up which we proposed to climb.
-
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This we accomplished by using snow ramps as much as possible, and by placing an unhealthy level of trust in
the strength of willow roots on 60° slopes. We emerged into the sun to find ourselves on a level,
snow-covered ridge, which led east towards the summit and afforded fine views across the valley to Rainy
and Tetrahedron.
The ridge gradually became rockier and more awkward, the weather gradually became cooler and
cloudier, and the party gradually shrank as people decided that it was lunchtime and they were quite happy
where they were. Dick, Eric, Sean and myself scrambled along until we reached a sharp gap with a very
impressive drop to the left and a steepish snow bowl to the right. The summit was only a few hundred
metres away. However, visibility was deteriorating and experiments with rocks demonstrated that the snow
was hard. We hadn’t brought ice-axes, and, most importantly, we were hungry. With very little trouble, we
persuaded each other that lunch was the better part of valour, and retreated to the magnificent old tree
where the others were waiting.
Variety being the spice of life, we decided to descend by a slightly different route. Instead of
returning all the way along the ridge, we cut down towards No Name Lake as soon as this appeared feasible.
An interesting hour or so followed, as bluffs frustrated our downward progress and forced us to traverse
further and further west across steep snow. The top few inches of snow had softened by now, and were
inclined to slide when stepped on. 1, for one, was relieved when we slithered (‘boot-skied’ would imply a
greater degree of control than was evident) down the final snow ramp to the shore of the lake. From here,
we followed Dick’s tracks of the previous evening, and were soon back at the cabin, where we were pleased
to find Suzanne unscathed by bears.
Eric, already approaching legendary status as an eater, assured his place in the Hail of Fame during
the hike out. We stopped to rest at the Edwards Lake cabin, and from the depths of his backpack. Eric
pulled out a small, rectangular can. The afternoon took on a surreal quality as we sat in the sun on the steps
of the cabin and ate smoked oysters. The remainder of the hike was not nearly so exciting, although Chris,
Dick and Eric contrived to get mildly lost, and spent some time wandering the labyrinth of logging roads.
While we waited for them, I sent Pat and Christian into a fit of hysterical giggles by pontificating about
gauchos (Argentinean cowboys) whirling their bolas above their heads as they galloped across the pampas.
Once they had recovered the ability to speak, Pat and Christian (who are from Argentina) assured me that
“bolas” does not mean a weapon resembling a sling, as I had thought, but...well, you can guess what it means.
I was glad that the lost portion of the party appeared shortly afterwards, to join me in my embarrassment.
We hopped into the vehicles, and rumbled off down the road towards dinner, Vancouver and Monday
morning.
-

ParticiDants:
Pat and Christian Canis
Dick Repasky

Eric Nodweil
Suzanne Ran

Chris Hood(?)
Nick Folkard

Sean (?)

Crown Mountain the Long Way
Drew Brayshaw

—

June 30,1990

On our first attempt at Crown Mountain via Lynn Creek a combination of rain and llamas produced a
tactical retreat, commonly known as a “whimp-out”. The rain resulted from the well known mountain
weather (‘subject to change without notice”) and the party lacked rain gear. As the trip had started after
noon. doubts about its possibility of success were aired by certain members. At this point a party of
Americans, sporting leather raincoats, was encountered on the trail. Each was accompanied by a large llama
wearing a pack. A small dog wearing a dog coat was also present. Our group took this as a sign to turn
back. It was later determined that the llamas were being trained as pack beasts for an “adventure-tourism
guiding company’.
Two weeks later we returned to Lynn Headwaters, this time with raingear packed and an early start
assured. No llamas were encountered and the low clouds did not precipitate, omens which we believed
assured our success. All members of the party were familiar with the trail, which is essentially flat, and good
speed was made to Norvan Creek, where a washed-out bridge was accompanied by an officious yellow
GVRD sign warning ‘back-country travellers” that “travel beyond this point is on unmarked trails proceed at
own risk”. No further difficulties were encountered en route and soon we stood on the banks of the creek at
the Hanes Creek fork, searching for an alternative to a wet fording in hip-deep runoff. Luckily a series of
boulders and slimy logs was available and once across, the Hanes Creek route was picked up with little
difficulty. This route consists of a narrow path winding up and down ridges and through clumps of bush,
-
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partially on the tops of fallen trees, and shows a marked tendency to gravitate into thickets of skunk cabbage.
It follows the north side of the obscure Raven Ridge, along which I-lanes Creek flows, past sheer rock walls,
talus slopes and at least one small cave to a boulder field.at the base of Crown Pass. Here we lost the route
and for a few minutes clambered up and over boulders until an impassable wall of brambles was
encountered. Turning back we picked up cairns which led us southwest to the base of a snow slope, where
we encountered some GVRD Parks employees hiaking the trip the other way. After an exchange of
pleasantries we started up the slope, although our technique was not quite that of the VOC glacier school
those without ice axes used handy pieces of wood for balance. Eventually we reached Crown Pa3s, which was
wreathed in mist. Proceeding upward we encountered several other parties, all of whom seemed to be
cariying giant frame packs and ice axes with wooden shafts. Proceeding onwards we reached a relatively flat
space and, not having been up Crown before, were unsure of what direction tn take, resulting in a division of
the party. The author went left and came upon the trail, which he followed without difficulty. The other two
members of his party, who had been sure that they were going the right way, found that they had climbed the
‘Crater Rim” and were forced to traverse it to reach the trail. From here the summit was gained without
difficulty, and the clouds began to clear. A break for lunch was called.
Although the sunlight was enjoyable and bodies inclined to M.T.A., the clearing of the clouds brought
with it a recurring nuisance the tourist helicopter from nearby Grouse Mountain. After several passes by
this pesky machine, the summit of Crown was abandoned by eveiy other party on the mountain. A quick
consultation suggested that drastic measures might now become appropriate. The next ‘coper load of
Japanese tourists, circling in with Handy-Cams whirring for a shot of “intrepid mountain climbers”, was
surprised by the appearance of an astronomical object not typically observed during the daylight hours a
moon! The ‘copter returned hastily to base while our party made equal haste for the shelter of the trees,
believing that a more hostile force might return with the helicopter’s next pass.
Our return was somewhat anti-climactic. We descended to Crown Pass but opted not to retrace our
entire route. An hours march up steep and muddy trail brought us to the delights of a mountaintop tourist
trap better known as the “skyride”, complete with whining children, fat parents, and horse-drawn buggy rides.
Luckily the gondola is free on the way down. From its base a complicated bus ride returned us to Lynn
Valley in time to deposit our hiker safety tlips in the box placed for that purpose and rescue our car from
the threat of the Headwaters Park gate, closed extremely early throughout the year in order to trap
unsuspecting hikers. We finished our non-epic with a feast of freshly baked blackberry pie.
-
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Participants:
Drew Brayshaw

Chris Brayshaw

James Friedman

Grainger Peak, South Pillar
July 1990

Andy and Muriel Pacheco

It all started at Jeff and Lisa Greenwood’s wedding. It had been a beautiful day, and now as we
watched a slide show which featured the happy couple’s best mountaineering trips, Muriel and I began to get
a serious case of “sweaty palms syndrome”. As a slide of Bugaboo spire flashed onto the screen I whispered
to Muriel: let’s do Grainger this weekend! Muriel was psyched, and the next evening, after a mad effort to
get our studies somewhat caught up, we packed and headed out toward the Chehalis.
Our plan was to sleep in the car at the end of the logging road, then try to do the climb and get back
to the car in one long day. A great plan, but one requiring an early start. Unfortunately, not having gotten
to sleep until 3:30 am, and run down from a string of late nights, we were very un-inclined to pay attention to
our alarm clock when it went off two hours later! We finally ambled off into the woods at 8:30, hoping to
get more vigorous as the day went on. We had been to Grainger twice before to climb other routes so the
approach was familiar. The weather was ideal, we were carrying relatively light packs (only food, emergency
bivy gear, two ropes, and about 30 pounds of climbing equipment) but somehow our energy level wasn’t up
to snuff.
We arrived at the ramps which we had to ascend, passing ?inder and alongside a series of cascading
curtains of water. The snowfield below was significantly smaller than the previous two times we had visited
this area as were the falls. Above the ramps we expected the final hike to the base of the route to be a
snow-slog, but a glance from below showed the upper slopes to be completely dry. This allowed us to dump
our ice axes, saving a bit of weight. Even to by this time we had given up trying to set any records for speed,
and hiked the rest of the way at a leisurely pace, taking in the beautiful alpine scenery.
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Muriel Pacheco on the south pillar of Grainger Peak.
Photo by Andy Pacheco

The route we planned to do was the South pillar, which started up a vague series of indistinct cracks.
It looked like thin pins would be required to protect the 5.10 moves, and we hadn’t brought any. Not really
feeling like scaring ourselves right off the bat, we headed up the superb ‘J-crack” to the right. We had done
this crack some years before as part of another route, and we knew that the face after one pitch was fairly
low angle, and would probably allow an easy traverse onto the pillar. In any case the J-crack is one of the
nicest pitches I have done on alpine rock. Perfect hand and fist jams lead up a sustained left-leaning corner,
and around a small roof. At a stiff 5.9, it is like a moderate version of the split pillar in Squamish, but
surrounded by alpine scenery. I found it more difficult than Andy as I was carrying the heavy pack, but we
were both exuberant at the end of the pitch.
As we had hoped, moderate climbing led us up and left for a couple of pitches, but then the terrain
steepened, and we came to an apparent impasse. The south face of Grainger is cleaved by a myriad of
vertical cracks separated by more or less monolithic sections, and often, if a line peters Out, a traverse to an
adjacent crack system will provide a new line. Delicately I set out across the face to check out the next crack
system. The climbing consisted of fairly large but awkwardly placed flat holds. Although not too difficult this
section was a challenge to protect. As I reached the next crack system I could see an old rappel sling over a
horn above. Hmm, that was ominous! Still, the cracks above looked climbable, and I headed up for a look.
Above the sling two vertical cracks, one a thin hand crack, the other a shallow off-width, headed up several
feet apart. The thin crack was undercut at the base, which would make for a really hard entrance problem. I
headed for the off-width. A couple of moves up this got my feet above the undercut of the left-hand crack,
just as the crack I was in started to peter Out. I struggled to get my left toe securely in the other crack, then
reached over with my hands. For a moment, as I tried to transfer my weight, I felt my balance going.
“Watch me Muriel!” My body swung left, and I feverishly worked the jams. With my position momentarily
stabilised I worked a friend in and panted a sigh of relief, then jammed and stemmed up the crack to a good
ledge.
“Beautiful! Really interesting climbing!”
A final forty feet up a fairly wide, smooth chimney brought me to the end of the rope, and I set up a
semi-hanging belay on a tiny, spectacularly exposed ledge. I could see Muriel below now, and I hung back in
my harness and revelled in the view.
As I belayed Andy on this pitch from below I contemplated our situation: two climbers alone on a
mountain doing a technically difficult and perhaps un-climbed variation. This was essentially my first
climbing trip of the summer in the middle of an intense year at UBC. Soon after Andy started climbing he
traversed around a pillar of rock and out of sight. I listened intently to what he said to gauge the difficulty
of what lay ahead. The first thing I heard was ‘The pro is really thin here so watch the belay”, not incredibly
encouraging news. The rope moved slowly up and then seemed to stop for a long time; I was starting to
worry. I heard a strained “Watch me, Muriel!”. Andy rarely said “watch me” so I knew it must be serious. I
started hying to figure out what I would do if he injured himself and was unconscious. I had no idea what
the route was like ahead or how far he had traversed.., the rope started to move up again... Had he got pro
in or was he embarking on an incredibly long section of unprotected rock? I frantically tried to think of what
I would do if the worst were to happen. Moments later, to my relief, I heard a jubilant yell from above; he
must have got some pro in! Not long after Andy stopped to set up the belay and he was now in sight above
me. I hoped he had a solid belay because I didn’t feel I was climbing well and the pack put more strain on
my arms. I traversed to the crack and saw that I would have to transfer to the thin crack to the left. I saw
that directly below it there was a sharp undercut. If I fell while making the move I would end up hanging in
space looking directly down 300 feet to the rocks below.., not dangerous but not a situation I wanted to be in.
I tried to reach for the left-hand crack and the weight of the pack shifted, almost knocking me off the rock.
I tried the move several times but it was a long reach for me and I just couldn’t commit myself to the move.
The probability that I would fall was too great, especially with the weight of the pack affecting my balance. I
looked up the crack that petered out. I decided to try to lie-back up the minuscule lip of the crack as high
as possible, at least if I fell there I would not go swinging into space. The climbing was incredibly strenuous
and technical, I knew it was only a matter of time before my strength ran out. The crack faded to a seam
and I had to cross to the left. From my lieback position it would be difficult to switch cracks, to say the
least, and once I committed to the move I couldn’t go back. My strength was going, I went for it, I fell. (For
those who are reading this article who don’t climb, a climber usually feels the most stress just before the fall
but in the falling itself there is something of a sense of relief (that is, if you are well protected).) I was
grateful that I was clear of the undercut and I swung easily into the left-hand crack. Huffing and puffing up
the rest of the pitch I arrived at last at the belay, with the strength in my arms at a minimum.
Above us now we could see the summit to the left, and it looked like one more pitch would get us
there. The guide book describes the last pitch as going up a chimney with a very difficult exit move. There
were several chimney systems to choose from, and eventually I settled for the least scary-looking one and
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headed up. Ve made no assumption that we were anywhere near the route that the first ascent party had
taken, and so it was with some surprise that I came upon a fixed pin as I moved up my chosen chimney. The
terrain was steep, but the climbing was considerably easier than the pitch before, and the fact that we were
on a previously climbed section of rock this high up was very reassuring. The final exit move proved to be
interesting, as advertised, but again not as hard as the previous lead. Above this it was clearly fourth class,
and a short time later we were on the summit, eating and enjoying the views.
But not for long; it was late, and although it was now clear that we wouldn’t make the car if we didn’t
want to travel in the dark, we did prefer to get down to our warm clothing if possible. So after about fifteen
minutes, we headed down again. We knew the descent down the southwest ridge, as we had done it a couple
of years earlier. We down climbed just below the summit and pulled Out the rope for 4th class climbing down
the ridge. We descended a ways and discovered that since we had last climbed the mountain someone had
set up a rappel anchor. What luck! A rappel would save us traversing the entire ridge and we could gel
down quicker. Andy beefed up the anchor and rappeiled down double ropes to the sloping ledge below. He
couldn’t find an established anchor or a place to put one so he traversed to a spot back on the ridge below
where he could set one up. I rappelled down and we started to pull down the rope. There was qur’ an
angle to the pull-down so there was quite a lot of friction. We had pulled the rope through a few yards when
it stopped, we couldn’t get itto budge. After a brief cursing fit, Andy tied into what rope we had pulled
down, tied a prusik around the two ropes and started climbing back up to the stance. After correcting the
problem he rappelled down and remarked at what an efficient and time saving endeavour that had been and
led off into sunset, down climbing the ridge we had hoped to avoid, Once we were within a rope length of
the snow we rappelled again, this time without incident. After reaching the snow we quickly traversed to
where we had left our extra food and bivy gear.
The terrain around the base of the south face is fairly steep, so we spent a bit of time clearing rocks
and making a bit of a platform for ourselves. It wasn’t perfect, but it was home for now. Besides, the night
was pretty warm. A few words of endorsement: those $5.00 ultra-light space blankets are great for those
unplanned (or semi-planned) bivies! (Just he sure they don’t tear on any sharp rocks...) We laid out our
packs and ropes as Ensolite substitute, put on a couple pairs of warm socks and slept amazingly well,
probably in a great part due to the warm weather. At sunrise we packed up and headed down. We were
still a long way from home and I had a class at 10:30 that morning. We got down to the car in fairly good
time but loggers were on the road and we were kept waiting until one of the trucks was ready to go down.
By the time we began down the road I had given up hope of ever making it to class. Now all we were
thinldng about was getting something to eat and drink. The logging truck we followed was HUGE! (at least
25 feet high). Unfortunately, it descended unbearably slowly down the 25 miles of logging road (it took
around 2 hours) with us behind it inhaling unhealthy quantities of dust. At last we reached the end of the
logging road and headed straight for the nearest road-side cafe. Needless to say I didn’t make my class, but
what a great trip; thanks, we needed that!

Participants:
Muriel Pacheco

Andy Pacheco

Brent Mountain
Tom Baumann

July 8, 1990

Just because you want to go visit someone in the Okanagan doesn’t mean you can’t do any outdoor
activities. But near Penticton? And in July? At least in she winier there would be Apex Alpine for skiing.
Where is the highest mountain around here? Mt. Brent? O.K. An hours worth of driving southwest of
Penticton a turn to the right, another to the right, hold it this is Apex Alpine, we missed it! Backtracking
down the steep and twisting road there was this small logging road off to the left, marked with marking tape
and a single red marker. Guessing on the next few junctions, some of which had more red markers, we reach
the trailhead after some rather bad roads. One should not take one’s BMW or Corvette in there.
A welcoming committee was already waiting for us in the form of thousands of mosquitoes. With a
lot of help from the repellent bottle we managed to put on the hiking boots and get going. Soon enough did
we find the reason for the mosquito swarms, as we found ourselves hiking through swampy areas. And I
thought the Okanagan was dry! The higher than usual snowfall that winter had caused flooding of Okanagan
L.ake earlier and snow still lingered well into July on the higher peaks.
The trail rises steeply and doesn’t provide too many views until you find yourself in another swamp
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area, which has been provided with wooden steps and walkways. With the water levels quite high, however,
some of the well meant trail improvements had started to float and we found ourselves walking very
carefully. Naturally I missed a step and filled my boots with precious Okanagan mud.
After that it is easy going through lower vegetation. Glimpses of Apex Alpine and nearby Sheep Rock
Mountain turned into an all around view at the top (2168 m). The weather was sunny and warm with only a
few puf clouds and there was unlimited visibility. One can spot Okanagan Lake, Summerland, Penticton
and look south toward CatheJral Lakes Park and somewhat further west toward Manning Park. Somewhat
closer, i.e. in front of us, was a former fire lookout. The structure, which resembles a weekend cabin in the
woods is in great shape and can provide shelter if a storm should come in just too quickly. The elaborate
grounding system all around the cabin sure tells the story about frequent thunderstorms.
Again there were puddles in the bare rock on the top and still lots of snow. The blackflies up there
made eating our lunch to an art-form, probably enriching our home-made sandwiches with some protein.
Donning a mosquito hat was very useful, but rejected as aesthetically not pleasing for the peak camera shots.
Particinants:
Tom Baumann

Willi Jelkmann

In Search of Orcas
Dave Pfeiffer

July 1990

We slipped our kayaks into a choppy ocean at the small village of Telegraph Cove. I was with one
other at the start of a three day paddling trip off the northeastern part of Vancouver Island. The goal of our
trip, although we viewed it as rather unlikely to be accomplished, was straightforward: to encounter and
paddle with killer whales. This had been a crazy dream of mine for some time. Our destination was Robson
Bight, a unique inlet where killer whales frequently congregate to rub on underwater beaches near shore.
The significance of the rubbing behaviour remains a mystery. Robson Bight is currently the only known
locale on the planet where killer whales gather regularly to “beach rub’. To us this sounded like as good a
place as any to begin our search for whales.
As we edged away from the wharf I could feel the gaze of some disgruntled salmon fishermen fall
upon us. A small craft warning was in effect thanks to a strong wind that had been blowing for several days.
Many fishermen were now landlocked and feeling frustrated. Small craft warning? Surely that didn’t apply
to us. I began rehearsing rescue techniques in the back of my mind as we set off.
Almost immediately a young, semitame harbour seal appeared and adopted us as instant playmates.
It swam iaziiy along side us for a while, play biting our paddles and rudders and even tried to climb up on
our boats at one point. Well, I thought, it wasn’t exactly a whale, but we were off to a good start.
Dealing with the rough water conditions proved not to be so bad after all. Staying on the inner side
of kelp beds provided considerable protection from incoming waves. Soon, our confidence building, we were
venturing Out into the whitecaps. Outrageous fun. Many were big enough to surf on.
Throughout the first day the weather was warm and beautiful. Due to the power of our friend the
wind the clarity of the air was incredible and the sky was a cloudless blue. Sunscreen time. Salmon
appeared to be everywhere, sometimes jumping almost within catching distance (if I had a baseball mitt)
from my boat. We met up with some other kayakers who said that on the previous night they had thrown a
line in and promptly caught a 3 kg salmon for dinner. (Next time I’m packing some fishing tackle).
In summary:
Day 1: No whales but gorgeous weather and scenery. Bald eagles soared overhead, so often they
seemed almost mundane. Almost.
Day 2: The wind began to let up and the fine weather continued as we kayaked down the coast. In
one kelp bed we paddled, without realizing it, right up on a not-so-tame bull Steller sea lion a moderate
shock for all parties involved. Still no whales.
Day 3: We awoke to sunshine and glassy smooth water and prepared to head back. Though not
disappointed with our trip, we had now given up all hope of seeing any whales. But as we sat there on the
beach discussing this matter over breakfast, we looked up to see blowhole mist and fins in the distance. The
orcas are coming! The orcas are coming! A pod of 9 whales was headed right towards our beach. Coffee
cups and bowls of oatmeal flew through the air as we abandon breakfast and scrambled towards our boats.
Within minutes we had paddled out to about 50 m from them (close enough for me) where we sat and
watched. They appeared to be hunting salmon. Pretty impressive animals from the view of a tiny one-man
-
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boat. Fast, fluid in their movements and, well, big. The dorsal fin of the adult males stood almost two
meters from their backs.
All-round it was a great trip. Highly recommendable. Better go soon, though, before the Tsitika
Valley (Robson Bight) is clear-cut...
Particinants:
Dave Pfeiffer

Wayne yogi

First Canadian Ascent of Kazbek
S.S.R of Georgia
Craig Hollinger

July 24-28, 1990

After a week of being wined and dined by our Soviet Georgian hosts, I feel a bit tired of the
hospitality. I need some exercise and want to go into the mountains. Today I decide to leave the hotel to
try to climb up to the ‘Met Station”. In my plastic hoots I clop down the front steps of the hotel and pass a
sow and her piglets rummaging in the grass. We are staying in Kazbegi, a little mountain village in the
central Caucasus where cattle, pigs, and chicken run freely through the streets (makes walking around a little
treacherous you don’t know what you might step in!). As I wind my way up the hillside through the narrow
streets, I feel the sun’s warm glow reflecting off the stone walls of the houses. The villagers, a little shy of us
when we first arrived, greet me with a friendly ‘Gamma Jova!” (good day) as I pass by.
After an hour’s trudge I reach an ancient church overlooking the valley. High above the cast-iron
door, a cross with drooping arms is carved into the Stone wall. Christianity was brought to Georgia over
fifteen hundred years ago. A model of a cross was built from two sticks tied loosely to pole. When the pole
was lifted, the arms sagged. Today, the crosses that adorn Georgian churches bear the original drooping
anus.
I pause briefly and imagine throngs of Georgian ancestors, long since departed, worshipping in the
tiny church. Did they walk the 300m up from the valley or did they live in the hills beyond? On previous
hikes in these hills I had encountered many ruins of old stone houses, but could see none near the church.
An hour later I reach a saddle above a deep gorge cut into the earth by a glacier flowing from Gora
Kazbek (Peak Kazbek). Two thin waterfalls stream down a sheer head-wall. At a stone cairn I meet a
group of Soviet climbers. We exchange greetings and, through gestures and a few english words, they tell me
they are from Latvia and plan to climb Kazbek later in the week. Today, they are on an acclimatization
hike. They ask me where I’m from and I tell them “Kanaada” (a Russian pronunciation with emphasis on the
second syllable). I show them some pictures of the Coast Mountains. Two climbers, standing nearby, join in
the “conversation”. They are a man and his nephew from Vilnius in Lithuania. The man is an experienced
climber and is climbing Kazbek as a warm-up for Peak Lenin. This is the nephew’s first trip to the
mountains. The Lithuanians are on their way to the Met Station and ask me to join them for lunch.
Between the two of them they know enough english for us to carry on a conversation. We spend the next
two hours together talking mountains, politics, and about each other’s countries. They give me two handdrawn maps of the area (explaining that good maps are hard to obtain) and a photograph of the route to the
summit of Kazbek.
I am in a hurry to reach my destination, so I say good-by and go on my way. By mid-afternoon I
reach the Met Station where I meet an East German climber who turned back in bad weather 500m from
the summit of Kazbek. We have met before, a few days ago in the hills above the village.
The Met Station is a big ark of a building originally housing a team of meteorologists studying the
weather in this region. Now only one man stays here, giving daily weather reports over a scratchy old radio.
The building is used mainly by visiting climbers as a high camp for attempts on Kazbek.
Inside, I meet a group of Russian climbers and they hand me a mug of tea and a bowl of beef Stew.
Between mouthfuls of stew and sips of tea I tell them I’m from Canada and show them my photographs. I’m
anxious to get back to the village so I give them a photograph of Mount Waddington and bid them farewell.
On the way down I meet some members of our Canadian group struggling up the trail under massive
packs. Our hosts have made a “plan” and we are to make an attempt on Kazbek in two days. Th rest of
the group is back in the village packing for the hike up tomorrow.
Early the next morning one of our guides, Nuksar, drives us and our huge packs into the hills above
the village in his four-wheel-drive truck. He is unable to join us on the climb because he is to attend a
climbing competition (he is one of Georgia’s top competition climbers). After a tiring slog we stagger into
-
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I
Jim Graves next to the remains of a stone tower in the village of Sno, S.S.R. Georgia.
Photo by Craig Hoflinger
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the Met Station in the early afternoon.
That night I sleep well but rm still tired when I wake in the morning. Two climbs of 2500m in two
days are taking their toll (but I did want some exercise!). After breakfast I join Ian, Margaret, Don and
Richard for an acclimatization hike to the glacier. We walk on the bare ice along the edge of the glacier
dodging crevasses before we cross over to the middle and rope up. We continue up to the ‘plateau (actually
a saddle below the west side of Kazbek) at an of elevation 4400m. I feel strong at this altitude except I’m
devloping a headache. The weather is unstable but we manage to catch glimpses of the route to the
summit. The route looks easy, just a snow slope with an interesting steep pitch to the summit.
A group of Latvians have camped in the plateau and as we arrive, hand us mugs of hot coffee.
Through binoculars I can see eight of their members nearing the summit. I survey the camp and notice a
snowman, complete with hat and scarf, near one of the tents. Some of the tents don’t have floors and most
look as though they wouldn’t survive a storm. I am constantly amazed by the spirit of the Soviet people I
have met, they seem to have a lot less (material things) than what I’m used to, yet they are so outgoing and
happy.
We discuss the possibility of making our own sununit bid today but we are tired and the day is almost
over so we go down.
Gil spends the evening negotiating with our guides Lado and Vashza and a group of heli-ski guides
the details of tomorrow’s summit attempt. They are arguing about what time to leave and how many ropes
to take. Soviet climbers like to have many people (5 or more) on a rope and to leave before dawn. They
finally decide we will leave at 3:30 AM and have 4 to 5 people per rope. I suggest that we ask our guides to
let us do it our way but Gil suggests we should let them run the show.
After just one night in the Met Station we are beginning to get the full flavour of the place. Dean
dubs it ‘Mildew Manor’ which is a play on Patrick Morrow’s “Typhoid Tower” (read his book After Everest
for more details). I go to bed and spend the night battling with the mice.
The short night passes slowly and I sleep poorly. We get up at 3:00 AM to bad weather, high wind
and rain. We have tea and bread for breakfast and wait to see if the weather improves. The heli-skiers have
already left, I can see the light from their flashlights in the distance. We leave at 4:00 AM, after the rain lets
up, and stumble across the scree slopes in the dark. Vashza leads the way up the glacier to a few metres
below the plateau where we rope up. The skiers have turned back and they stop to see what we are going to
do. The 11mm rope I carried all the way up here is sent back down with the skiers. A change in the “plan”.
I join a rope of five led by Vashza and we continue onto the plateau.
We reach the plateau in a white-out and wait, hoping the weather will improve. The Latvian’s we met
the day before are packing their flimsy tents and preparing to go down. The wind blows snow and ice
crystals against me and I’m feeling cold. Some of my Canadian companions have started to dig shelters in
the snow and plan to wait a while longer. None of us really want to leave but the weather shows no signs of
improving. We reluctantly turn around and start down the mountain.
Further down the glacier we stop and un-rope. Ian, Margaret and I stay and wait for an improvement
in the weather. We discuss the difference between our guides and our own methods of mountaineering and
feel that we would be more efficient if we organized our own climb. TomOrrow, we decide, we will make
another attempt without guides. We are starting to get cold and the weather isn’t improving, so we continue
down slowly.
When we reach the Met Station we tell our guides that we would like to stay a few more days and
make another attempt. Lado is not feeling well and Vashza has other commitments so they leave for
Kazbegi at noon. The rest of the day is spent sleeping and reading. Sandy and Gill teach Mortaz (our
Georgian host and a director in the Ministry of Sport) some english phrases.
The next day we get up just before daybreak and cook cereal for breakfast. The sky is clear, boosting
our hopes so we leave at first light. Richard and I reach the plateau in just two hours, we are climbing well.
We maintain a slow but steady pace up the west flank of Kazbek and reach the saddle between Kazbek’s
twin peaks at the same time as a group of Lithuanians (same group I met a few days ago at the cairn). They
are happy to see us and even remember my name! (Unfortunately, I can’t remember any of theirs.)
The last pitch to the summit is moderately steep (45 degrees) with some ice, and a line of rocks on
the left a sporting end to a non-technical climb. We front-point up to a ledge in the rocks about half way
up and rest. The Lithuanians join us and we take photographs of each other. These people are as curious of
my gear as j am of theirs, so we compare equipment. Their carabiners and ice screws are made of titanium
and look quite good, but their ropes are stiff and of poor quality. The crampons they are wearing are also
made of titanium and have a step-in binding system but have no front-points. Their clothing is army surplus,
and does not appear to be water or wind proof. We, who live in the West, are very fortunate to have access
to the best equipment. Mountaineering must be a greater challenge for these people than it is for us.
Richard and I struggle on ahead. The air is thin and I’m breathing very hard. This is the highest I’ve
-
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ever been. At 10:00 AM, we reach the summit. We are (prohabaly) the first Canadians to climb Kazbek.
Our Lithuanian friends join us a few minutes later and we congratulate each other. We are elated but tired
and must leave soon the weather is quickly deteriorating. The intensity of the wind is increasing as the jet
stream drops down onto the top of the mountain. Lenticular clouds begin to form around us and visibility is
variable. We stay 20 minutes to take pictures and look around. To the north west I can see the summits of
Elbrus and Ushba.
With our high-tech equipment, Richard and I have no difficulty in walking back down the steep face.
The Lithuanians, on the other hand, are more cautious and set up a fixed rope. We climb past the heli.
skiers, who are on the ledge bolting a plaque to the rock. Ian, Margaret and Don are making their way up
the face along the rocks. When we reach the saddle the wind is so strong we have to lean into it to stand up.
Gil’s party has just reached the saddle, so we advise them on the condition of the route. They decide to
avoid the ice and climb a gentler snow route on the north side. We pass Sandy’s party a bit further down the
west flank.
Later in the afternoon, we gather in the Met Station to congratulate ourselves. Today was a
successful day for our group, 11 of us were the first Canadians to reach the summit of Kazbek.
This was only the beginning of my brief stay in Georgia. I met many people from different parts of
the U.S.S.R.; Lithuanians, Latvians, East Germans and Russians. The group of Latvians, who joined us on
the summit of Kazbek, embodied the spirit of these people. Even though they looked almost comical as they
stumbled around on the icy slope that day, they exuded a strength and joy that I saw in almost everyone else
I met here. These people may not have the material possessions that we take for granted in the West, but
they have another kind of wealth that at least equals our own material wealth.
-

l’articioants:
Gil Parker (leader)
Sandy Briggs
Craig Hollinger
Jim Woolsey
Jim Graves

Ian Brown
Murrough O’Brien
Dean Ferguson
Richard Powley
Don Dixon

Margaret Brown
Pat O’Brien
Steve Dana
Gerta Smythe
Graham Maddocks

Radium Lake
Tom Baumann

July 29, 1990

My favourite hiking area lies east of Vancouver, the Chilliwack River Valley. There are innumerable
hikes of different levels of difficulty and chances to do long hikes into the U.S.A. and toward Manning Park.
One hike that shows the wide variety available, is the one leading to Radium Lake. It should not be
attempted before the end of June because of lingering snow, but other than that, its difficulty is in finding the
trailhead and the first 200 meters of trail.
About 38 km from the road junction at Vedder Crossing you turn off the main road a little past the
crossing of Post Creek at Paulson Rd. From there turn left immediately and the dirt road leads through
cabins and several curves to the trailhead with a small parking area. Follow a few logs across a minor creek
and along the continuation of the road to a newly built suspension bridge. There is an alternate crossing a
few metersdownstream on huge logs, which are only for the sure footed.
The next and last difficult trail finding is the turnoff from the Centennial Trail only shortly after the
beginning of the trail on your left. The trail remains rather steep throughout, but has plenty of flat spots for
catching one’s breath. Another attraction which was built even more recently is the suspension bridge over
Radium Creek, not too far into the hike. The remainder leads through mature forest with the odd
overgrown rockslide thrown in for excitement. Closely following the creek, within 2 to 3 hours, you reach a
swampy area with some logs rolled into it for better walking. The trail is very well maintained up to Radium
Lake which is now right around the corner.
A major avalanche in the winter of 1988/89 has felled many trees into the shallow lake and the rubble
can still be seen at the south end of the lake. A nice log cabin can provide shelter at the north end of the
lake. This makes a good lunch spot, but better things are awaiting and another hour of steep hiking up a
very undefined trail leads to the alpine area and a pass between Mt. Webb and Macdonald Peak. Some
snow usually lingers in the pass even late in the year. Mt. Webb is easy scrambling, but Macdonald is more
for the experienced mountaineer. For me the pass is usually enough and makes for a great waiting spot for
the others to return from further objectives. In the midst of heather-covered smooth rock, snoozing is just
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too inviting. The views from the pass include the Chilliwack River Valley with all its surrounding peaks,
Chilliwack Lake some 1800 meters below, Manning Park and the U.S.A.
Pdiclnauts
Tom Baumann

Jorg Fischer

Peter Nishihasna

Canadians on Elbrus
Craig Hollinger

August 1-5, 1990

After our successful ascent of Kazbek we rested for a day then held a conference to decide how to
spend the two weeks we had left in Georgia. When asked what he’d like to do, Sandy replied:
‘I would hang naked in my harness from the outside of the bus for a chance to climb Elbrus!”
Five others including myself expressed similar interest in Elbrus, the rest of the group preferred a
trekking trip to Svanetia (a province of Georgia lying to the west of the Elbrus region). Gil approached our
Georgian hosts to see if this dual plan could be arranged.
Svanetia has a very rich and violent history, ruled up until the 1920’s by vendetta (an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth) when it was finally brought under control by the Soviets. Svanetia was also Lado’s home,
something he was proud of, so we hoped the request of six of us to climb Elbrus wouldn’t insult him.
Apparently it didn’t and soon we were off to Elbrus and Svanetia. (An article written by Jeremy Schmidt for
the November/December 1983 edition of Equinox mentions Lado and describes a trek through Svanetia.)
We drove north through the Caucasus on a road that wound its way along the deep-cut gorge of the
Terek River. The scenery was literally breathtaking for the narrow road was hung from the sides of steep
cliffs that towered above us. Although the speed of the bus never exceeded 6Okph, the road was barely wide
enough to let oncoming traffic pass by and we often had to squeeze close to the edge of the canyon. We saw
a hot spring that flowed down from hills above and left its creamy-orange mark on the rocks near the road.
We passed through a mining town with its apartment houses built right along side the road. A modernlooking cable car ferried workers from the town to the mine high up on the mountain side.
The planes to the north of the mountains were covered in fields of corn and sunflower plants that
stretched as far as the eye could see. We stopped at a roadside market and bought fresh picked and fresh
cooked corn-on-the-cob. What a treat! At home I would normally eat only one cob, but here I ate four!
We also purchased pears, peaches, apples, cucumbers and tomatoes, and combined with the bread and
cheese we brought from Kazbegi we were kept happy for the next few hours until we reached the village of
Elbrus in the Baksan Valley.
We pulled into the nearby Shkelda Mountaineering Camp and got out to stretch our legs. Lado went
into the camp office to see the director and make arrangements for our group to find beds for the night. We
took this opportunity to Scatter and go exploring. The camp is located on the banks of the Adyl-Su River
and offers some spectacular views of the local mountains. Peaks like Shkelda, Ushba and Bzheduk, all over
4200m in elevation, stood to the south beckoning us to climb them.
Later in the evening. after we were settled in, we gathered around a camp fire. Gil and Don pulled
out harmonicas and started a sing-along. Two Russian fellows joined us and sang some Russian folk songs.
Sandy contributed to the atmosphere by reciting three Robert Service poems.
The next day Lado took the six of us who were to climb to meet the director of Mountain Rescue.
Through our interpreter he told us of the dangers of climbing the mountain and recommended that we hike
only as high as the Pastuchov Rocks (4700m) on our first day. He typed up a letter giving us permission to
stay at the climbing hut on the mountain. Sandy Briggs was elected as our ‘leader” and we were all amused
by the way his name was spelled in the letter. The Russian spelling was pronounced ‘Sandi Greegs”.
We drove to the head of the Baksan Valley to the little village of Azau at the base of Elbrus. Here
our whole group boarded a gondola that took us up to 3500m on the southern flank of the mountain. The
ride was only 15 minutes long but took us from 2300m to 3800m. We were lucky to be well acclimatized
from our time on Kazbek. We walked around in the warm sunshine taking in the views before bidding our
friends farewell on their trek through Svanetia.
A chairlift took us another 200m higher to a ski-training summer camp at 4000m. We hiked 2km
along a well beaten path to the climbing hut, Priut 11 (which means refuge of 11) where we were to spend
the next few days. Sandy went inside to find the innkeeper while the rest of us waited outside. We all felt
very tired and sleepy, the effect of the altitude I suppose, but not as bad as one fellow. This man burst out
the door with his hand over his mouth. He stumbled by us and promptly vomited over the rocks near the
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The climbing hut, Priut 11, on the southern flank of Mount Elbrus.
Photo by Craig Hollinger

hut. We sat watching the people coming and going (this was a very popular place!) most of whom looked
pretty green. Fifteen hundred metres in fifteen minutes doesn’t leave much time for the body to adjust to
the elevation.
Sandy emerged a few minutes later and led us to our rooms. Patrick Morrow referred to Pruit as
‘Typhoid Tower’ once but it wasn’t such a bad place at all. Real beds with mattresses, carpeting on the
floor; we gave it a one star rating. The rest of the day was spent sleeping off the effects of altitude.
The next day we got up slowly for there was no rush. Our only objective was to be the Pastuchov
Rocks. After breakfast we set Out and Don, James, Sandy and I reached the rocks in just over an hour.
Elbrus has two summits, the western summit is higher by only 20m but is 2km further away. We felt strong
and since the weather was perfect we decided to go for the western summit.
We were making good progress and had reached an elevation of about 5000m when we met an Ease
German woman on her way down. Speaking in both German and broken English she told us of an accident
on the east summit and that our help was needed. We hoped that this wasn’t true, but soon we saw a knot
of figures on the slope ahead struggling with someone on a makeshift stretcher. Our hopes of reaching the
summit today (or ever for that matter) quickly vanished.
The victim, a young East German woman who had slipped and fallen near the eastern summit over an
hour ago, was unconscious and having difficulty breathing. My recent first aid training told me she was in
trouble if we didn’t get her down to where she could breathe easier. My Canadian partners and I set about
rebuilding the stretcher with packs, rope and sticks. We were now able to carry her in short stages in a
descending traverse toward the hut. At 5000m this was strenuous work. After what seemed like hours, three
men with an aluminum stretcher-sled reached us. We transferred our patient to it and proceeded to lower
down the 30° slope.
Soon the snow turned to ice. Suddenly we heard a commotion above us. One of the patient’s
companions, who wasn’t wearing crampons, was careening wildly toward us on his back attempting to arrest
with only a ski pole. He eventually stopped on a patch of soft snow 200m lower and to our relief was able to
stand up. We continued with the evacuation when it happened again. A second German slipped when his
crampon broke. He sailed out of control even further than his companion. Dean and Jim broke off from
the lowering party to assist the two men. Both were able to walk away without help, but the second man had
gashes in his arms and legs presumably from the broken crampons.
We finally reached the hut at 6:00 PM and were told that a helicopter was due in an hour to evacuate
the injured people. A crowd had gathered and through it pushed a little girl carrying a dish of cookies and a
pot of tea for the rescue party. At 7:00 the helicopter arrived and took away the two injured people. We
spent the rest of the evening chatting with their East German companions.
The next day our good weather had gone and left us with high winds, snow and low cloud. A few of
us went for a hike but had neither the energy or enthusiasm to go far. We held a conference that evening
and decided to stay another day before going back down to the village.
The next morning the clouds had left but the wind was still blowing. We ate a quick breakfast and
left the hut at 6:00 AM to give the mountain one more chance. We plodded up through the blowing snow
and reached the saddle between the summits in about four hours. Four ofus, Sandy, Don, James and I, met
in the ruins of a small hut. Sandy and I start up the steep snow slope toward the Summit ridge with James
and Don following. Don is unable to continue and turns back but the three of us continue up the steepening
snow slope. The force of the wind is so great that the gusts force us to flatten against the slope to keep from
being blown away. We reach a flat, broad ridge and struggle with the wind and altitude toward the summit.
A gust of wind blew me over so I crawled part of the way on my hands and knees. I looked back at Jim to
see him doing the same. Soon we joined Sandy on the summit. We stayed on top for only 10 minutes before
the strong wind forced us to retreat. We down climbed hack to the saddle and saw a tent tomeone had set
up. What a windy place to camp.
I knew that Sandy had really wanted to climb Elbrus, but I didn’t know just how much. Periodically,
on the way back to the hut, he would jump up, wave his axe in the air and whoop! I too was elated, but was
too tired to join him in his celebration.
Our chances of successfully climbing Elbrus were doubly small. The opportunity to get to the
mountain was not present at the time we arrived in Georgia (it wasn’t part of the “plan”) and the weather
around the mountain was notoriously poor. We felt very lucky to have the chance to go to the mountain and
to have the Jong stretch of good weather. Perhaps the summit was given to us in return for saving a
climber’s life.
Pprticinants
Sandy Briggs

Don Dixon

Jim Graves

Dean Ferguson
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Jim Woolsey Craig Hollinger

Skyline Trail (Manning Park)
August 17, 1990

Tom Baumann

Let’s go to Cathedral Lake park this coming weekend, I’ll make the reservations for the 4x4 and meet
you at the parking lot. Just past Manning Park Lodge, the red indicator light goes off, “Engine hot’. Filling
water into the empty radiator (there is no leak to be detected) and letting the engine cool off, I make it
about 2 km further, where I fill up the radiator again and decide to head to the lodge for help. Needless to
say the motor died sometime before and I was stuck at the (at this late time) deserted park headquarters.
I asked some nice people, that drove by looking for a sign, to get me to the lodge, which they
promptly refused. Just as I was starting to pitch my tent and prepare for overnight, the park manager drives
in. Glancing at the motor, he decides on water ptimp failure and possibly blown head gaskets. He then tries
over the CB to get some help and as this proves unsuccessful, gives me a lift to the lodge with instructions
for who to call. After several calls, a night spent in the wonderful town of Hope with nothing to do. I had a
repaired truck and was on my way again.
With revised plans, we met at Manning Park and camped at Strike Lake. Next morning we drove
with one car to Strawberry Flats and started our hike of the east part of the Skyline Trail. Wilh all the ripe
strawberries all over along the trail progress was rather slow and we found ourselves at the pass at 2 p.m.
Views of Gibson’s Pass Ski area, Mt. Frosty and all sorts of mountains to the south greeted us at the
top. But there was also a bad surprise, as there was a major thunderstorm, now visible for the first time,
looming ahead. Lunch was done with rather quickly and we were flying along the up and down trail as fast
as possible. Just as we were descending into the Lightning Lakes (1!!) valley, the storm hit. First with hail,
then heavy rain and the worst lightning I ever had to experience outdoors. The mature forest gave no shelter
and we wanted to get down as soon as possible to get away from the lightning, when suddenly a strike hit the
opposite side of the valley in plain view to us,
Several trees were in flames instantly and burning ferociously until the heavy rain doused the flames.
This, of course helped increase our speed and just as the storm had run its course we arrived at Manning
Park Lodge totally soaked and rather cold. As we were warming up, the thoughts of renting a room for the
night were quickly pushed away and we trudged back to our camp in drizzle. No sooner had we arrived the
next thunderstorm came along and it decided to rain all night. Only as we sat in the cars the next day and
were about to drive off did the clouds pass and let some sun shine through.
Particinants:
Tom Baumann

Rob Brownley

Cheryl Zurowski

Rock, Ice and Honeymooners
Jan Palaty

August 3.26, 1990

First, and introduction. The Tahumming River watershed is a big area at the head of Toba Inlet, It
has been described as “the one place that has everything”. It is home to a dozen or so of John Clarke’s film
canisters. The reader now knows as much about the place as well as we did when several of us decided to
do a traverse of the area last summer, The food, equipment, honeymooners (Lisa, Jeff, Denise, and Peter)
and other miscellaneous items (Dave and myself) were duly assembled in early August and the party
proceeded to the focus of Coast Range mountaineering (Powell River). I view of the liberties I have taken
elsewhere in this Journal, I have kept this account relatively condensed,
Au, helicopters! We lifted off from the Powell River tarmac, 16 metal bins and all, and puttered off
to the Tahumnsing River to put in the supply caches. Wow, Turquoise lakes, writhing glaciers and
whaleback ridges of huge granitic slabs. A place of truly incredible beauty, but it was the relief which was
truly striking: El Cap-style cliffs and 8000 ft. peaks rising straight up from sea level, We installed the bins
and flew back to recover the rest of the party in Powell River, where we hoarded a float-plane to drop us off
near the mouth of the Tahumming that evening. Bugs aplenty. Water was obtained by dropping our pot off
the bridge on a climbing rope, accompanied by warnings of “your pot is your life!” from Peter, We passed a
pleasant half-hour in this manner, collecting water and hurling abuse at each other.
Next morning, we filled bottles and stomachs with as much fluid as they could hold before starting the
long grunt tip a bone-dry hillside to treeline. The terrain was steep, bushy and punctuated with numerous
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long cliff bands, which made for veiy slow progress. The whole day was one of those exhausting nightmares
familiar to every reader, so I won’t belabour the point. We finally reached a stagnant pool in subalpine
terrain by early evening: most of us promptly drank a couple of gallons, bugs and all. Some of us were very
hesitant at first owing to the very unhealthy appearance of the pond, but eventually peer pressure won Out
(‘Call yourself a man? Down that drink boy!’) and we reasoned that we might as well all be sick together.
The following day was a pleasant ridge ramble along snow and granite slabs, which made for some
interesting little moves now and then. Shortly before stopping for the day, we came across a set of prints
apparently left behind by a regional conference of grizzly bears. This discovery shook our faith in our ‘no
bears up here” dogma, since we were on a high glaciated ridge surrounded by cliffs. Our camp that night was
on a rock ledge close to a 2000’ precipice: in fact, the point in the nearby stream where we collected our
water was only a couple of feet from the edge. The evening’s entertainment was supplied by 1) a fully rosy
moon rising above 2) the pale silhouettes of distant mountains, the sight of which sent 3) the photographers
into a frenzy.
“Good day/I hear the robins sing/good day!”, sung by a hoarse baritone in the pre.dawn hours: can
you imagine a better wake-up call? We spent a pleasant day of ridge-walking and peak-bagging under
brilliant blue skies before calling an early halt at a knoll on the ridge from which we could see virtually the
entire Tahumnsing watershed. We spent the rest of the day relaxing and admiring the views. Supper
consisted of a mountain of potato bits with a hint of flavouring, followed by a masterpiece of a cheesecake by
Lisa and Jeff.
The following day was again spent in that popular pastime of “chasing the dot on the horizon”. Bright
and early every morning, the dot would assrnble its meagre belongings and walk around impatiently while its
inefficient companions fiddled around with their packs. As soon as the last member gave the go-ahead, the
dot would vanish into the distance, stopping only at infrequent intervals for water and photographs. If
nothing else, Dave served as a Distant Early Warning system for keeping the bears out of our way.
A pleasant morning on a narrow ridge with phenomenal views down into the Klite River valley took
us into the domain of the glaciers. After a few more hours of mindless snowfield slogging we arrived at a
simply heavenly campsite perched on a tiny platform below ridge-top cliffs and overlooking a broad glacial
basin. We felt that this was what mountaineering was all about as we watched the sun sink behind distant
jagged peaks in the Orford River area.
Quote of the day: “Lisa, I have two crackers that aren’t broken!” (Jeff).
We made a brief detour to climb Pk. 7890 and then continued to our food cache below Tahumming
Mtn. The route was straightforward except for a bit of an icefall problem on one of the glaciers feeding into
the main Tahumming Glacier, where we zig-zagged out way through for several hours under Dave’s
admirable leadership. The crevasses were big and numerous while the snow bridges were thin and doubtful.
It was an experience in true fear for at least one member of the party, who made some extravagant promises
to the Almighty in return for a safe exit from the icefall.
We camped at the Tahumming Glacier headwall that night, where the dried seaweed (Dave’s idea)
made its debut at supper (“I could patch my pack with this stuff!”. Jeff). Then it was just a quick hop to the
plateau to our waiting food cache where we found that apart from the loss of three litres of fuel through an
ill-fitting lid, all was well. The bin contents were replaced with snow and the resultant heliostats aimed at
the sun to afford about 15 litres of water by nightfall.
After a day of sloth and gluttony, it was generally felt that we really should go and climb something.
The “something” was Pk. 8300, an impressive spire to the south of out camp whose promise of a full day’s
dicing with death made it irresistible to the rock-climbing contingent of our party. Anyway, we grabbed our
two hexes and anything else which could conceivably be used as pro, and set off only to find that the peak
was defended by an extensive system of bergschrunds and cliffs. Jeff made a brave lead across the S face but
failed to find a route to the base of the peak which would go at less than 5.10, while some of us went up the
glacier on the N side until we were stopped by a crevasse close to the peak itself, which looked like sustained
and slimy 5.7 at the least. FAILURE, in other words.
After another day of rest (described by a usually hyperactive member as ‘most enjoyable”) we headed
east on a three day side-trip to the Filer Glacier area. Truly spectacular! The south face of Mt. Gilbert was
particularly striking: five thousand-odd feet of cliffs rising up to a cloud-enshrouded summit from the medial
moraiises of the twisting Filer Glacier. We camped on the high ridge above the Filer and set off next day to
climb the glacier’s namesake. At least, it started out that way, but the destination oscillated several times
between Filer and a set of bumps known as the 9’hree Chieftains”. In the end, the Chieftains won out
mainly because nobody was keen on slogging across the big glacial cirque to Filer. Irrelevant thought: much
has been written about the deep thoughts of a mountaineer in a tight spot but have you ever wondered about
what goes through someone’s mind as they’re trudging across an apparently endless snowfield?
But to return to the action: two of us reached the summit of the lowest Chieftain (9000’) after a
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scramble on a very loose ridge, where we were treated to a view of Bute inlet and the tremendous icefalls
perched above Icewall Lake. We signed the summit log with our blood, since we didn’t have a pencil but
plenty of open cuts, and returned to camp.
A whiteout greeted us next morning and decisively postponed the planned return to base camp. The
day was spent reading, dozing and tiying not to think about the weather. For lunch, we all crowded into the
Hotel’ (the 3-person dome tent) and stared moodily at the meagre remainder of our food. We then amused
ourselves by playing various games such as “Evil Eye” and “Shopping List: Lisa and Jeff in particular,
excelled at the latter and stumbled only when the list reached 36 items. It sounds childish but it’s difficult to
discuss art or politics with any conviction when stuck in a whiteout with a rapidly diminishing supply of food
and fuel
After one more day in the whiteout, the weather finally cleared and we beat a hasty retreat back so
base camp. We had a slight route-finding problem at one point and ended up climbing an exhilarating
section of 700 snow to get back on the Tahumming Glacier.
After disposing of garbage and excess food at the cache, we departed on the following day for our
final food drop. We climbed over Namtch peak and then picked our way down through the cliffs into the
Orford River valley. This section was expected to be a bit of a crux as the terrain was steep and heavily
infested with glacier-polished slabs, but it turned Out to be relatively straight forward. The only event worth
mentioning occurred near the bottom when I heard Lisa and Jeff screaming ROCK!!! !“: I looked up and
saw a truck-sized boulder thundering down the snow towards me. Fortunately, it stopped a couple of
hundred yards away as I was racing back to the assumed safety of the moraine. We continued down the
glacier and set up camp on a sand bar beside the river.
We were roused from our slumbers early next morning by the warbling sadistic robins and the
somewhat more musical murmur of the river. Looking down the valley, we had visions of a classic Coast
Range Thrash as we surveyed the kilometres of alder lying between our camp and the ridge leading up to the
cache on the glaciers high above. In fact, reality turned out to be somewhat worse than our fears as the
alder was exceptionally luxurious and intertwined with every form of local vegetation. The alder was briefly
interrupted by a very wet creek crossing before resuming the equal vigour on the opposite side. The next
discontinuity in the bush, in the form of 4th Class granite slabs, was somewhat less trivial but it was subdued
in fine style by Jeff and his two hexes. We then continued up the steep heather ridge, pausing frequently to
admire the views and wonder aloud when the hell Dave was going to stop for lunch. He did come to a halt
eventually and we had a spirited exchange of the views on the “To Rest is Not to Conquer” and ‘Food is Not
a Weakness” approaches to mountaineering.
Another couple of hours brought us to the food cache where we found everything to be intact. We
had a splendid supper and stayed up very late over the wine (all 4 L of it!) and cookies. Several members
were rather strongly affected by the wine but not to worry, the author’s lips are sealed. On the following day
we continued heading south on the ridge system along -the west side of the Tahumming. We ran into a bit of
a crux on the S side of Pk. 6780 consisting of 700 dirt and heather, which Dave examined briefly and
proclaimed to be quite easy but you might want to keep your crampons on.’ The rest of us decided to
exercise our right to survival and opted for a lengthy detour instead.
Bright and early next morning we continued along the increasingly dramatic ridge. Higher and higher:
steeper and steeper, more and more exposed. We finally came to the spot which we hadn’t seen on the map
but which we instinctively knew was there somewhere: The Notch. Dave looked rather grim as he surveyed
the scene. ‘It looks very bad,” he said, spreading a sense of doom in the party. Jeff belayed him across and
both of them then set up a double belay system for the rest of us. It actually wasn’t too difficult at all, as ths
rock was generally very sound: in fact, we all rather enjoyed it in the end.
We camped that night in the fog below Pk. 7808: the weather seemed to go rather well with couscous
and D.H. Lawrence.
The next day we continued along the ridge in indifferent weather to the final crux, the passage around
Pk. Some Number. The map had promised us steep contours all around and the initial survey upon reaching
the summit was none too encouraging either: cliffs everywhere and appallingly loose rock. Nevertheless, a
safe route was found in the end.
As if in celebration of our having cleared the final obstacle, Mother Nature put on a wonderful
auroral display that night. Sometime in the very wee and very, very cold hours, Denise woke us up with the
call of “Light Show!.” And what a show! Half the sky was ablaze with shimmering curtains of pale green
light as we gazed on in wonder.
No-one budged from the tents until 9 AM on account of the cold and/or the fact that we’ve been
going all out for the past five days or so. It was a day of easy walking in slab country to our final mountain
camp, less than a day from the inlet. Dave, Lisa and Jeff Set off far too early next morning for “The Shroud,
a stunning dark pyramid across the valley, while Denise and Peter departed at a more sensible hour for a
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more relaxed objective. The final member sat around waiting for his boots to dry Out and then left at
midday to pursue the first party. Upon reaching the base of ‘The Shroud,” he decided that the E ridge
didn’t look that bad and would be worth following until it got too tricky. And indeed it was great fun, being
mainly easy 3rd Class scrambling except for one short section of 5.6 which was crossed by a lunge for a semiloose flake which, fortunately, held. The rest of the climb was uneventful.
The evil prospect of porridge for breakfast reared its ugly head next day when it turned out that our
supplies of muesli were unexpectedly exhausted. We descended on vast granite slabs to a lovely lake below
and had a most refreshing dip. The lads swam out to a barely submerged boulder and struck various body
building poses to be recorded by the shore party. After lunch and an hour’s thrashing through the bush we
emerged back in the civilized world, in the form of a logging road which was followed back to the mouth of
the Txhumming River.
On the final day, we wandered back to the dock and waited for the plane to materialize. Imagine
yourself sitting there on the warm planks, absorbing the wonderful tranquillity of the Inlet and watching the
clouds chasing each other high above: is there a better way to end a trip?
As a final note, I would like to thank Lisa, Jeff, Denise, Peter and Dave for making the traverse such
a success. Good company is the most important ingredient of a great trip.
Participants:
Peter Celliers
Jeff Greenwood

Denise Hart
Jan Palaty

Lisa Greenwood
Dave Williams

Right Lane Ends
August 18-September 9, 1990

Patrick Hajek
Celeste Brosseau

Picture this, a beautiful sunny day along the rugged coastline of California. Just overlooking the cliffs,
one could see the pillar-like rock formations representing little islands; yet there was trouble in paradise.
For the second time in the row, we encountered car troubles. At that point, I was bestowed with a vision
that placed myself with some unsuspecting companion on a cycling trip that extended from B.C. to California.
The thought of taking such a trip into the unknown kept me going during the low points of school.
As another summer arrived, I put my plan to action. It was then I met Celeste; she was one of the
rare few just crazy enough to take part in a trip of this magnitude. Her first task was to purchase a bike for
this journey. Her racing bike just wasn’t of the pack horse variety. The bike she bought wasn’t exactly in
prime condition, so she wanted to strip the components off and overhaul it completely. She then turned the
reconditioning process into an obsession. Every component was disassembled and methodically cleaned to
perfection. Only then, does Celeste discover bearings (Too late she had already failed her Classical
Mechanics exam). Any hang-ups she had about the mechanics of the bike were completely pt to rest.
The plan was to go to Victoria and take the Stena Lines ferry (now defunct) to Seattle. From that
point, we would disassemble the bikes and bus to Portland. We were on a schedule and decided that Oregon
and California were better cycling choices then Washington. We had already elected to start school one
week late- two weeks late, now that would be pushing it for two engineering physics students.
When we left Vancouver, the weather looked uncertain. As soon as we entered Delta, the rain made
one of its many appearances. Fenders, which we both lacked, are generally used more out of courtesy to the
fellow riders next to you rather than to shield yourself. The reason why I’m telling you this is that by the
time we reached the ferry terminal, Celeste had taken on a new look ( courtesy of my back tire); a line of
dirt that started from her forehead and went down the rest of her body. Curiously enough, she led the rest
of the trip.
Next morning, we arrived at the Stena Lines loading dock. The trip across the Juan Dc Fuca Straits
and into the Puget Sound was enjoyable. From the lounge, while drinking cocktails and listening to some
new age music, we were trying to anticipate what awaited us. We were both new to cycle touring.
Riding through the streets of Seattle was an experience in itself (I’ll leave it at that). For some
reason, the Greyhound Stations are always located in the less affluent areas of town. We could have picked
up some really cheap bus tickets to a place we weren’t interested in going though.
We arrived in Portland that afternoon at 5:00. After methodically reconstructing our bikes, we
focused our attention on accommodations for the night. After getting an in depth tour of the undesirable
-

areas of Portland, we headed south in search of the first available motel. Bad planning had left us about 40
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miles from the first campsite and by now it had been dark for at least 1 hour. We used our well honed
instincts, as a sense of urgency came, and landed what we though at that time was a reasonably priced,
suitable establishment. Although I couldn’t quite see the AAA approval rating, I held both bikes as Celeste
went into the office. A few moments later, she surfaced again with the manager. For some reason, this
manager had a twisted grin as she looked at me. I took this in stride as we walked to the room. As we
entered the room, we both had this sudden revelation that the strategically placed mirror wasn’t intended for
increasing the lighting. Hooker hotel it was! At that point I understood what was behind that manager’s
grin. She mistook Celeste (who at that time was wearing form fitting cycling gear) as a prostitute and yours
truly as a john. I suppose the large sign advertising “Adult Movies’ and “Hourly rates” should have tipped us
off. At any rate, your faithful narrator stood guard at the entrance With the durable multipurpose bike pump
in anticipation of any unsavowy clientele encounters. The bed (festering with various diseases, we both
assumed) was off limits. Naturally, Celeste camped at the far side of the room where access wasn’t possible.
Enough said about that!
As the following day emerged, the plan was simple head to the coast and meet up with Highway 101.
This trek through the deserts and the forest offered a unique pleasure, a day without rain. The landscape
was quite varied. A large portion of the area was flat starting with farmland, scattered with areas of desert.
Later that afternoon we reached forests and foothills. There are a band of mountains guarding the entrance
to the coast. We rose to the challenge and conquered them. As the day ended, I was elated by the sight of
the 101. For so long I have dreamt of getting a chance to ride on this highway. We rode a few miles to
Lincoln City in search of a campsite for the evening. A few miles south on the 101, we found a KOA
campground to stay at. KOA campground was an interesting title for the establishment. RY Park came
more to mind after spending a few minutes there. Oh well. Just by looking tip to the sky, I could see that
we were in for some turbulent weather.
We both went into a grocery store and met another group of cyclists. Talking with these guys was a
real eye opener. It exposed the differences between the two groups of cycle tourists. We enjoy to discover
the local culture and atmosphere wherever we may end up without the need to turn the trip into a stage
race. Here were a group of college students carrying what some may consider as minimal gear with the
intention of making it to California in a few days. It was interesting to see the need to rush in other people.
If we wanted to make this trip into a training ride, we would have both brought our racing bikes.
We woke up to some ‘typical” Oregon weather. Outsiders would refer to this as a ‘torrential
downpour”. Nevertheless, our determination would carry us through. We left our campsite and began the
trek to California. After two miles, our determination drowned at the shoulder of the road. Thinking back
maybe not so much our determination drowning but our common sense surfacing. After checking the topo
map we realized that we were faced with a five mile descent. It seemed safer to practise our wet weather
breaking first. (For those readers new to cycling, side-pull brakes do not offer much stopping ability to the
inexperienced rider when they are wet). At that point, we entered Lincoln City and immediately took
residence until the next day.
This was our first experience with the natives of Oregon. Our clothes, shoes, etc. were completely
soaked. We spent some time trying to find a laundromat to dry our clothes, but found something better
one of the locals. When she saw how wet we were she immediately offered to wash and dry all of our
clothes for us. We were very grateful and accepted the offer. A very pleasant surprise. The nest day we
proceeded south.
We stopped at a bike shop in Newport to buy fenders for The Beast (Celeste’s land yacht). I had this
idea in my mind that I needed to buy a heart monitor for later training. The 200 hundred dollar price tag
sobered me up quickly. We then placed the fenders in my pannier for (what I though at that time)
temporary storage. That day, we covered about 100 miles. We were so to speak “back in the saddle”.
We found a campground about 3 miles outside of Florence and called it a night. Florence is the
borne of the renowned Oregon sand dunes. Both of us thought about skiing down these foothills of sand.
There was a logistic problem though. Neither of us had brought skis. For those of you that think this is a
completely off the wall idea, the Sierra Club calendar has a picture of someone snowboarding down some
sand dunes in Oregon. The contrast from the day before was amazing. We stopped and took some pictures.
Celeste found some flowers to admire. Not much grows in the sand dunes, so the presence of a small pink
flower was unexpected to say the least.
The morning promised, the start of a series of ascents and descents. Because of the added weight of
the gear, I bad to alter my style of aggressive cycling to a more subdued and consistent approach to riding.
One does not typically ride with ó0lbs of gear strapped to the back of their bike. Ironically both our racing
and bike handling abilities dramatically improved. Celeste was forced to deal with this problem at the first
major climb we encountered. As we approached the summit, she pointed out the right lane ends sign and
cheered for her victory. She had found the climb quite difficult and felt a great sense of accomplishment to
-
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conquer the mountain without quitting. Many climbs later, that sign became synonymous with the trip.
Coos Bay was our destination for the night. One thing we found interesting were the old majestic
bridges on the 101 and the abundance of small seafood restaurants. These restaurants really symbolized the
rustic nature of the small fishing villages that lined the 101. That night at Coos Bay, we ate calamari strips
the size of flshsticks and filled our tanks with alcohol. After what felt like complete inebriation, (we split a
half litre of wine) we rode for a few miles to a local campsite. Neither of us had realized how quickly
alcohol effects the body after a hard ride. Oh well, something else we’ve learned. Unexpected circumstances
forced us to spend the next day in town. Coos Bay was definitely the low point of the trip-fluff said!
One bone of contention between us was my ability to select appropriate clothing for the situation at
hand. I felt that after wearing dirty, sweaty cycling clothing all day having a shower and wearing something
clean was a pleasant change. So you tell me, what better way to achieve this goal then to bring sparkling
white clothing. As it turned out the only flaw in this plan was the inability to keep the white clothing white.
Four days into the trip I had perpetually grey clothing due to the shortage of roadside laundromats.
Somehow I don’t think Celeste’s attitude toward the issue helped my case either.
The next stage entailed more climbs. (C: Pat still thinks this trip was a stage race). At the beginning
of one climb, 1 had just experienced one of many flats. By the end of the trip, I think I had personally fixed
close to 50 flat tires. Celeste had a different problem. She only had one flat on the trip, but blew about 6
valves. We never figured out why. In my wisdom, 1 sent Celeste on her way as I dealt with the problem at
hand. As I was fixing my flat, I met up with this mountain biker ( a teacher from San Francisco I’ll refer to
her in the future as Lady-X). She was complaining about some loose spokes. During all of this, a car rolls
up besides us and offers us a ride.
-

Aside: 1 highly recommend cycling in Oregon. The people, the attitudes, and the law are
totally committed to promote cycling in the state. Every road is open to cyclists; in fact, one
recommended route was the IS. All the visitor centres had a detailed cycling maps of the roads in
Oregon. These maps even included information on the terrain and prevailing winds. As for
campgrounds, there is a policy that states that cyclists can never be denied the use of them. Even if
they are already full.
I Graciously accepted the offer of a ride. As we DROVE to our unknown destination, I noticed
Celeste at the side of the road writing postcards. The expression on her face was priceless as she saw me, a
seasoned racer being driven up the hill. She had decided to stop for fear of getting too far ahead. (C:My
expression was not one of amazement, but disappointment. I had finished a very long climb and was
anxiously awaiting the descent which Pat robed me of.)
Later that night, in Bandon, I was treated with some comic relief at the campground. As I was fixing
Lady-X’s rim, Celeste came over to get some help cooking supper. Lady- X proceeds to tell Celeste to shut
up, sit down, and maybe she would learn something. Celeste responded by telling her that she would never
go on a trip of this magnitude without some fundamental knowledge. She was right too, as I had previously
pointed out. Celeste very diligently mastered the mechanics of the bicycle before we left. The contempt the
two had for each other was hilarious to say the least. Celeste spent the rest of the evening playing cards with
two guys from Calgazy that she had met.
The following agenda involved more rain. Again, we were determined to overcome this minor setback
and accomplish our goal of 100 miles for that day. Anot.ier case of history repeating itself; we opted out for
this motel. We did make 60 miles though instead of 3. Just a little note to the reader it’s recommended to
bring a camp stove on a trip of this magnitude; even if there’s no foreseeable reason to do so. A case in
point is when we had to cook on the porch of the motel room there were no restaurants in sight. The
motel owner, it turns out, was a mountaineer and was attracted to the exuberance of these crazy Canadians
who had found their way to his tiny motel. Early the next morning we were awakened by a knock on the
door. The owner had been brewing coffee and wanted to share it with us. Quite admirable considering the
intensity with which the rain continued to fall. No, it never stopped for the entire Oregon coastline.
Today’s ride was probably the craziest of the trip. Aside from the beautiful combination of rock
formations, and the hostile Pacific Ocean, I was presented with a challenge. Yes again, I was riding along
some desolated stretch of the coastline and encountered a flat. This would usually not pose as much of a
problem, unless the pump reached its untimely demise. The seal on the pump broke, rendering it useless.
Now, this being the only pump between the two of us, Celeste headed to the next town located about 10
miles south to buy another one. As for myself, I had nothing to lose or so I thought. I jumped on the bike
and shifted my weight over to the fully inflated tire and headed out. As fate would have it, 2 minutes into
the ride, I heard a faint hissing sound coming from my front tire. Yes folks, I was left with a bike with 2 flat
tires on a road only a roller coaster could be proud of. Two options were available to me: either I walk the
-
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bike as far as I can until I meet up with Celeste or throw all hesitation and intelligence aside as I attempt to
surely be the first person to rim ride to the next town. Yup, I choose the latter. Climbing uphill with gear
and all was rough yet manageable. What was of concern was the down hill portion. I straddled the bike’s
top tube tightly with my legs (in a vain attempt to gain some semblance of stability), tightened the helmet
straps, gritted my teeth and headed for the bottom. For those of you who were denied the opportunity to
experience this, the only tactic available is to “point” the bike in a straight line and absorb all of the incoming
shock from the ground (i.e. rocks). I felt like someone riding a jackhammer. After surviving about 7 miles
of this, I met up with Celeste. At that point, the police stopped and offered us a ride to town. After
coming this far, I adamantly refused. Using the “new” pump, I repaired the tire; we consequently ended up
taking shelter for the night at the town just ahead of us.
C: My portion of the ride was maybe not as dangerous, but probably equally exciting- my first time
trial. It was about 4:45 when the pump broke. Pat and I both realized that the stores in Brookings (the
town 10 miles away) were probably closing at 5:00 or 5:30. We cautiously hoped for the latter. I jumped on
my bike and furiously rode for 8 miles. I was thinking and when I reached the tourist information centre I
stopped and explained my situation. In the spirit of Oregon, the man let me use the phone and icalled the
local bike shop. The owner promised to wait until I got there. He had closed at 5:00 and was just leaving.
He couldn’t believe anyone was touring in this weather. I dripped roy way into his store, finally, and
purchased the pump. I then started back to meet Pat.
The hotel we stayed at, was initially a girls hostel just recently converted in the spirit of a European
Bed and Breakfast Inn, It could have been a museum from the 19th century. Each room was different. In
fact, we had to decide whether we wanted a bathtub or a shower. There was no contest a bathtub it was.
As I returned from a food run, I noticed the bikes missing; as this day drew to a conclusion, I wouldn’t
be too surprised to find Out that the bikes were stolen. After making inquires with the innkeeper I was
relieved. The bikes were not stolen. The innkeeper had moved them inside to protect them from the rain.
Another positive impression of Oregon.
The next day was uneventful aside from one little matter; the arrival to the California state line. For
over a year I envisioned myself at this point, reading the Welcome to California sign while leaning back on
my bike. As we were approaching the sign to take some pictures, a large group of cyclists converged to the
sign. One cyclist jumped off her bike, whipped out a can of spray-paint and proceeded to vandalize the sign
with some insightful comments. I found the whole matter to be anti-climatic.
As we entered California, the generous shoulder completely disappeared. It was quite obvious from
that point that California wasn’t very accommodating to cyclists. We rode on until encountering Crescent
City, just on the outskirts of the Redwood forest. As dark approached, the local yahoos (like the ones from
Surrey) emerged.
The rain didn’t let up. For a week straight, we had dealt with the never-ending rain. Celeste’s knee
had this uncanny ability to forecast rain and it continued to forecast rainy days ahead. The weather bureau
tended to agree with her. Unfortunately, this weather wasn’t about to let up. Just ahead of us, were several
dangerous climbs with no shoulder to ride on. Compile this with the wet roads and you have a sure fire
recipe for disaster. I knew that the weather was better in San Francisco. This left us with the option of
busing it to San Francisco. While at Crescent City, our main task was then to find hike boxes for the
impending bus trip.
We arrived in San Francisco two days later. According to the trip’s bible, (Cycling The Pacific Coast,
published by the Mountaineers a necessary addition to the panniers for anyone attempting this trip) on the
other side of the Golden Gate bridge, was a free campsite in Mann County. It’s hard to believe that there
would be a campsite located adjacent to such a large city. Mann County is the birthplace of the mountain
bike. Leave it to two hard core road cyclists to invade this bastion of backcountry roads with our touring
bikes and skinny slick tires. Hence was born Celeste’s love for cyclo-cross, with classic drops of course. We
both believe that some of the mountain bikes we encountered should have had WIDE LOAD signs on them.
Love those handlebars! The accommodations were beautiful. We climbed for three miles up mountain bike
trails to the top of the ridge which was to be our home. From here you could see the Sausilito skyline as
well as catch a majestic view of the San Francisco.
For the next three days, we explored San Francisco. Just like many tourists, we went to visit
Chinatown. I conveniently locked my bike on the central street of this tourist attraction. After returning to
the bike alter lunch, I searched for my keys to open my lock. To no avail. My keys were lost. Celeste’s
facial expression represented the whole mood at the time. I thought it wise to take care of the matter
myself; nothing worse than having an irate female at this point in time. The first task at hand was to locate
a hardware store with bolt-cutter rentals. I was able to locate a store ‘)ust” 10 blocks from here. Now to
walk 10 blocks to most of you who haven’t been to San Francisco, would appear to be a trivial task. It so
happens that the route was on several 45 degree hills. Since I found the matter rather pressing, my tolerance
-
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for exploring was at a low point. Once I arrived at the store, I was lucky enough to locate bolt-cutters.
These cutters were approximately 3 feet long, 50 pounds, with the ability to Cut the anchor line of an aircraft
carrier. As I walked back to the bike, I passed a policeman who was parallel parked. I would have at least
expected some kind of reaction from him, this being somewhat from the ordinary; even an acknowledgement
of my presence. During this whole escapade I felt like a criminal as I removed the lock. The last task was
to return the bolt-cutters. As I retraced my tracks to the hardware store, I met up with the same policeman.
I knew that it didn’t look too good as I passed him with my recently freed bike.
Celeste, meanwhile, was getting coached on the art of climbing the streets of San Francisco from the
local “wild life’. C: I had agreed to meet Pat at a bike shop in an hour. This gave me some time to explore.
so I stuffed my map down my shorts and rode off. Cycling jerseys have pockets in the back, but I have been
totally unsuccessful in training myself to use them. I started climbing this series of 45 degree hills. No
sooner had I got out of the saddle to achieve some more power, when this convertible Porsche pulled up
behind me. The occupants- two know-it-all guys. You know the type about 30, cute, and nothing upstairs.
They pulled in behind me and started cheering me up the hills. I finally lost them on the flats and rode out
to experience some San Francisco architecture.
After sorting out the mess at Chinatown, I met up with Celeste at our prearranged spot- the bike
shop. (This itself should be the theme of the trip). I noticed Celeste’s bike just outside and went inside to
inquire about her whereabouts. The question they threw back at me was “Do you mean the little perky
blond girl who likes to talk?”. This description seemed to fit except for the radical mood change from
Chinatown. I guess this meant that things couldn’t be that bad. Celeste returned later and we continued
with our exploring.
The coastal route after San Francisco is highway No.1; the 101 changes to an easterly direction. Just
outside of San Francisco, we encountered Devils slide. As you could imagine just by the name that this isn’t
exactly the safest place to be with gear and all. The shoulderless road is engraved along a cliff. From
personal experience, the ride to Whistler is not as hazardous to one’s health as this road. (C: He really did
forget to mention how beautiful it is. It could have been a rock climbers paradise except for all of the no
climbing allowed signs).
Later in the afternoon Celeste got to test her newly acquired mechanical skills. We had left the
Devil’s Slide area and were starting a long trek through the sunny beaches of California when we both heard
a large twang. Immediately following Celeste’s whole bike started to shake and she pulled off to the side of
the road. Not only had she broken a spoke, but it was on the back tire on the freewheel side. These are the
hardest to replace because you have to remove not only the tire, but the freewheel. Fortunately though, we
had brought extra spokes a definite necessity on any cycle tour. This took about an hour because it
requires completely re-trueing the tire afterwards. Celeste was proud of her accomplishment when she
finished. The rest of the ride was very sunny and relaxing with frequent views of sunny beaches and majestic
rock formation. We reached Santa Cruz in the early evening.
Santa Cruz was a pleasant experience. We were fortunate to stay at this beautiful campground just on
the southern tip of the city. At this campground, people were only permitted to stay a maximum of 3 days.
We met a European who enjoyed sleeping on picnic tables. Celeste was really eyeing the trees. There
hadn’t been much opportunity to sleep outside because of the rain and she enjoyed sleeping under the stars.
She did have the following words of wisdom though. A four season bag is really only a three season hag
because it becomes more of a sweat tank in Southern California in the summertime.
Here’s a warning to those of you attempting to cycle past Santa Cruz The route is chaotic at best.
For some reason, cyclists aren’t permitted to ride on Highway No.1 between Santa Cruz and Monterey. All
of the secondary roads either diverge to some unknown destination or die off completely. Our task was to
continue on these roads running parallel to the highway until they died off; at that point, with the help of
some partially visible signs, we theoretically could follow another road. Throughout the entire trip, the only
point we became seriously disoriented was within this region. At one point, we were headed in the direction
of Nevada. Las Vegas here we come!
Monterey! This was our final destination. I have never seen such a demoralized look on Celeste’s
face as we made the final approach to the campsite; of all the climbing we’ve done, this site was
“coincidentally’ located at the highest point in Monterey which was a respectable climb from the downtown
area. Not another hill she moaned. When we got to the top she said- “I quit. Now I really know how the
Tour de France guys feel.’ She was pretty close. We had been on the road for 18 days and had racked up
more miles than either of us chose to remember. She parked her bike and walked for the next two days.
At the campsite, we met a group of people with a creative solution to the high cost of housing in
Monterey. They camped for 6 consecutive days (the maximum stay) and then on the seventh, moved to a
motel. During the night time, we all gathered together with a guitar and sang songs. Amongst the group
were the 2 Europeans we met in Santa Cruz.
-
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Celeste Brosseau making field repairs to her bicycle.
Photo by Patrick Hajek

Monterey had many thing to offer us. Canneiy Row, The Monterey Aquarium, Fisherman’s Wharf
and yes the seals. Logistics made us stay in a hotel for our last evening- another European Bed and
Breakfast Inn. Made available to us, was a large bottle of a Cabernet Sauvignon from the Robert Mondavi
reserves. This, we couldn’t resist, It was on that night, I saw Celeste take part in a senseless murder. At a
restaurant in Cannery Row, she consumed this poor lobster without any remorse.
Like many good thing, this trip was approaching the end. We woke up at 6:00 A.M. to Catch the 7:00
bus out of Monterey. Regrettably, the only bus available for our trip back to Vancouver was on a milk-run.
We certainly were exposed to all of the rustic communities adjacent to the I-S from here to Vancouver.
Thirty hours later, we finally made it to the Canadian Border with all of our loot. The Greyhound bus driver
graciously offered to smuggle the 6 bottles of wine that we had acquired in Monterey over the border for us.
Having received such an opportunity, how could we say no. After all, the insecurities of the Canadian Wine
Industry made us do it.
Two things I have gotten from this trip, were a different perspective on distance and a unique bond
with my bicycle. Before this trip, California seemed like a continent away. Now it’s like a few days ride
away.
Ode to le Peugeot
The vehicle that weighs more than a bread box,
Less than a car.
Carry’s several times its weight,
Yet travels twice as far.
Rocketing without breaks,
Navigating without bars.
Through rain, sleet and snow
it will take you where you want to go.
Particioants:
Celeste Brosseau

Patrick Hajek

A 50 Foot Pitch
David E. Williams

July 1990

The Scene:
Traverse of the Shuksan massif. Up the north face and down the Fisher Chimneys
the north face between the lower glacier and upper runneled snow face.

-

a rock band on

Down into the bergschrund, vertical overhanging Snow/ice above to the right, steep chimney snow
and iced choked, winding through a rock band. Soft and overhanging snow bars entrance to this arterial
routeway white streaked and glare spitten, rock walled. Burrowing mole-like hands and tools plough.
Right foot, crampons groaning, embrace rock wall. Left buried white, lost below. Tools placed, to shift, to
move up. “Bomber” fluke amazing consolidation. Water hardened and brittle “sparks” cascade niche of
crack opens to N° 2 and 3 Rocks. Controlled concentration, deep breath, intense. Ice, rock bulge “God,
this is severe”. Screws, axe entwined penetrate brittle surface sinking six inches. Carabiners and rope,
“snap”, “snap”. Horn at left foot sling, carabiner, “snap”, “snap”. “Here goes” front points sensation
gripping “suction” tools swing and bite, up and up. Axes grip, rock cracks.., ledges... ice.., snow.., up, up,
up... and out. Moments pass fingers work “snap”, “snap”. “Safe.” “Off belay.” Fingers work “snap”, “snap”.
Haul. “That’s me”, “belay on”, “climbing”, “climb on”.
Relax, looking up, contemplating, formulating next pitch. the previous pitch forgotten down deep
every movement, its essence, its thought remembered.
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Participants:
Peter Celliers

David Williams
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Four Days One Summer
Two-and-a-Half Routes

in the Rockies
August 1990

Eric Clemson

It was time. By mid-summer I had begun to tire of carting 80 pound loads all over the place, while
Ken’s mind was needing an escape from urban logging. It was early August and the weather, seeming fine
for a trip, pointed the freshly painted sky-van to the Rockies. I’ll cut the introductory bull and get on with
the climbs.
Passing through the drenched Selkirks, we arrived in Lake Louise under overcast, yet clearing skies.
The next day we would climb anyway, regardless of the conditions, as our time was limited. An early
morning start, complete with the necessary coffee and blast of Iggy, led us along the quiet shores of Lake
Louise while the sun basted the upper east face of our objective, Mt. Lefroy. We had planned on a relatively
straightforward ascent and thus had left any fancy technical gear in the van. Once at Abbot Pass, however,
we were drawn towards an interesting looking couloir a way to the left of the regular NW face route. Soon
we were on the thing, realizing why French technique had gone the way of EB’s. Yet, even without the
second tool, we continued up the prime quality 50° ice, as this route seemed too good to pass up. A the
point where I was finally starting to get a rhythm and feel for the movement, Ken called down to roe holding
a rather impotent looking tool. A good 2 or 3 inches of the pick had been broken off and he was left with a
“stubbie” (very different from Stubai). Although we were almost past the icy part of the couloir, we had to
turn back as Ken’s tool could now only be used at hooking previously made placements. Such are the
mountains. A leisurely descent led us back down to the Louise parking lot, where by now hoards had
accumulated. While sipping a beer and sorting gear in the lot, lsabelle Patissier, a famous French rock
climber, walked by and smiled at us. We smiled back. At least we though it was her! (We exchanged smiles
and a casual Sahjt! later at the Lake Louise Mall!) We had been turned back by the mountain, hut the
weather was clearing substantially and our fitness seemed to be in half decent shape as well. Big plans were
in order for the next day.
At 2:30 the next morning, we crawled out of the tent and sped up the Moraine Lake road as the
coffee started to kick in. We were stoked! We quickly scrambled out of the van and started in darkness up
the lower slopes towards the toe of Mt. Temple’s east ridge. Soon we were on the ridge travelling quickly up
the meandering gully and chimney systems. A quick stop for breakfast gave us time to watch the glowing red
sun creep over the Alberta foothills and then light up the ridge itself. Moving again, we began to encounter
the odd rappel sling as the ridge steepened up. How awful to have to rappel this endless spine. I decided
then and there that we would only be going one way. A couple more thousand feet of class four, easy class
five scrambling led us to a level part of the ridge just beneath the Big Step. This, we estimated, vas about
the halfway point in distance, but only the beginning of the route’s difficulties. We roped up and Ken
donned his Fires in place of his Koflachs, while I remained in my half-shanks, which I figured would tin for
the whole route.
The intensity of the route now began to gnaw at me and tightened up my insides so much that I was
hardly able to swallow the pieces of my orange. Soon Ken was leading on up the Step and three pitches
later we were unroping. That nice jaunt of 5.7 slowed our rate of travel, yet also gave us a chance to take in
the spectacularity of the location.
We now moved on up along a rather easy section of the route toward the notorious Black Towers
which blocked easy access to the summit ridge. Out of the blue sky, a chopper came around the towers,
apparently scanning the mountain. Seeing us, they asked if we were climbers from Washington. We shook
our heads, they then began to search the east face, roaring in towards the mountain, then
acceleratingupward, all at an altitude of 10 to 11,000 feet. One incredible machine! After a while it left,
leaving us pondering the fact that the mountain had possibly just claimed a few more lives. Now I was really
starting to feel anxious, It was 10:00 AM and we were at the 10,000 foot level. Up until now our progress
had been quite fast, yet, as we saw no obvious route through the towers, we considered the possibility of not
reaching the top before dark. We headed up into the towers and after an hour or so of tricky, loose
climbing, came to a point which blocked further passage. On all sides we were exposed to sheer drops, the
view down the north face being the most thrilling and spectacular. We backtracked to the base of the
towers, it was now one o’clock. Ken raised the possibility of bivying, yet being my stubborn self, I refused to
accept this and suggested a traverse left across a continuous snow ledge beneath the towers. Ironically,
towards the area where the helicopter had just been searching. I recalled Shep mentiotting something about
this and besides, there were footprints. Off we went along this snow, exposed as hell, towards a couple of
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gullies that we hoped would lead us to the top. Along the traverse we noticed some interesting bits of colour
stuck in a chimney quite a distance above us. Anchors? Gear? Bodies? We didn’t care to think much of
the latter and continued on toward a twin set of gullies beileath the bra, a set of double cornices poised
above us. I checked out the first gully, while Ken moved over towards the other in hopes of finding the key.
I was feeling more confident now as the top became ever closer. Reaching a point where I could view the
whole chimney/couloir, I yelled to Ken that it would go. Yes!! Ken appeared and started up the mixed rock
and ice while I followed closely. The rope stayed in the pack as the rock was so crumbly that any attempt at
an anchor would have been futile. This was probably the best and wildest climbing on the whole route.
Wild stemming with one hand and foot on rock and one crampon and tool on ice, all combined with
thousands of feet of sheer exposure down the east face and no rope to rely on. My concentration was perfect
and soon enough I popped over the cornice to join Ken on a nice snow plateau. An easy, beautiful and
pleasant walk led us to the summit by 5:00 PM.
A casual descent led us down to the trail at Sentinel Pass where “Iron Man” Ken sped off ahead while
I casually strolled along absorbing the fresh welcome of the meadows and trees of the familiar Larch Valley.
On my first hike at the age of two, I made it up here during the first hint of a fall snow. I rode down on
Dad’s back, though. It still remains one of my favourite spaces in the world. A half-hour later after reaching
the parking lot, I waited anxiously as the oversized Kokanee can appeared with Ken’s hand stretching out for
a perfect hand-off of the golden brew. A perfect end to a magic day.
After a relaxing rest day of hanging out in the Bow Valley and visiting Shep in Canmore, we sped off
into the night towards the Columbia Icefields. We arrived after midnight, but planned on a 3:30 AM start.
At about 6:30 AM we woke with the light, having completely slept through the alarms. Not being the least
bit perturbed, we ate a casual breakfast and hiked off toward our objective, the classic ice of the north face
of Mt. Athabaska. An hour later we were on the glacier noticing several parties already on our intended
route. Ken suggested that we’d pass them although we were still at least an hour from the face. Even
though they did seem to be moving slowly, I laughed at the idea as we continued on.
About 9:00 we stopped for breakfast on a sunny knoll at the base of the Silverhorn Arete and notice
that the parties had not made veiy much progress. After rinsing down a civilized meal of cheese, crackers
and Oreos, we wondered over into the shade of the face and got set for the climb. As the ice was in fine
shape and the day getting on, Ken suggested we put away the rope and solo the route. Wow! I hadn’t really
considered the idea, but as I began to realize how easy the climbing was, how long it would take to belay the
sucker, and how much more enriching the experience would be, I untied and headed off, Ken was soon past
me, moving at a solid pace, while I experimented until I got a nice rhythm going. As the sun started to peek
over the ridge above us, rocks began to dislodge and make their way down the face. At first I thought there
were birds in the area as the sound of the rocks fluttering by reminded one of the playful swifts in Yosemite.
As I began to consider the chances and consequences of being hit by one of these buzz bombs, I began to
freak out to where I was nearing the point of losing mental control. A few seconds of focusing my mind led
me to the logical conclusion that the best and statistically favourable was up and fast! I was now climbing
confidently and carefully, each tool plant being secure on the first blow while my feet took turns at “pied
traisieme”. Soon I was out of the main path of rockfall and able to enjoy the complete spectacle of my
enviroitment, Here I was free from any rope constraints, poised on a great sheet of ice with all the
confidence associated with this freedom. I was alive, alert and totally in tune with myself and the mountain.
This was life at its fullest. By now Ken had caught up to two of the three other groups on the route as the
first group, a couple of Aussies whom we had met a few days earlier at Abbot Pass, crept up the final couloir
at a snail’s pace. I caught up with Ken and tied into the anchor while we waited for the route to clear. At
this point we met up with a pair of climbers from Calgary; Brad and Sandy. They were next in line ahead of
us, but also were not happy to wait out this alpine traffic jam. Such are the problems with climbing popular
routes on long weekends. After downing the rest of our package of Oreos, the four of us decided to have a
go at an alternate direct finish above us. Brad, the “crazy Rockies climber”, led off up a mixed chimney
above us sending down large amounts of rock and ice as he hooted yelled with the pleasure of the climbing.
This sounded good anyway, I thought. Reaching an “anchor”, he belayed Sandy up who towed up our rope.
When our turn came to climb, Ken and I proceeded up through the “chimney” full of tons of loose rock and
manky ice. I was finding difficult mixed climbing hard enough with tools dangling from my wrists, when the
rope dislodged several large blocks of rock directly in our direction. I screamed and braced myself as the
rocks pounded down into us, one large chunk taking a good blow into my shoulder. I yelled in pain, losing
total control, while Ken, a few feet below me, tried to straighten me out so that we could get moving.
Realizing that my shoulder was still in one piece, I moved on up although still very shook up and nervous. I
reached the belay, a couple of pins driven into some shale and sat down while Ken led the final ice pitch up
to the summit. I removed the belay quite quickly (one pin came out with a light blow and one by hand) and
scrambled up the final ice to the summit ridge where I flopped over in mental and physical exhaustion. We
-

-
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wandered up to the sun-drenched summit and sat down on a nice south facing rock platform to finally
unwind. After a leisurely lunch, we all wandered down to the moraine soaking up the golden afternoon sun.
As we drove down the Iceflelds Parkway, listening to some fine music and making plans for future
climbs on the surrounding mountains, I slipped into a state of complete contentment. I smiled as I looked
out the window at the fine Rockies peaks, while Ken excitedly pointed out the dribbles that would form the
wild ice routes that he had plans for at Christmas. The beer didn’t hurt either. After dinner in Louise with
Sandy and Brad, Ken dropped me off at a Greyhound bus depot and I settled in for a long night ride back
home.
Participants:
Ken Legg

Eric Clemson

Birth of an Oreo Andista
August 1990

Ken Legg

No hedonistic mountaineering tour of the Rockies is complete without a visit to the North Face of
Athabasca (Atha’B as the locals call it). Sixteen hundred feet of 45-50 degree snow and ice followed by a
narrow 60 degree couloir direct to the 11,452 foot Summit. A spectacular line, overlooking the tourist mecca
of the Athabasca Glacier, where specially equipped busses take camera toting tourists up among the
crevasses. Whoever the anonymous mountaineers were that made the first ascent they could scarcely have
imagined the hoards of mountaineers that now assail it. Its popularity is certainly due to its visibility and
easy approach. From the car’s door one steps out onto a trail sketched along the lateral moraine of the
glacier draining the N. face. You can park up at glacier level! Compare this to Judge Howay Luxury to
folks used to coastal bushwacks and mouths full of fir needles.
Eric Clemson and I had just finished the E. Ridge of Temple (Eric is bound to have an article on this
somewhere in this journal), when we decided to drive up the Icefields Parkway to Atha’B. We took Ulysses
the trusty Volkswagen Van to the touristy Chalet. arriving late and crashed in the parking lot. It was daylight
when we awoke, and a bitter wind had come up. We stumbled out of the van, leaned our backs to the tires
and brewed up a morning cup of Java. Recharged, we looked up at our objective looming close above us,
silhouetted by the morning sun. The upper glacier leading to the face was marred by several pairs of black
dots marching in slow imperceptible unison. No problem we figured, by the time we got up there they would
be long gone and we’d have the mountain to ourselves WRONG. Two hours later we were perched atop
the N. Face, lined up behind four other parties all waiting for a turn to pass through the narrows.
The approach had been uneventful. We passed a camp by a small pond (which would later rate a 3
on Ken’s swimin’ hole scale), roped up, and wandered up the glacier to the bergschrund. Here, in the name
of aesthetics we packed away the rope and soloed up the perfect styrofoam of the still shaded face, the picks
of our ice tools sinking in comfortably with a single swing. Right tool, left tool, three big steps, right tool,
left tool, three quick steps, movement up the face became one fluid motion, the rhythm in perfect harmony
with the silent mountain. The other parties had been swinging leads and we soon caught up.
We hung there, barely 200 hundred feet below the summit enjoying the view. Below was the expanse
of the Athabasca Glacier curving up to the Columbia Icefields,the tourists reduced to microscopic points of
darkness. Skyladder on Andromeda was in the sun over to our left. Snowdome, Kitchner, Alberta peaks
that bring forth tales and revive memories dot the horizon.
The narrows was clogged with two very inexperienced Kiwis. The scale of the climb combined with the
pressure of the mob biting at their heels shattered their confidence and they were screwing screws and
banging pins into anything that looked solid, It would be a long wait. Luckily we had brought with us the
eleventh of Chouinard’s ten essentials a full hag of Oreo cookies. We teamed up with the group
immediately ahead of us Brad Wrobleski and Sandy, ate cookies, and had a party. There is no better
offering for initiating friendship at 11,000 feet in the Rockies than a full bag of Oreos The original kind of
course, not those sickeningly sweet double stuffed or chocolate coated things, or god forbid the double
stuffed, mint filled, chocolate dipped ones!. With the bag half gone and the fear of starvation upon us we
decided to power directly up the loose rock left of the crowded Kiwi couloir. It was two leads up to the top,
stemming up a steep gulley and straddling the rotten line of snow in its depths. An old pin was found,
clipped, prayed over, and the lead continued. Several narrow misses with the loose rock, and a direct hit
(Erie always did want to be a backcatcher) and we were on the sun drenched summit. Exhilaration.
A long stemmed red rose was propped up within the summit cairn, and made a fitting centrepiece
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while we lay on the smooth patch of dry shale in the sunny warmth munching on, you guessed it, Oreos.
Participants:
Ken Legg

Brad Wrobleski

Eric Clemson
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Tenquilte Lake
Labour Day Weekend 1990

Andy Pacheco

Hello, Andy? this is nature calling. Aren’t you forgetting something? I woke and looked around me
in some confusion. It was dark, but as I looked around I could see enough to know that this wasn’t my usual
room. As I tned’to sit up I felt the sore muscles from a day and a half of hard work. Oh right, I must have
been hiking. Where? Tenquille lake area, yeah, that was it. We were by Opal lake. Great hiking, beautiful
views. Next time we should come without 60 lbs of climbing gear though... I struggled out into the starht
night to relieve myself, then stayed Out for a while. What a beautiful place!
Our trip plan had been vague but ambitious: to spend three days hiking toward the northeast of
Tenquille lake, and maybe find a new rock route somewhere along the way. We had done a day hike to
Tenquille lake earlier in the summer during a rainstorm, and had seen enough to decide that the area was
worth coming back to. Once above the take and into the meadows, this area is a hiker’s paradise, with lovely
rolling ridges that can be followed for days in various directions. The area is not known for its alpine rock,
but a few cryptic phrases in Fairley’s guide referring to two ‘impressive un-named granite peaks in the
general area were enough lure to make us bring the hardware along.
The first day had mostly been spent driving, and we didn’t get to the trailhead until about 5:30 pm.
We reached the lake by twilight, where we met up with Theresa Duynstee, Bob Sagar, and two friends, who
had come in some days before. They forced’ us to finish off a bottle of Irish cream so they wouldn’t have to
carry any extra weight down, while filling us in on what they had done in the area. We told them of our plan
and they said they had seen one of the granite peaks, but that it looked pretty rotten. Oh well, we figured
we would take a look anyway.
In the morning we got an early start arid slogged up the 2000 foot gulley that leads from the lake to
timberline. Our lack of conditioning showed as we struggled with our packs, but frequent stops to take in the
views eased the pain, and soon we were traversing around towards Grizzly pass. Once we got around Finch
Ridge we immediately picked out the granite peak we were interested in. As the crow flies we were quite
close to it, but a deep valley separated us, and it was clear that the way around the ridges was going to be
long and arduous. Still, the peak did look attractive, if somewhat shattered, and we decided to carry the gear
a bit farther then see how we felt. Then as Muriel lifted her pack she gave a cry of pain.
“What’s wrong Muriel”
“I don’t know, I just got a spasm in my back. I think I picked up the pack wrong.”
After a moment Muriel felt better, and decided we could keep going. As we headed off we saw a
large group of hikers below us heading back to the lake. We had started on Sunday evening, and it was now
the last day of the long weekend; these were the last people we saw.
We were now on the north side of Tenquille and Goat peaks, and the terrain was wild and alpine.
This was really one of the few times we had been in truly alpine surroundings in the last two years, and it
really felt good. Unfortunately Muriel was now starting to feel more pain in her back, especially when we
had to manoeuvre over talus and other obstacles which swung our packs around. Between that and our lack
of fitness we were slowing down, and we didn’t reach Opal Lake until after noon. At this point Muriel was
in agony, and we decided to stop and set up camp by the lake. All thought of carrying the packs any further
was now Out of the question, but after a good rest Muriel suggested that she might be able to do some peak
bagging if we didn’t carry anything. This probably was not a wise idea, but the weather was so nice, and she
peaks so enticing, that I took no convincing. We stuck a water bottle into a little fanny pack, and headed
towards Chipmunk peak.
Without our packs we made great progress, in spite of Muriel’s back. A brief grunt up a steep
meadow brought us to a sort of plateau Out of which two peaks rose. The one to the west was labelled as
Chipmunk on th- map, while the more impressive one to the east was unnamed. Before going for them we
followed the ridge to the north, scouting Out the route for future reference. We got good views of our
granite peak, which had gotten absolutely no closer in half a day of walking. The peak certainly looks worth
a visit, although perhaps as part of a traverse of the area as opposed to a special trip just to climb it. We
went as far as the point where the ridge dropped down again, and estimated that it would be at least half a
day more with full packs to our peak. We also noted that the last water we had passed was at our camp site,
although this is probably not the case earlier in the year.
We headed back and scrambled up to the top of the peak marked Chipmunk on the map, then made
a dash for the more interesting summit to the east. This was easy but exhilarating without packs, and we
savoured the view of the waning sun over the Lillooet river valley for a while before heading down and hack
to camp.
Getting up the next morning was an ordeal for Muriel; it took sometime before she could get her stiff
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Andy Pacheco with Tenquille Lake in the background.
Photo by Muriel Pacheco

back straightened, and for a while we worriedly considered how we were going to get those heavy packs out.
Eventually things warmed up, and by the time we had breakfast she could walk around again. Still, we
repacked to give Muriel as little weight as possible (she usually carries the heavier pack by quite a bit), and
it was some time before we were psyched for the long walk Out. Once we started though, we actually made
good progress, and we reached the shelf above Grizzly pass in quite a bit less time than we had taken on the
way in, even though the elevation changes are about the same either way.
By the time we reached the point of descent to the lake, we were feeling inspired enough to once
again ignore our better judgement and go for Tenquille peak. We dropped our packs and followed a group
of mountain goats up, figuring they would probably know the way. After a while we concluded that they
probably did know the way, but didn’t want to tell us, so we stopped following them and looked for an easier
line. The peak turned Out to be a delightful scramble, and we decided to go for Goat peak while we were in
the vicinity.
All too soon we were back at our heavy packs, contemplating the back-rending drop to the lake. This
proved to be eveiy bit as horrendous as we predicted, and we reached the cabin by the lake with trashed
ligaments. We were ready to call it a day, but wanted to get Out that evening. So, we opted for the death
march down the easy trail back to the car, getting to it about half an hour after dark. Well, it was a bit of a
back-breaker, but a great trip nonetheless; we shall return!
Participants:
Muriel Pacheco

Andy Pachecn

Diamond Head and Cat Lake
John McCarter

September 19-20, 1990

This was to be ostensibly a mountain bike trip to the Diamond Head chalet with some hiking thrown
in but of course, like most VOC trips, something a little different happened.
We (Altaire, Mike, Mirina, Spence and I) set off from the Diamond Head parking lot, pushing our
bikes up the steep sections (its amazing how much packs or panniers will weigh down a bike), arriving at the
hut in about two hours after a very fast and effortless descent from the hight point of the ridge. We had
time to kill, so we hiked to somewhere around the Gargoyles before hunger and the inviting coolness of the
lake drove us back. After dinner and a card game whose name and purpose I don’t recall, we slept until
quite late.
After this alpine start, we began the descent which involved a lot of high speed boulder and hiker
avoidance. Early in this downward run, Mike discovered he no longer had total control over his bike,
blowing a tire and denting one rim in the process. “Sacre bleu”, he exclaimed. He was shaken but unhurt.
“I.e tajet est ardu mais nous devons etre endurant (The road is tough, but we must be stronger)’, he said
quietly. Nevertheless, we were chastened by the episode.
Arriving in the parking lot in about an hour, we set off to the Daily Queen before attempting our
main objecthie: Cat Lake. Knowing it would be many hours before being able to consume grease again, I
looked back feeling a twinge of homesickness and regret. But soon we were taking the Brohm Ridge turn-off
to Cat Lake.
We set up base-camp at a picnic table and waited for optimal weather conditions for our bid to the
summit: the untethered raft floating in the middle of the lake. We attached a prusik to a length of old fixed
line left by a previous party anchored to a large tree. The first move involved a 30’ pendulum across a large
water.filled gap. Spence led off boldly, swinging out into space and making quite a splash. The rest of the
route was very sustained, a repetitive series of overhand stroking moves and some dynamic footwork.
Protection was non-existent.
“Wow! 5.lld for sure!”, yelled Spence.
“Nah, 12a man”, I grinned.
Mirina laughed.
Spence submitted first, cranking the exit moves over the lip of the raft. One by one, we each
clambered on to the stark, flat plywood covered summit, the highest point for hundreds of feet in every
direction.
“Wunderbar!”, screamed Mike.
Overwhelmed by emotion, I passed Out several times while Allaire snapped a panorama of our view.
Reluctantly, we left our lofty perch, knowing all too well that the weather could suddenly turn
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Mike blows a tube: the rest of us konk
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out.

treacherous. Mirina, Mike and Altaire descended by the ascent route but Spence and I chose an alternate
line, letting the raft drift nearer to shore and paddling back to the wharf. A longer but less strenuous and
more aesthetic route.
We returned to Vancouver, kind of tired, a little wet, and saying we would do it again sometime.
-

ParticiDants:
Mountain Bikers:
Altaire Butler
Spence

Mike Sample

Mirina
John McCarter

Hard Rock Hiking Contingent:
Charles and Lilian Le Blanc

Ascent of Blanshard Peak
September 23, 1990

Fern Hietkamp

An eager, bright-eyed, not-yet-homework laden group gathered in the Golden Ears parking lot on
Sunday to embark on the VOC’s second hike of the school year. The destination Blanshard Peak. Most
of us knew nothing about the route except that we were carrying ropes for a rock climb near the top. For
those of us who had scaled the West Lion just the week before, this seemed a natural next step just a little
more technically difficult climb. And so we all set off down the highway path that leads up to Golden
Ears, cutting off to the west just before the third stream to take a riverside trail up to the Peak. Did I say
we j set off? That’s not quite right one of us, attired in a white shirt with collar, tie, and pressed wool
pants, was left lying on the floor of a VW van. A VOCer and mountaineer of many years, had given himself
a handicap, for our benefit, of huge amounts of diuretic liquid and one hour’s sleep the night before. He
also must have yelled a lot because he could hardly speak. Party on, Ken! We dared him to hike up dressed
as he was, but he humbly declined and then reclined.
Leaving our good friend to sniff the van carpet, we set off with our noses into the wind and our
mouths constantly open. You know those beginning of the year VOC trips and the standard questions: Who
are you? What do you study? What did you do during the summer? In fact, we were so busy with the
formalities that we missed the turn-off to head up the col, and had to bushwack back to where the scree
started, practically Out of the creek. But that’s O.K., Craig, several of us had never experienced Coast
Mountains before and were excited to have close contact with devil’s club, stinging nettles, blackberry bush
thorns, and slippery veggie paths. Finally we broke out onto the scree and began scrambling up what SOOfl
seemed an interminable amount of small rocks. Kicking up rock avalanches with our heels, we flew as fast
as we could up to the saddle. And who should meet us there but our dehydrated president, arisen refreshed
from the floor of the VW van. From the saddle, all of us travelled up to the base of the Peak where we
attacked our lunch before we attacked the rocks. Actually, after watching Ken move up the class 4 face with
a rope to set up a belay station, we had quite an enjoyable 2 pitch climb, after which we scrambled up to the
top to see what we could see. And the view indeed was spectacular. The vistas from Blanshard Peak,
Golden Ears, or any of the peaks around here are amazing the whole playground of the Coast Mountains
lies before you (on a clear day). From the Fraser Valley to Mt. Baker to the Gulf Islands to U.B.C. to
Seymour, Grouse, Garibaldi, Mt. Judge Howay, Robie Reid they’re all there, evoking memories or issuing
invitations to be climbed.
We must have been really impressed with the view because we started down a bit late. After rapping
down near the base of the Peak, tumbling down the scree, stopping to play a few ‘silly human” tricks, we
were finally headlamped into the parking lot at 9 p.m. Then the VW van led us on a tour of Maple Ridge
backroads and practiced pulling U-turns until we sniffed out Lougheed highway and a restaurant on the way
home.
--
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peaks

A good scramble with fun people to a peak that offers an exciting panoramic view of many other
a Superb VOC tript

--

Participints:
Andrea Chapman
Craig Hollinger(L)
Denie Robichaud
Fern Hietkansp

Kathleen MacPhearson
Steve Sheffield
John Boulanger

Ken Legg
Nick Swindale
Brian Leung

Some Memories of Longhike
Drew Brayshaw

September 29

30, 1990

When I was in high school and people asked me what I was going to do after I graduated, I said ‘Go
to UBC so I can join the VOC and be a famous mountaineer like John Clarke or Bruce Fairley or Dick
Culbert!’ (Of course I was pretty naive then I thought headlamps were used for caving!) When I
graduated, I came to UI3C, joined the VOC and took the first step on the road leading to famous
mountaineeringhood I bought a Longhike ticket and signed up for rock school.
Thus I found myself standing in the pre-dawn chill of a Saturday morning in late September on top of
a Smoke Bluffs bluff (it was Burgers and Fries) and trying to remember how to turn ten metres of webbing
into a safety harness. Soon I was scrambling up (and falling down...) oddly named routes amidst a horde of
other VOC novices, attempting to look like a hard core rock jock and thus avoid the laughter of the true
climbers at the Bluffs that day.
Highlights of my first day of rock climbing included breaking all my fingernails off, leaving a trail of
blood up ‘Wisecrack” (after receiving abrasion wounds from grabbing the rope to stop my first fall), trying to
climb 5.1Db (and failing I was wearing Hi-Techs), and getting ‘lost’ while trying to find Octopus’ Garden.
The next stop on the Longhike was the AMS Whistler cabin and VOC party. I arrived in time to get
a plate of amazingly good spaghetti, do my work hike (wash dishes) and still be able to soak in the hot tub
definitely a worthwhile way to finish off one’s first day of climbing.
The next morning I awoke and went to ge breakfast. By the time I had finished attempting to eat my
pancakes, most of the organized trips had already left, so I organized my own trip to Singing Pass (with some
people whose names t have since partially forgotten).
This trip was not in any sense of the word a “classic’ VOC trip there was no bushwhacking, climbing,
or use of map and compass. An air of casualness tempered with remnants of hangover was our attitude as
we proceeded up the trail. Many of the participants had never been hiking in the Vancouver area before.
The threat of “beaver fever” was debated at every creek, although we gave in to thirst in the end with no ill
effects. For an obscure reason I carried my brand.new ice axe up and down the trail although we did no
more than look at the area’s abundant glaciation (and shout ‘arctual moraines” or something like that in the
case of the Geology grad students in the party).
Footwear was highly varied and ranged from high-top basketball shoes through gigantic sandals to
actual leather hiking boots (the person who wore these was the only one who developed blistered feet).
The trail was exceedingly easy and our party’s round trip time was six hours (this included two hours
of resting and lunch in the meadows of the pass).
As the sun set we drove back down the Squamish Highway Longhike was over. (Actually, the sun
had Set when I returned, but that was because my brother and driver had been to Mt. Samson that day.)
I had learned some important lessons: always cut your fingernails before you climb; don’t use a
webbing harness if you have the option; never wear hiking boots to Singing Pass.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Participants:
Rock school and party: too many to mention
Singing Pass hike: Drew Brayshaw (L), Rob ?, Mike ? (possibly Mark?), Emilie ? (probably Emilie Coulter),
Peter? (apologies to those concerned for my poor memory)
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Eric Nodwell instructing novice rock climbers during Rockschool.
Photo by Craig Hollinger

Conquering Mount Samson
(Fifty-Five Years Later)
Christopher Brayshaw

September 29-30, 1990

Preston Tait, who made the first ascent of Mount Samson in 1936, originally spotted the peak in 1931
from the summit of Sun God Mountain: “Viewing the countly to the west, a high and cloud-encircled
mountain could be seen...surrounded by lesser peaks...an interesting and alluring sight’ (Canadian Alpine
Jiniai, 1936).
My first view of the peak was from a somewhat different perspective: balancing on a chair outside the
clubroom, staring up at Mount Samson’s contours on the map, some seven feet off the ground. A week and
a half later, tired from an afternoon on Octopus’ Garden and a visit to the Squamish Overweightea to
purchase climbing food (sardines, canned applesauce, Triscuits, bulk-bin “orange flavour gelatin candy”), I
was actually ready to climb the peak. Some recollections of the trip:
V

Talking with Jan Palaty in the AMS cabin over nacho chips and Save-On-Foods bulk salsa:
JAN: So, this trip might be a little, urn, strenuous.
ME: No problem! Good physical condition. Previous climbing triumphs. The West Lion, tourist
route. Black Tusk, ditto. Sky Pilot after six attempts foiled by (in no particular order) fog, rain, the non
existent Marmot Creek Trail, snow, hours of available light and acrophobic climbing partners.
JAN: (dubious) Mmmmmxmmnm.
Some confusion re: which gas station our 4-by-4 is supposed to wait at to rendezvous with the car
containing Dave Williams and companions. We end up parked outside the Pemberton Chevron. Late this
Saturday night, downtown Pemberton bears a surprising resemblance to a David Lynch film. Drunk
teenagers gun station wagons up and down the street. Wind sighs through the trees. A kid rides by on a
muddy BMX, clutching twelve beer and an enormous block of ice. No Dave. We head back to the Petro
Canada at the T.junction just out of town. Still no Dave. Back to the Chevron, where the pomp jockey is
hanging a CLOSED sign in the window and turning off the lights. We take turns watching headlights in the
rear-view mirror. Eventually, just when all hope had been lost...
“Oh, HERE you guys are.”
Sometime after midnight, twenty miles and 4000-odd feet up the north side of the Pemberton Valley.
Everyone sets up tents in the dark. Everyone but me has a headlamp. I quickly discover setting up a tent on
night vision alone is not as romantic as it sounds. At some point, one of my tent’s support poles snaps. I
crawl in under a sagging roof. And sleep.
Five AM. Headlamps flicker here and there in the dark. Outside it’s freezing cold. I dismantle my
tent, assemble my gear, eat (Triscuits, applesauce) and head for the bushes, heeding nature’s call. A
neighbouring tent’s wires intervene.
TWAAAAAAAAANG.
The highest fork of the logging road. We park, start the hike in. The first 2000 feet is a near-vertical
scramble through stunted trees furred with witch’s beard. Breaks in the trees disclose views of the Overseer
group across the valley, washed in the yellow light of the sunrise. The party moves fast, very fast. I stop to
take off my sweater and sight them again after fifty-five minutes.
Above the tree line. The route goes over the lip of a ridge, down across a field of enormous boulders,
and dead ends at the pocket glacier beneath the peak’s south face, about a mile in the distance, Seen from
this angle, Mount Samson looks like something from one of the darker bits in The Lord Of The Rings. High
grey clouds hide the sun. Dave Williams is a small dot in the middle distance; the rest of the party struggles
on behind him.
At the glacier. A party without ice gear could probably hike to the peak around the glacier’s eastern
edge. We, having ice gear, take the direct route. I strap on my crampons correctly, restoring much needed
self confidence. Thirty feet Out on the ice one of the straps snaps in two. The crampon dangles, useless. I
finish the crossing on a single crampon.
On the rock. “Mostly solid” Jan and I tackle the southwest ridge, a long gully leading to shattered
rock and scree. The higher we get, the better the rock gets. Mount Waddington appears on the northern
horizon. Down below, another route to the area presents itself: up the Delilah Creek valley. This would
entail a tricky circumnavigation through some pretty serious slide alder further down the valley. Still, it
would save a party without four wheel drive capability a rather tong walk up the logging road to where we
camped. One tough move is required to reach Samson’s Summit ridge: an iced-over gap with a vertical drop
on both sides. Ice gear is deployed, the gap negotiated. On the summit we rejoin Dave and company:
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So, what kept you guys?
Lunch at 9200 feet: tinned sardines and more bulk candy. The wind is cold and smells of snow. We
watch a storm system move down from the north, the clouds building, building. Someone has binoculars and
they make the rounds. We sit under the grey sky, watching a world devoid of human presence. No roads, no
clear-cuts, no planes! Just rock and ice and scree, stretching north to the horizon. The feeling is almost
indescribable. Samson’s north face is 2000+ feet of near vertical ice, broken here and there by huge blue
gaps. Not for the faint of heart.
Yodelling down the south face to the glacier. Onto the ice. This time, the sizing pin on my one
functional crainpon shears off. Someone mentions something called the Broken Board Award.
Last hour, looking down from the top of the ridge to the Pemberton Valley below. You can see the
cars from here. Someone tells VOC car horror stories. The titles sound like The Far Side captions. ‘The
Keys That Fell in The Glacier.” “The Lights That Wouldn’t Turn Off.” Et cetera. A brief rest. Then it’s
down to the trees and the unforgettable joys of crotch-grabbing branches.
Six PM, driving down the valley in the dark. The others talk quietly, faces illuminated in the glow of
the dashboard lights. If you look back, up the valley, you can still see the mountains, hacklit by the facing
sun. Overhead, in the cold clear purple sky, the first stars are coming out. I am completely exhausted.
Sometime in the future I will write about this day, putting words to the feeling of sitting up above the world.
But for now my thoughts are of the stars, and the sound of my new friends’ voices, and the light of
Pemberton off in the distance.
Participants:
Dave Williams
Jan Palaty

Brian Waddington

Chris Brayshaw

Built’s only 5.7!
October 7, 1990

Celeste Brosseau

I guess there is some merit to the suggestion that journal articles should be written as soon as possible
after the event. It’s the end of February now and some of the details are a bit fluffy, but this is the story as I
remember it today.
I was new at UBC in September and I joined the VOC in hopes of meeting some people who shared
my love of the outdoors to go out and do things with. I missed Longhike due to my academic delinquency in
early September so Leavenworth was my first VOC trip. I really didn’t know what to expect. Eric Nodwell
and I spent hours on the phone before the trip discussing everything but climbing so I discovered that Eric
and I had common interests, but I was no further ahead about climbing in Leavenworth. We had decided to
leave Vancouver at 5:30 on Friday. Eric didn’t show up until 10:00 though. Unknown to me at the time this
we’re still waiting for Eric.”
was to set the trend for the rest of the year. “Everyone’s here let’s go. No
Most obviously were Telemark School and the Yak Peak trip. We got into Leavenworth early Saturday
morning. I think it was about 2:00 AM, but I’m not sure.
Saturday a group of us went top-roping for the day. Eric and Craig Hollinger were leading and setting
up top-ropes so the rest of us could play for a while. I think I did three climbs that day.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, 1 haven’t yet decided, my friend Terry Camel had introduced me to the
wonderful world of multi.pitch climbs about two weeks previous. I guess this coupled with my desire to “get
to the top had taken most of my enthusiasm out of single pitch climbs. I realized their merit for practising
technique, but I really wanted something more. That evening a group of us went into Leavenworth to absorb
some culture. it was Octoberfest, so we watched some German dancing and then went out for dinner.
Partying had crossed my mind, but a real climb seemed more on my mind so we called it an early evening.
Driving back to camp I watched Eric sweet talk his way out of a speeding ticket. It was funny. When the
patrol officer left we all had a good laugh. I had always heard that the American police were a scary bunch,
but this one seemed quite friendly. Maybe he was caught up in the festivities like the rest of the town.
Everyone was quite unorganized on Sunday morning. I wandered around checking out my options.
Some people were going mountain biking, some hiking, and Don Blackburn was trying to talk me into being
his second. Here my memory fails me because I can’t remember where they went. I do remember that they
got back after dark and had a great time, except for some know-it-all Asnerican that Don keeps commenting
about. 5.7 with about 5 pitches was in my mind. I just had to convince someone else because I don’t lead.
After some salesmanship, I talked Eric into doing this climb Andy had helped inc find in the guidebook.
...
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Craig hadn’t found anything better to do so he decided to join the group and then Eric’s friend Duhane
joined to make it a foursome. This is about where the story really started.
It was about noon when Craig, Eric, Duhane and I set Out to climb Satellite on Snow Creek Wall. As
ordered it was a 5 pitch, 5.7 climb. It took us about 20 minutes to drive to the base of the hike and then
about 30 minutes to hike to the base of the wall in search of a right facing corner, which was to be the start
of the climb. We decided on a crack that could have been the base of the climb and stopped. We then
organized gear, and put our shoes on. After, we found our lunches, sat down and started to chat. Craig
seemed to be a little anxious. Looking back this seemed to be a totally understandable emotion. He was the
most experienced member of the party and felt responsible for this motley group of climbers of varying
abilities. Duhane had only climbed twice before, and I’d be the first ‘to say that my enthusiasm far
outweighed my experience. None of us really knew what to expect either and it was getting late.
With this in mind Craig hurried us along and we put our untouched lunches back into our packs. Eric
and Duhane were friends so they decided to climb together which left me with Craig. When I think back on
it I still laugh. Physically, I’m not very strong and I’ve never felt this compelling desire to prove myself, so
when people first meet me they never know what to expect. I’m sure this just added to Craig’s anxiety level.
We scrambled up for a way looking for a belay station. The fact that we had to scramble up from the
“right facing corner” should have been an indication that we were in the wrong place, but we realized that we
weren’t in Squamish so we accepted the questionable belay station that we found and headed off. Craig and
I went first. The first pitch was quite easy, but I wasn’t really into it or something because I fell. Not an
exciting or glamorous fall, I just got tired and let go. That’s about what I said to Craig when he asked me
about it. He offered to take the pack which I gave to him.
Craig started up the second pitch and by the time he called down off belay, I was starting to think that
we were going to have a long day. I really don’t think we were ever on the route we chose, so even though
Craig spent over an hour trying to find the route I don’t think it was ever there to find. The first part of the
pitch was all loose rock and not very enjoyable. Craig advised me to climb up and retrieve the first piece of
pro and then down climb and start up another way. My chosen route made me think. Routes are graded by
the number of holds, and everyone says that a 5.7 in the mountains is not like a 5.7 in Squamish. Maybe this
has something to do with the fact that many of the holds you encounter are useless. Terry referred to them
as portable handholds. He told me to keep one in my pocket just in case I climbed up to somewhere that
was completely void of holds. I could then retrieve the one in my pocket and use it. It’s a great idea, but I
doubt it works all that well.
About a third of the way up the pitch the rock got better. I think we had actually stumbled on a route
by this point. I really started to enjoy the climb. It was challenging but not above my ability. Unfortunately,
Craig was starting to get anxious. I couldn’t see him get, but he was really keeping the rope tight. I think he
thought that if he belayed faster I would climb faster. Normally I would have, but this route was the most
difficult 5.7 I’ve ever attempted to climb. Craig swore all day and all night that it was “only 5.7” (this
eventually became the theme of the climb), but eventually in about November he suggested that we might
have been on the route directly to the right of Satellite. The guidebook does not rate any of the nearby
routes as 5.7, so I was a bit dubious of Craig’s initial rating. Even so I wasn’t having any huge difficulties. I
just had to think about my moves. That was the most rewarding part of the day. I could feel my climbing
improving because I was trying things and committing to the moves. My personal doubts seemed to have
vanished after I witnessed Craig with some difficulties.
Belaying Craig up the second pitch made me appreciate the science of route-finding and being able to
read a guidebook. Unable to find a suitable belay station or even a good place to put in a decent anchor.
Craig had climbed to the end of the rope. Since he still needed about ten feet of rope to set up any Sort of
belay, I had to somehow climb up about 10-15 feet while still keeping myself anchored enough to safeguard a
possible fall. I unclipped from the first anchor and then climbed up a few feet past the second anchor. How
I managed to keep my brakehand on the rope I’m not sure, but the one thing I never forgot was that I didn’t
take my brakehand off the rope. After Craig had called off belay I managed to reach down and remove the
first anchor.
My time in this makeshift belay station was not my favourite part of the climb. I Was Standing on this
knife-edged rock in my rock shoes. Anyone who had ever climbed can appreciate the agony I was feeling. If
this wasn’t enough, I started to think about something my mother had said. “Celeste, you trust men too
easily, you’re likely to get hurt.” Was this to be the day? I was balancing on this rock, hanging from a chock
above me, and I think a Friend below me, placed by a man I had just met whose last I name I didn’t even
know. I started to giggle. Fortunately Craig climbed this pitch more quickly than the previous one. I think
it was probably because it was getting dark and he Wasn’t too excited about leading in the dark.
It was at this time that our second major delay happened. To make a very frustrating short story,
hanging from my carabiners had cause it to jam and it took what seemed like forever to get it open, so I
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could unclip and start climbing. I never thought it would take me twenty minutes to take someone off belay.
Again, I found the third pitch challenging, but I was successful. I don’t think I had ever climbed better.
Eric was fortunate enough to be leading on the second rope. When he saw that Craig was having
problems finding a good route up the second pitch, he tried something different. I think he actually got onto
the route we were supposed to be climbing. He was funny to watch. He didn’t have enough pro, so he had
to keep downclimbing and retrieving pieces so that he Could protect himself up the entire pitch. Both parties
had turned into a comedy routine by this time, It was lucky for everyone concerned that we all had a good
sense of humour.
Our final belay station turned out to be not too bad. It was on a low angle slab I think. What I do
remember was that I could stand up without being in pain. By this time it was definitely getting dark so
Craig pulled his headlamp Out of the pack before proceeding. Mr. Headlamp was born here.
The nest pitch was only the fourth, but it ended up being our last. It was a short climb followed by a
traverse. I can’t tell you much about the traverse because by the time I reached it, it was quite dark. I got
to where Craig had decided to belay from and then scrambled along to this tree. Craig was really nervous by
now, so I tied myself to the tree with a sling. He then followed me up.
I put my headlamp on and between the two of us we coached Eric up to where we were. Duhane was
fairly close behind. I think in their to desire to get up quickly, they were both climbing at once.
Before I finish the story I just wanted to discuss the idea of epic. When I hear epic I always think that
something went wrong. Man against the elements so to speak. Eric and I have varying opinions on this but, I
really think it was a good trip with no major problems. We were always climbing and I never saw the
darkness as a serious threat. In fact, as we sat under the tree trying to reassure Craig that no one was
freaking out or upset the moon came out. Does trekking around in the warm weather by moonlight really
sound like a hardship? I don’t think so. Before we left the tree we finally convinced Craig that it was lunch
time and we ate.
Navigating down was a bit of a challenge. While there was a trail down from the top, we hadn’t got
to the top to use it so we had to think a bit. I felt sony for Duhsne, he had forgotten his headlamp and was
a bit concerned about the loose rock. Most of the descent was a well chosen walk. We took our time, so as
not to get bluffed out. (I think this is the expression) We did rappel two small sections. Rappelling in the
dark is not a new experience for most climbers. We finally intercepted the original hiking trail that led us to
Snow Creek Wall and started our final trek back to the camp. There were noticeable signs of relief on
Craig’s face. He felt the brunt of the responsibility for our safe return, and possibly he was doubting this for
a while. For those of you that knew Craig this probably means something. He asked us to stop and wait on
the trail so he could rest. Since Leavenworth, I’ve been on many trips with him and he has never repeated
that behaviour.
Getting back to the van brought some humour. It was probably about 1:30 AM by this time. Ken was
concerned, I think, about us not returning for dinner. It was Thanksgiving and some of the group had gone
to great lengths to cook a Thanksgiving dinner. He had left a note on the windshield saying something like
it’s a bit cold for a bivy and rescue starts at dawn. The note was a bit humorous, but unfortunately I Can’t
remember the rest of it! We started driving back to camp and someone started it. I’m not sure who, but we
all ended up singing. Ken was still up when we got back and that’s what he remembers. It was after 2:00
AM and these four climbers come back to camp laughing and singing. You be the judge. The climb was fun
and the company and weather were excellent. Were we really crazy to be happy? None of us thought so.
Eric really added the final touch to a perfect day. The group had eaten every scrap of food so there
was nothing left for us, and we were hungry by this time. (Ken joked about dead people not needing food)
Craig took out his Stove and we all started cooking spaghetti. Maybe it had something to do with my just
sitting around, but I got really cold so I retired to my sleeping bag deciding to forego dinner in exchange for
some warmth. About ten minutes later Eric showed up with a plate of spaghetti and he started to feed me
spaghetti. The perfect end to an excellent day!
-

Pprticlppntst
Celeste Brosseau

Craig Hollinger

Eric Nodwell
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Bridget O’Malley hangdogging at Longhike.
Photo by Chris Gill

Snow Lakes Hike (Leavenworth)
October 8, 1990

Fern Hietkamp

Monday dawned cool but sunny. Slowly the remnants from the night before leftover Thanksgiving
dinner and the untold epics of late returns from yesterday’s climbs, we were cleared away, and we were ready
to begin more adventures. Some left to climb at Classic Rock, some went mountain biking, some got Out the
books and began studying and a few of us went on a hike up to the Snow Lakes. After going to town to
pick up passes for being on the trail, and sticky buns from the bakery, we left for the parking lot at the
bottom of the trail that leads past Snow Creek Wall and up to the Enchantments. In three hours, after five
miles of gentle switchbacks, we arrived at the Lakes, where we had time for a bit of a rest before we zoomed
back down.
The hike was invigorating and the discussion was too. We covered topics from house cleaning to
issues of communication between men and women, to the place of tradition in our society, to an admission
that none of us had found the toilet at the lakes even though it was marked on the trail. Reijo steamed
ahead on the trail out of the valley to see as much as he could see. Barb and I took a quick dip in the
tingling cold water of the second lake and felt so refreshed we ran back down the trail. All of us noted the
unusual shapes of the spires on the skyline and were inspired by their craggy beauty. Some of us made a
trail pact to visit the highest peak visible on our skyline before 10 years are up. Well Leavenworth, here we
-

-

come next year.

Participants:

Don
Reijo

Barb Bell
Tanya

Fern Heitkamp
buns-from-the-bakery

Death By Chocolate
David Way

October 24, 1991

Having read about the Chocoholic Bar at I.e Meridien and heard raves about it from friends, I
decided to mount an expedition to conquer this mountain of chocolate decadence.
For an appetite-inducing hike, Mt. Fromme next to Grouse Mountain was chosen as being close
enough and not too strenuous. The approach from a powerline in North Van was in rain for some time but
as we ascended, it turned into snow. Three quarters of the way up, we all needed to limber up for the
evening’s activities so Out came the munchies. “Bread King” Eric Nodwell dished out fine dark pumpernickel
to all and sundry.
The summit was the site of much snow-sliding, snowball fights, frolicking and other childish behaviour
completely unbecoming of serious mountaineers. We had a blast. Eric took a good one in the back of the
head.
The return was just as undignified with most taking six foot leaps down the snowdrift.covered trail,
mumbling “chocolate; I can hear the chocolate calling me”. Maybe that was just me. Everyone got tidied up
at North Van Recreation Centre, to appearances approximating civilized people and then met at I.e
Meridien.
Contrary to some expectations, we were not turned away at the door. Megacalorie gorging was the
order of the day for some, while others (including myself) made real pigs of themselves. A fantastic array of
chocolate desserts was consumed including mousse (not mouses), chocolate fondue with fresh fruit, cakes,
and a crepe station with a chef to make ‘em fresh. Poor Paul Kao attempted to do the chocolate portion of
the expedition without the hike portion and through bad timing missed both.
Reminiscences (frenzied raving, actually) of Monty Python and Fawlty Towers led to an adjournment
and meeting back at Eric’s house to view a video of three Fawlty Towers episodes. All were then treated to
a great piano performance by Eric. Truly a cultured day of activities to satisfy all the senses.

Participants:
David Way
Dick Repasky

Nick Folkard
Melanie Grant

Carolyn Anglin
Eric Nodwell
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Winter Climbing in the Pantheon Range
March 12.22 1989

Chris Cooper

Awesome, remote, rugged and steep are some of the words to describe the Central Pantheon Range.
In January 1968 Bob Cuthbert flew over this area en route to the first successful winter ascent of Mount
Waddington. He showed me a few slides of this particular trip and one of these slides was an aerial shot of
the Central Pantheons, looking directly over Thunderbolt Tower and Mount Zeus. It was this picture that
put the wheels in motion as to ‘what are the possibilities’ in the Pantheons in winter. First of all one must
consider that, to realistically get anything done in here, one must be able to get around on either backeountry
gear or alpine downhill gear or basically forget it! The area is incredibly steep and rugged but also allows a
party to make a safe approach to most of the peaks in the area surrounding Nirvana Pass. Here is my story
of the Magical Pantheons.
It was March 12, 1989 when our group of six arrived at Mike and Jen King’s ranch and all that
fantastic hospitality which always seems to lure us back to the Chilcotins. Len Soet, who joined me in
February last year on a climbing/skiing trip to the north side of the Waddington Range, helped me figure
out who could join us on this venture. Well, the word travels fast when these adventures start happening.
Here are the following members of our group: Dave Williams, who had been working in Hawaii for the past
year, flew home the day before we flew into the Pantheons (what a temperature change from + 30C to -25C
within 48 hours, damn cold hey Dave); Greg Statter, whom I met at Cerise Creek in December ‘88,
presently visiting from Roseville, Australia; Brian Jones, Mountain Guide for the Federation of Mountain
Clubs and ski technician for Coast Mountain Sports; and John Kelson, an instructor for Strathcona Outward
Bound Program, fresh off a new winter route on the North Face of Mount Colonel Foster with Rob Wood.
From Whitesaddle Helicopters at Bluff Lake, Mike King flew our crew of six in two trips to Nirvana
Pass via Twist Creek (our planned ski out). Just prior to landing in the pass, Mike pointed Out some very
large tracks, I wonder what they could be? Grizzly? Na!! Anyway we landed in the wonderful world of
white once again and quickly unloaded the gear. We wished Mike a pleasant vacation in Hawaii before he
lifted off.
We were awe struck!! Nirvana Pass is located in the Pantheron Range approximately 30 km.
northeast of Mount Waddington at an elevation of 1760 metres and is surrounded by some of the most
beautiful peaks in the Coast Range.
We ferried our gear up from the pass into a small group of trees, partially set up camp, then put on
the skiis for a trip up to the col between Mount Astarte and Mount Juno. The trip from Nirvana Pass to the
col only takes a few hours. The views looking back at Vishnu, Byamee and Siva Peaks were truly
magnificent. Dave and Greg took off to try to climb Mount Juno, while the rest of us skied from the col into
the lower bowls. Fantastic!!
On our second day we decided to give Siva Peak a try (we found Out later it has two summits). The
exposure and views from the N.W. peak of Siva were superb. To my left one metre away, a drop of several
hundred metres, to my tight, a ski run of at least 1000 metres and directly south, Mount Waddington. Wow!!
On day three, our group broke into three groups of two for some real adventure. Dave and Greg
planned a climb on the southeast ridge of Mount Astarte, a most beautiful peak that dominates this area,
and were successful with a 17 hour round trip. Dave commented later that it was their most difficult winter
ascent to date. Brian and John planned a two day climb of the southwest buttress of Mount Vishnu, which
had an appearance similar to that of the northwest ridge of Mount Sir Donald in Roger’s Pass. In winter!!
Have fun guys!! John and Brian later stated that, although the climbing was fantastic, the final summit tower
would go in 5-6 pitches to 5.9, but they forgot their rock shoes!! Len and I explored a valley to the southeast
of Mount Vishnu and found some fantastic granite spires of 400-500 metres in height. What a beautiful
valley, we could have been in Patagonia! We skied to the col between Vishnu and Byamee Mountains. This
terrain was steep. We were getting a little bold on skiis as it was a long way to the valley floor if we blew a
turn. Then there was this couloir just above us. Boy the pictures one could get from there. Wow!! Len
shot off a few frames. Shortly afterwards Len and I skied past the buttress that Brian and John were on and
found out later that an avalanche blasted out our ski tracks below the north face of Byamee Mountain. The
icefall on the upper north face of Byamee has a tendency of releasing occasionally, creating a scene that is
great for photos.
On day four, while Dave and Greg took a rest day, and Brian and John were somewhere on the upper
buttress of Vishnu, Len and I quickly packed for another day of exploration. We went to a valley south of
Nirvana Pass beneath Septentrion Spires and Pegasus Peak, that we named Valley of the Boulders. We
found some superb climbing and skiing in the upper bowls. We brought the news back to the rest of the
boys that evening, and our crew was off early the nest morning to ski/climb an un-named peak near Pegasus
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Peak which Greg appropriately named Pegasus’ Hoof!!
On March 17th, the skies cleared once again and the temperature was -bC. We followed our broken
trail from the day before up onto the glacier to south and east of Pegasus’ Hoof. At approximately 2300
metres, we found the views of the north face of Manitou Peak incredible. Further south was Mount
Waddington, as majestic as ever. What a wonderful place this was. I reached the summit of Pegasus’ Hoof
where I met Dave, Greg and Len making tea and soaking up the sun. Brian and John were up shortly
afterwards. Today was Greg’s 30th birthday. Believe it or not we pulled Out the radio telephone and Greg
called his mother in Roseville, Australia to say ‘gid day mum’ from the heart of the Pantheons, bloody
marvellous! Happy birthday Greg. We climbed down from the summit to our readily awaiting skiis and
after endless turns for 1000 metres we roll into camp at dusk.
On March 18th we prepared for the long awaited ski out to Twist Lake. Some Trumpeter swans few
overhead and through the pass, that’s a sight to see. Dave, Greg, Len and myself prepared for ‘the thrash”,
but Brian and John decide to stay for a few extra days to explore the north side of Mount Astarte, which
turned out to be another super area for the Bigwall Enthusiast.
The first two days of skiing out were horrendous, lots of bushwhacking, steep drops and every
imaginable ski technique to be used to survive. Prior to leaving Nirvana Pass I discovered two splits on each
sidewall of my three pin binding to help complicate the issue of survival skiing.
On our way out, across from Mount Zeus, we came upon some very large boulders and I notice some
very large tracks, going back and forth. Presumably Grizzly bear dens. Well anyway I thought Grizzlies are
supposed to sleep during winter months. Shit, they’d better, ‘cause we’re commin’ through!! Please don’t
wake now as we creep between these enormous boulders. Phew! We were now south of Mount Danaus.
Our bivy spot that evening was extremely cold, -25C and David and Greg were suffering. God it was cold!!
That night Len slept with his double boots on, he stated later that, yes, indeed his feet were cold. My
lovely outers were frozen rock hard, what a hassle getting going!!
The next evening we arrived at Twist Lake. We camped on the northwest side across from the
Trumpeter swans which congregate here each year at this time. What a fantastic evening with almost a full
moon silhouetted over the Niut Range.
The last day of winter, and the start of marathon sledding brought us out to the Kings place a 6 P.M.
that evening. From Twist Lake to Bluff Lake is Approximately 30 km., the long haul!!
General Summary:
While I’m writing this article today I cannot believe how fortunate we were to have received ten days
of sunshine, with temperatures varying from -5C to -25C.
If you are planning on skiing out of the Pantheon Range, allow 3-5 days. The terrain is extremely
advanced, and make sure your equipment is in good condition. The potential for winter mountaineering is
unlimited but some approaches may be extremely dangerous, such as the valley into the north face of
Manitou or Mount Zeus.
The winter ascents

were as

follows:

N.W. Peak of Siva C. Cooper, B Jones, J. Kelson, L Soet, G. Statter, D. Williams
S.E. Ridge Astarte G. Statter, D. Williams
C. Cooper, B. Jones, J. Kelson, L. Soet, G. Statter, D. Williams
SE. Ridge Un-named peak
S.W. buttress Mount Vishnu attempt B. Jones, J. Kelson
-

-

-

-

The good time and good company will be remembered by the team for many years to come.
(Dave Williams and Greg Statter are V.O.C. members

-

Ed.)

Canadian Border Peak in Winter
March 3, 1990

Craig Holllnger
The pick of my right ice-tool, driven to the hilt in a patch of
placement. The pick of the left tool, jammed into a diagonal crack
of my wrist, is threatening to break off (if it doesn’t pop out first).
crampon is hooked over a tiny quartz crystal and my right crampon
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styrofoam snow, is the only secure
in the rock and held in place with a twist
Q of the front-points of my left
is stemmed out on the opposite side of

the dihedral. ‘Look at the mess you’ve gotten us into!” (Abbot to Costello), I’m wondering what to do next
as this is a very awkward stance.
I pull up hard on the styrofoam and scratch around with my feet. Great, now I have fl front points
in contact with the rock. This new stance affords me a little more security, so I remove the left pick from
the crack and swing it into the styrofoam next to the right. “Whaannng!” The rock under the snow spits it
out. I pull up even harder on the right tool and swing the left again. “Chuunnk!” This time it stays in place.
With two tools placed securely above my head, I can kick the front-points of my right crampon into the ice
runnel, but my left crampon is still hooking quartz crystals. I manage to claw my way up over the step and
soon join Don at the belay stance.
I’ve just climbed a 15cm wide ribbon of ice in a left-facing dihedral at the base of the summit block of
the Canadian Border Peak. Don Sen had led this pitch and made it look easy. After Bill and Tom joined us
at the single piton belay stance, the four of us were well on the way to making the second winter ascent of
the mountain.
It all started on a typical Friday night, my nose was buried in a text book, when the phone rang. I
dragged my mind out of Feedback Control Systems and back into consciousness to answer it.
“Hi Craig, this is Don,” said the voice at the other end of the line, ‘what do you think of leaving at
three o’clock tomorrow morning to climb the Canadian Border Peak?”
My mind still hadn’t crystalilsed into reality, and I replied, “I don’t know, isn’t it supposed to rain
tomorrow?”
“That’s what they’ve been saying all week, do you want to give it a try?’
My brain was returning to reality and now I thought: “You fool, if Don Serl invites you on a climbing
trip, you don’t turn him down!” I came to my senses and accepted.
“Great, we’ll see you tomorrow at three A.M.”
It’d been months since I was last on a mountaineering trip, so I spent the rest of the evening turning
the house upside down trying to organize my ice climbing gear.
Three A.M. came, perhaps a little too soon, and four of us flew off down the 401 to a sleepy
Chilliwack. We turned off the Chilliwack River Road just past Slesse Creek and wound our way to the
D.N.D. demolition dump. The road past the dump was ploughed and we followed it south and up hill as far
as it was clear. It was six A.M. and getting light when we started hiking.
On foot we followed the rest of the unploughed road to an open bowl on the north side of the
Canadian Border Peak. Here a snow gully swept up from the bowl to a ridge on the west side of the Border
Peak. The mouth of the gully was strewn with blocks of snow and broken tree branches, remnants of the
season’s avalanche activity. There wouldn’t be any activity today, the last snow fell weeks ago. We clipped
on our crampons and tramped into the gully.
The snow was almost perfect. For most of the way we walked on styrofoam, encountering only a short
patch of very hard-packed snow. The gully quickly passed under our feet as we side-stepped up at a
conversational pace. Half-way up, we stopped for a quick breakfast break.
Near the top, the gully split in two. It petered out to the right, but a narrow channel opened up to
the left. It steepened before opening up onto the ridge. Don started kicking steps in the soft snow. He
slowed after a few meters, then finally stopped. I cautiously asked if he would like me to break trail.
Panting, he replied that it’s okay, and he’d Continue. He kicked a few more steps then stopped again.
“I guess I should swallow my pride, and let you lead,” he said between gulps of air. I took the lead
and we both agreed that parenting takes its toll on parents’ fitness. Soon we stepped Onto the top of the
ridge into the warmth of the rising sun. To the south we saw Mt. Baker capped by cloud. Our good weather
was coming to an end, a storm front was moving in.
We lounged for a while in the sun waiting for Bill and Tom to join us before setting off toward the
summit block. The route took us up a fun snow arete formed by a wind cirque, then up a gully of loose
rock, lightly covered with snow. More styrofoam snow was ascended as the ice plastered rock of the summit
drew nearer. I was breaking trail again as we approached an ice smear on the rock step. I turned the lead
over to Don as I felt the step was more his style than mine (translation: I couldn’t lead it!).
The step was about 3 metres high and consisted of a corner filled with a narrow ribbon of ice. The
ribbon ran down and spread out, covering the slab below with a thin veneer of ice. Looks okay to climb, we
say. Piece of cake, right? Don started up, flailed around, then backed off exclaiming: “I need a rope, this is
harder than it looks!’ Don bashed in a piton as I uncoiled the rope. Tom and Bill soon joined us and got
out a second rope. The four of us negotiated the step, and with Don leading completed the second and last
pitch. Above us the sky was darkening, the Storm front had finally reached us.
By the time we reached the summit, the peak was whitened with fresh snow. We dug around in the
old snow and loose rocks for a good pin placement for a rappel anchor. We were now in a complete white
out, but by the time we had completed the third rappel, the visibility had improved.
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Soon we reached the

top of the snow gully.
Don and I still had energy to spare so we took off our crampons and raced each other down. Don
was out in the lead, goose-stepping down the slope when suddenly his feet slipped out from under him (we’d
forgotten about the patch of hard Snow). His arrest attempt failed when the axe was ripped from his hand.
By this time he’d reached terminal (pardon the pun) velocity and slid out of sight around a corner. He
looked like a rag doll being thrown around by the lumps in the snow. Not wanting to suffer the same fate, I
put on my crampons then carefully hurried down to help. Bill and Tom, who were further up and could see
all of Don’s luge run, called down to me that he was unhurt. When I could see him again, he was standing
up and waving to us. The only damage he suffered was the loss of his glasses and ice axe. I managed to
locate the axe but the glasses are still up there. I think we all learned a lesson here that day.
We returned to the truck just past dusk, 12 hours after we left it in the morning. What a climb, a
mixture of snow, ice and rock complimented by a blizzard on the summit!
Participants:
Don Sen

Craig Hollinger

Tom Gilchrist

Bill Noble

Keith’s Hut the Hard Way
Jan Palaty

January 1990

The events described in this article are true: only the names have been changed in order to protect
the innocent as well as the guilty.
On Friday evening in late January, Mark, Bruce and Jake drove up to the Duffey Lake road with the
intention of skiing in to the Cerise Creek cabin that same night and spending the weekend skiing and
possibly climbing Mt. Joffre. Alter parking the car at what they instinctively felt was the right location, they
skied into the bush at about 11:15 P.M. Snow was falling quite heavily but the temperature was moderate
and their level of optimism high. They crossed the first creek on an exceptionally doubtful snow mushroom
and soon reached the trallhead. “Child’s play!’ they said, ‘we’ll be at the cabin in no time!” Or so they
thought.
As they ploughed their way up the valley, all seemed well. “How can anybody get lost here?” They
soon found themselves on an unfamiliar slide path but chose to ignore this warning and continued their
upward traverse. Several hours later they were still traversing away in a dense forest. “Shouldn’t we be there
by now?” they asked themselves. The party had spread out a good deal by now, but following was easy on
account of both the deep trench left by the leader and by his continuous stream of foul language as he
battled with fallen logs and masses of snow falling from the trees.
At approximately 2 A.M., Mark declared that they were lost. The others laughed at this (“Lost?! In
the Cerise Creek valley? Not possible.”) and foolishly continue on their way. It was only at 430 A.M., just
as it was Jake’s turn to do some exceptionally ruthless trailbreaking, that Jake proposed a bivy. “We seem to
be slightly off course. Let’s wait until morning.’ Mark agreed and they set up their bivy gear underneath the
trees, confident that Bruce would soon appear.
When Mark and Jake woke up (sort of) some hours later and there was still no sign of the third
adventurer, Mark said “I guess we should go back and look for Bruce.” “Yeah”, said Jake, “1 guess we
should.” Whereupon they promptly went back to sleep again. Fortunately, such a sacrifice was not required
as, without their knowledge, Bruce has staggered in to the bivy site at 5 A.M. and collapsed unseen a few
yards away from his concerned companions.
Some time later they revived and began to consider their position. Jake pulled Out a map and
compass (much to the annoyance of Mark, who was unaware that the party was thus equipped) and
determined that they were back in the main (Cayoosh) valley. A passing plough truck down below confirmed
this assessment. They skied down a few hundred feet and found themselves back in the clear cut, about 0.5
km. east of the trailhead. Apparently, they had skied part way up the Cerise Creek valley, before somehow
performing a U-turn and skiing back out towards the Duffey Lake road. Another few hours on this course
would probably have brought them back to the car.
Urged on by visions of fluorescent GoreTex-clad ACC’ers beating them to the cabin, our plucky lads
grimly began to plough their way back up for a second attempt. This time they were successful although they
were overtaken shortly before the goal by another party. Mark and Jake spent the rest of the day carving up
the moraine while Bruce recovered from the previous night’s events. Although it snowed quite heavily and
continued to do so for the rest of the trip, the skiing (and avalanche) conditions were superb. Even Jake
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looked almost competent on skiis.
The next day was spent yo-yo skiing on the slopes below Vantage Peak. Totally excellent! They skied
down in wonderful forgiving powder up to the waist while snow flew over their faces. A few slabs were set
off (about 0.5 m. deep and 30 m. long, on the average) but this didn’t seem to woriy anyone, least of all
Mark, who, as it turned Out later, had omitted to turn his Pieps on.
Eventually even Mark confessed to weariness so the party returned to the cabin to pick up its gear
and skied down through the forest to the main valley. The snow was so glorious that even skiing in the steep
forest with a heavy pack was easy and fun, unlike the approach.
Participants:
Bruce

Mark

Jake

The West Lion in Winter
John MeCarter
Marilyn Noort

February 1990

Top Ten Reasons to use SKIS to Approach Lions in Winter
1.

Skis may be faster than snowshoes IF the operator knows not to ski through water which will freeze
and cause 4 pounds of snow to collect on bases.

2.

Skis cross easily over obstacles in path. However, skiing over snow-hidden cairn marking desired trail
requires that trail be found later by backtracking and digging in random spots for said cairn.

3.

Carrying heavy skis up hellish, steep, powdery, densely forested slope for almost entirety of Paul
Binkert trail builds strength and endurance.

4.

Skis in snow make a good backdrop for a sunny alpine lunch photo on main ridge.

5.

Skis can actually reach base of West Lion, allowing skiers to discover that Lions are unclimbable when
covered with unstable, melting snow (but Jan will try anyway)..

6.

Skiers can potentially take advantage of ideal ski conditions between base of Lion and main ridge.

7.

Heading directly towards trees and having no obvious safe place to turn as one descends trail gives
skiers an exhilarating feeling.

8.

Carrying long, heavy skis down hellish, bushy, steep, trail (after attempts to ski have been abandoned)
builds character and tolerance.

9.

Skiers can reach Jan’s truck a whopping 10 minutes ahead of snowshoers.

10.

Climbing to the Lion’s in February will hurt no matter what you use, so heck, you might as well use
skis.

Top Ten Reasons to use SNOWSHOES to Approach Lions in Winter
1.

Snowshoes require no operator skill.

2.

Snowshoes cross easily over obstacles in path. However, snowshoeing over snow-hidden cairn.
(2) above).

3.

Snowshoers may gain both experience and skill at binding together snowshoes with duct tape and wire,
since two Out of four will break spontaneously upon initial use.
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4.

Snowshoers will learn that large rackets on ones feet do not keep the user atop deep, powdery snow,
and sinking waist-deep in white stuff is fun.

5.

Unlike skiers, snowshoers can cross small streams easily without removing equipment.

6.

Kicking steps with snowshoes is much easier than doing so with skis.

7.

Using snowshoes allows one more time to relax under blue skies, eat leisurely lunch, and build a natty
snowcave while skiers approach base of West Lion.

8.

Snowshoers can use a sitting glissade to descend Paul Binkert trail since, unlike skis, tails of
snowshoes do not drag in snow when carried on pack.

9.

Snowshoes have less height than skis and therefore are less likely to catch on overhead branches with
every step when carried down hellish, bushy, steep, trail.

10.

Climbing to the Lion’s in February will hurt no matter what you use so, heck, you might as well use
snowshoes.

Participants:
Marilyn Noort
Charlie Mowbray

Jan Palaty

John McCarter

Rob Friberg

How Not to Telemark
Celeste Brosseau

November 18, 1990

These were the not-so-fond memories of my first experience with backcountiy skiing. I included this
piece because if I am ever so lucky and learn how to telemark I will look back at this with humour. It I’m
not, at least it will remind me of my humble beginnings. I went Out with Craig Hollinger and Terry Gamel
and we ended up intercepting, I guess, the first ACC telemark trip of the year. This is the unedited story
written the evening I got hack.
Well, it was actually quite dc-moralizing. We drove up to Diamond Head Sunday morning. I knew
right off that it was going to be one of those days. Someone (not mentioning any names, but Mr. Headlamp
might ring a bell with some of you) slept in so we were late getting going. Terry had graciously offered to
loan me some skis, so we were supposed to stop in Lion’s Bay at 7:30 to pick up the skis and as it turned
out, him. We stopped in Squamish for coffee. I was too apprehensive to eat after looking at those long
skinny boards that I was to later strap to my feet. Terry and Craig munched happily though. Shortly after,
we drove to Diamond Head. We weren’t to sure if we were even going to get any skiing in because the
parking lot was completely void of snow and so was the start of the trail. We all forgot cord to secure our
skis to our packs, so we ended up carrying them for the first while. There will be ‘good’ snow at the
waterfall Terry assured us. Being a native of the Rockies I really didn’t know what their idea of good snow
was, so I just trudged along behind deciding that the best thing to do was just ts) keep my mouth shut. Craig
gave me some skins, but I had never seen any before and didn’t have the foggiest idea what to do with them.
I ended up just stuffing them in my pocket and forgetting about them. We finally we got to skiable snow. I
do give Terry credit for this one. We had just reached the waterfall.
I proceeded to put these frail boards on my feet. I used to cross-country ski many years ago,
(probably about 10), so I remembered how the bindings worked. I then lazily slid along for a while. The
trail was flat, there was snow, it was warm, so I was happy. Eventually it got steep and I was starting to slide
backwards. Craig and Terry showed me how to put the skins on my skis. I was quite fascinated with the
concept. We skied up to the first lodge and had lunch. I was getting thirsty, and while snow is frozen water,
it does absolutely nothing to quench your thirst. Then it was back off again. I guess somewhere in here I
should mention that both Craig and Terry know how to ski so they were understandably restless with my
snail’s pace and took turns racing off on me. I didn’t mind. I was starting to be able to communicate with
my skis. Little did I know what iay ahead.
We met up with the ACC trip and chatted with some of the people. They informed us that they had
found some slopes and Craig and Terry anxiously charged off. I guess this is when I decided that I would
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love to just disappear down a crevasse somewhere. I was left down at the bottom of this slope looking for a
chair-lift. After a few minutes I realized there wasn’t one coming and I decided that I had better make some
attempt to get up this hill so I could ski down. Well any of you downhill skiers turned telemarkers are now
probably ready to cringe. Yes, I tried to side-step up the slope, and yes I fell many times. Then I
remembered about the skins on the bottom of my skis. If someone had told me previous to today that you
could ski uphill, I would have had them conunitted, but yes, you can walk uphill on skis. I made it to the
top. Then it was time to ski down. The next half an hour could have made America’s Funniest Home
Videos I’m sure. I lost track of how many times I fell, and how hard I was laughing. By the time I got half
way down I had mastered standing up and sliding down (skiing would not do this technique justice) at just
slightly faster than a crawl before falling. Need I say more. Oh well, everyone has to start somewhere, and I
do have a good sense of humour. Good thing! At this time my guardian angel (I think) showed up. He
assured me that the snow that I was standing on was quite difficult to ski and he then proceeded to tell me
some stories of his first attempts at telemarking. Shortly after this he lost his balance and fell over in the
middle of the slope. Thanks Peter I needed that. To made a long story short I eventually got down the hill
and then being the gung-ho fool that I am went up and tried it again.
Craig and Terry returned to check up on me. I thought they were being friendly, but was later
enlightened. Craig informed me that he wasn’t in the mood to dig someone out of an avalanche, so he was
coming to find me. We then moved to another slope. We ‘skied’ down it once and then decided it was time
to head back. The ACC members had skied up to the second hut by this time to have hot chocolate, but
considering my snail’s pace we decided to start heading back in hopes of getting out before dark. Craig was
on the trip remember, so I really don’t have to tell you whether or not we got out before dark do I?
Skiing down was the best part. I left my skins on for the first while because the trail was narrow and
a bit steep, but after we reached the first shelter I took them off. I just thought of this, but this is a great
excuse as to why I was stiffer than the other two characters the next day. They took their skins off at the top
and then took a steeper way down. With brute force and a bit of pleading I managed to successfully
complete a few rather feeble snow-plow turns. I think they made all of my bruises easier to bear. To make a
long story short we all had a good time.
I learned a new appreciation for those souls who can successfully tele-ski and developed a great desire
to go out and do it again. I do encourage those of you bored with downhill skiing, and the rest of you
outdoor enthusiasts to give it a try. Bring a positive attitude, your sense of humour, and lots of water-proof
clothing. Believe me no matter how well you downhill ski you could that your first experience was like mine.
The best analogy I could think of was walking onto the ice without taking my skateguards off. (Good for
those of you that skate.) You never know, maybe by the end of the season I’ll have remembered to have
taken off at least one of my skateguards
ParticIpants:
Terry Game!

Celeste Brosseau

Craig Hollinger

My Furthest and Toughest Hike
Tom Baumann

November 28, 1990

It was four in the morning, we checked the weather report, yes, it’s clear. We threw food into a cooler,
some water and left. We drove over two hours up and up and up. It was dark. We paid three dollar at the
entrance to the park. There was few other vehicles on the road. And then, the trailhead, we made it, on
time! We got out of the car, it was bitterly cold, we put some more clothes on. We walked up some thirty
concrete steps and were completely out of breath, had to sit down for a moment.
There were about 100 other people there standing around with warm blankets wrapped around them.
There were no loud noises, just whispering. A little later the horizon was getting lighter by the minute, the
sun was coming up from below the horizon. There were clouds below us, the first orange sunrays hit us, the
cameras started shooting. It was spectacular. The orange got lighter and lighter and the clouds took on
fantastic shades of red and orange. And five minutes later it was all over.
We had travelled 5 hours on a plane, over two hours by car to see this, the place was Haleakala
Crater, the “House of the Sun’, 59 km to drive up the 3,055 meters to the top. The island was Maui in the
State of Hawaii.
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Participants:
Tom Baumann

Cheryl Zurowski

Avalanche!
Rob Judge

—

December 1990

Will, Lori and I are stopped for early lunch in a fairly safe spot, the vertical wall above our heads
almost certain protection from our greatest fear: the roaring white cascade that is a fairly high hazard this
December (1990) in our region.
The crispness of the sandwich lettuce derives chiefly from the cryogenic atmosphere of mid-morning,
but we tuck in, anxious to replenish cold-beating calories. Our mentor and spiritual leader, Edwin, has
scouted on ahead of us, searching for a safe route up there in the precarious white facings that flank the
shanks of the summit. I’m uneasy about Edwin up there all alone, but he gets so pigheaded sometimes you
just can’t reason with him. Anyway, he knows what he is doing, and he knows where the safe spots are to
stop and reconnoitre.
“I don’t care; he should have one,” Will stamps his words out fiercely, as though the air was sheet
steel, He refers to Edwin’s lack of a Pieps. But Will won’t talk this way to Edwin, a veteran of many years
of such tasks. He expects me to liaise, having worked with Edwin now for three seasons. ‘And what’s else,
he shouldn’t be up there alone. There’s depth hoar in that pack, I know it.” He glares at me meaningfully.
Ever so tactfully, I reach for a boiled egg and give it to Will. They are his eggs, but it’s a nice gesture.
Suddenly the much loathed and feared thundering plunges us into certain panic. We slam our three bodies
tight against the wall, arms ready to punch breathing spaces around our faces in case we get caught by the
horrific white death. The roaring seems endless, and I clench to my position like very life. But we remain
unharmed and only a few errant flakes gradually sift past us, a taunting reminder of the fury so narrowly
missed, as the sound slowly wilts below us ricocheting off various angles and crevices in a labyrinthine quest
for stasis.
Edwin is now the unspoken object of all our thoughts. The three of us stand and quickly dump
everything from our packs except the essentials: shovels, probes, first aid kit, etc. Lori hands me a Pieps;
‘take this, it may save your life; we’re not out of the war yet” she insists. I thrust it deep below my wool and
cotton: transmitting.
As we round the corner where Edwin should have been, the panic grips tighter, for there, in a huge
swath, lies a seething hell of frozen white rubble. The aftermath of the dread Canadian tsunami.
The climbing seems endless as we toil up across the mess, probing and searching for any sign of our pal.
Suddenly I see a hand thrust Out of the white chaos and I blunder toward it digging furiously to free our
trapped friend. His head is surrounded by dendritic faceting. I pommel the debris away from his face and
see that he is still conscious. Lori and Will have arrived and they are dragging his legs up out of depths of
alpine phenomena and crumpled botany. Eon has first aid, so she checks Edwin over and pronounces him
slightly shocky, but otherwise fine. Edwin spits Out some confetti and admits to underestimating the hazard.
“I didn’t think that one term’s notes could be so dangerous.”
“I told you about the depth hoar,” intones Will. “You can thank cheapskate Eon for that. She
insisted on turning off all the heat when we went away for that weekend at the beginning of the month. I
warned her. ‘Eon,’ I said, ‘things are getting unstable up there in the loft with all those notes, a sudden drop
in temperature and you’ll get a temperature gradient and then God knows what might happen.’ But oh, no...
would she listen to me? little Miss physics major, you’d think she’d know better. It’s not even warm now.
It’s warmer outside than it is in this house. We just have to eat more to make up for it. And it’s so cold my
brain can’t function enough to make sense Out of any of these notes, let alone straighten them into some
semblance of order. Dammit.”
“Well, little Mr. alpine science double major, if you didn’t make so many notes we wouldn’t have this
problem in the first place! Why can’t you be normal and keep all your notes in a cardboard box!? You’re
not even tenured yet, and you’ve got so many notes people daren’t visit without rescue gear. I warned you in
October, ‘William,’ I said, ‘put those notes on floppy disk or we’re in trouble.’ But would he listen to
me?...’
Looking up above the fracture line, I notice a precarious cornice of high altitude zoology. I feel that
it’s up to me to make peace now; “Well gang, I think we should let this stuff settle for another few days
before we tackle it again. What say we ski up to the Wheeler hut in the meantime?”
‘I’m in,” says Will.
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“Yeah, lets get the hades out of here, adds Edwin. And Lori fills out the troop; “Me too, it’s much
too spooky around here.”
As Edwin slowly trudges off down the jumbled field of facts, he drawls, “We’ll just let this incident
sink into the archives.”

Avalanche School
Charles Evans

December 1990

Deadlines, like fine china, are made to be broken. When Brian Jones said to be outside Merlin’s at
eight o’clock, I think everybody decided someone would be late, so they themselves could budget an eatra
five to thirty minutes. Finally, we were all there and we were distributed our gear for the day. A
preliminary transceiver check had us following Brian around the base fiddling with the damn things and
feeling very foolish, until I looked over at a young Japanese couple who, bedecked in the clothing equivalent
of the Canadian GNP for 1987, set up their two way radios for on-the-hill communications (probably more
use for trying to score a cheeseburger when the Round House gets really packed). Suddenly I felt a whole
lot less silly. Presumably because I had not yet embarked into the humbling world of telemark skiing.
From the base it was a half hour of lifts and shaky dismounts as all the ex-downhillers in the group
realized that you can’t lean backward over telemarks. Being a lift operator might not pay well but the
entertainment must be worth it. Eventually we reached the top of Seventh Heaven, and descended to
Blackcomb Lake, where we began digging shear pits and trying to impress our instructors with out vast
knowledge of avalanches (gleaned from a half hour of reading the FMCBC manual in the back of Mike
Sample’s truck on the way up to Whistler). Then we began so plumb the depths and mysteries of that
smazing animal, the Pieps. The individual searches we did were a combination of avoiding insulting your
psrtner’s intelligence and trying to be as devious as possible, without losing one of the units in the snow. I
spent most of my first search stumbling around incompetently, blaming may lack of auditory acuity on a head
cold that seemed to be turning into a career. I might have been believed if I hadn’t tripped over the Pieps,
and then tried to look very nonchalant and professional.
The group searches and probe lines required a certain amount of the willing suspension of disbelief,
although Best Supporting Actress nominations go out to Janet for being a hysterical, albeit rather abrasive,
lone survivor, whose buddies all seemed to be rather small, being clothed in an Ortovox pouch, a hat, and
one who had gone skiing dressed only in a pack. The one in the pack received multiple puncture wounds
during the probe search (sorry about that Janet) but it was rather amusing. Actually the whole course would
have been a riot, if they hadn’t shown that video of the people who had lost friends in avalanches. The
matter of fact way that one woman described how one friend died at the site and the other succumbed in the
helicopter made me realize how incredibly brief our appearance on this planet is, as if the mountain were
just swatting mosquitoes.
After all this excitement we skied out a trail that was okayed by a ski patrol guy who we probably
should have watched after we left to see if he was doubled over with paroxysms of laughter. The early part
of the trail was good, but at about half way when we had to begin to take flying leaps over open streams my
enthusiasm was dampened to say the least. This does not mean I fell into a stream, although I believe
someone did, it’s just it is so hard to absorb the scenery while doing a snowplow over snow and rocks. Thank
God for rentals. The day was capped off by downloading to the view of a beautiful sunset and the music of
my sinuses depressurizing so loudly that Greg took cover on one side of the chair, expecting to be showered
with pieces of my head when it exploded. Ah, ye of little faith. All in all, a very good course, but how can
you dislike it when the best avalanche avoidance technique they teach is: Stay in the bar.
Participap:
many!

Microwaves and Snow Caves
Denie Robichaud

January 19.20, 1991

Some of us wondered about John’s plans to lead us up to Garibaldi Lake via the Microwave Tower
road and Black Tusk.
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Come and join the party inside a foggy snowcave.
Photo by Denie Robichaud

“Kinda far isn’t it John?”
‘Naw, we’ll just scoot up to the Microwave Towers, maybe do a little side step towards the Tusk, enjoy
a few runs, glide through the meadows and then slide into a nice warm shelter on the frozen shore of that
serene and scenic Garibaldi Lake.’
Sounds nice John but this happens to be only my second weekend on telemark skiis. I’m not quite
sure what I’m capable of yet.’
‘Well if worse come to worse, we’ll only do one run down the Tusk.”
We left bright (actually it was dark) and early Saturday morning. We met at church at 5:45 AM
(Catholic Keeners?) and hoped to Start skiing at 8:00 AM. At 9:00 we were still trying to push Eric’s VW
van up that long skating rink known as the Microwave Tower road. Since we found it easier to just let it
slide down the hill we decided to abandon it and use Dave’s 4-wheel drive to shuttle our gear to the trail
head.
It’s 10:00 AM and we’re off. It’s promising to be a clear and beautiful day with more of the same on
Sunday. Kili took the lead to break the trail. This of course was not only unnecessary, since we were skiing
on two inches of crust, but also quite useless since Kill’s a dog. After skiing the first hill and across some flat
terrain Mike wondered why the #?$! he rented plastic skins, It appears that plastic skins are the next best
thing to 60 grit sand paper.
As we periodically stopped for Mike to catch up, or to dig into our packs to see what each of us
brought to nibble on, or to take pictures, or to drink water, or to enjoy the scenery, or to wait for Mike to
catch up Dave, unaware of our leisureliness, ventured forth to find us a nice spot to have lunch. Things were
going along quite well until a snowmobile came by after which things got a lot better. You see, our fine
friend in his noisy, polluting, violent contraption unknowingly produced a lovely trail of crushed crust which
prevented our skiis from sliding about and more importantly muffled the noise that our Skins were making on
the hard crust. Finally, I was able to hear what Barb was saying.
As the sun began to set, Mark and I reached the ridge below the microwave towers. But where was
Garibaldi Lake and its warm cabins? Miles away. Where were our fellow participants? Miles away?? As
the last rays of the sun peered through the mountains, the rest of our clan showed up. It was obvious now
that those few runs down the Tusk had dwindled to none. it was time to set up camp.
Shovels in hand, Dave and I began to dig a kitchen table and all. Eric suggested we build a snow
cave and Barb gleefully agreed. Snow cave? What’s a snow cave I asked. Four hours and six exhausted and
drenched shovelers later I find out. As snow caves go I must admit that this was the best that I had ever
seen. The dining room and recreation room were a little bit small but the long drop was definitely a bonus.
Eric, Mark, Barb, Scott and I covered the floor with our Thermarests and one by one snuggled into our
sleeping bags, soggy and exhausted.
As the light showed through yonder cave hole we well rested cave dwellers arose to face the glorious
morn (bit-o-Shakespeare) and togo to the bathroom. Eric, Mark, Barb and Kill headed back to the van so
as to attend a party that evening while the rest of us skied up to the top of Empetrium Peak to bask in the
sun and to enjoy the ski down. We aborted the idea of skiing out via Garibaldi Lake and Rubble Creek and
decided to head out the same way and ski the same way, ie. leisurely, as we came in. After copious face
plants, bum plants and flip turns we finally made it back to the cars. As the sun went dowts we took off our
boots, got into some dry clothes, ate our remaining morsels of food and waited for Mike to catch up.
-

-

ParilciDants:
John McCarter
Eric Nodwell
Scott Phillips
Denie Robichaud

George
Barbara Bell
Dave
Kili

Allaire
Mark Nodwell
Mike

Mt. Matier
January 26-27, 1991

Dave Pteiffer

Noontime on a Friday before an upcoming weekend of beautiful weather but appalling ski conditions.
Crusty, bulletproof snow everywhere. What to do. Jan appeared at the clubroom to inspect his trip sheet for
a day’s skiing at Diamond Head. His was still the sole name on it.
“The snow is like concrete” I said.
What to do. Hmm. Time for a climb. But what to climb? With minimal persuasion I convinced Jan
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that the forecasted fine weather demanded an overnight somewhere rather than Just a day trip. After some
indecision Wedge Mt. was agreed upon. Although I had climbed Wedge once before (with Jan as a day trip,
of course), I hadn’t been up it in the winter. Sounded fun. Soon an eager Lucy signed up too. A trip was in
the makings.
Early the following a.m. Jan greeted me with a “Good morning how does Matier sound?”
“Matier, hmm. Sounds great!”
So Mt. Matier it was. We picked up Lucy and were off. Midway between Squamish and Whistler the
new day had fully arrived. Sunlight was now catching the Tantalus range. Spectacular. As we drove I pulled
do was wait until a trip had begun before
Out my crampons and tools. Something I had sworn I would
adjusting my crampons. Yet here I was doing exactly that after realising late the previous night that my
crampons didn’t fit my new boots. I fiddled and fussed with no success. On each crampon one particular nut
and bolt appeared to be permanently fused together. We drove on. Midway between Whistler and
Pemberton I was still doing battle with my crampons. Still no success. Conversation had now ceased. I was
becoming incredibly frustrated. At this point it seemed we had two options: 1) I would wait the following
day as they climbed Matier without me, or 2) we would stop at a gas station in Pemberton and I would try to
borrow some better tools. A third option I feared my two companions were probably considering was: simply
drop off the character with the maladjusted crampons on the roadside and forget about him.
We stopped in Pemberton. Lucy and I borrowed some tools from two kind mechanics. As we
worked, the first, then the second mechanic abandon the car engines they had been labouring over and
wandered our way. The four of us huddled over the crampons. Minutes passed. Eventually a solution was
reached, the problem solved (it turned out to be embarrassingly simple). We thanked them for their help
and they thanked us for the diversion. Off we drove.
Finally the trip itself began. Our basic plan of attack was to ski into the Cerise Creek hut and then
the following day ascend Matier via its N side. As predicted, the weather was indeed beautiful. Cloudless
skies gave us a fine view of our objective as well as its neighbouring peaks, particularly Joffre. On reaching
the hut we still had some daylight left. So it was off to Vantage Peak. That turned Out to be an enjoyable
and fairly mellow ski/climb. We were able to get perhaps two thirds the way up it on skis. The crampons
went on only for the last fifty meters or so. Mine fit perfectly. We reached the summit just after sunset and
in the fading light were rewarded with an impressive view of Matier and friends. Descending wasn’t too bad,
although skiing down on the crusty snow in the dark did provide a few interesting moments to spice things
up.
Upon returning to the hut we were greeted by roughly 15 others, all intent on staying in the cabin.
Ah yes, backcountry solitude. That night Lucy chose warmth and slept upstairs among many tightly packed
snoring bodies while Jan opted for cold silence and put up a tent. I, in the process of weighing the pros and
cons of either place, dozed off on a bench downstairs (where I remained fur the night) next to a group of
fnndue eating skiers.
Morning arrived with crystal clear skies. Mt. Matier and Joffre Peak glowed with the pinkish hue of
early light as we set off. Truly beautiful. The first few hours involved a long steady uphill ski as we worked
our way towards the plateau between the two peaks, where Matier Glacier sits. As things started to get
steep, crusty snow made footing a little unreliable on skis. Skis went on backs, crampons on feet. Noonish
we reached the plateau and I was blown away by the vistas we were beginning to get.
We didn’t break for long at this point since it was a bit cold to remain stationary. I briefly took off
my Gore-tex jacket to add a final sweater and found the inside of the jacket coated with a layer of ice. So
much for “breathable Gore-tex. I then found a litre-sized ice cube occupying my water bottle. Yep, a bit
cold.
The final 300 meters or so to the summit were quite straightforward, fun, and not as intimidatingly
steep as I had anticipated. As we had hoped, the lousy snow conditions for skiing made climbing conditions
ideal. Throughout the climb, right to the summit, we were able to kick good firm steps into the solid snow.
The summit itself is kind of wild. It consists of a narrow, blunt ridge about 20 ft. across. I found the concept
of standing at 9100 ft. on a 20 ft. wide ridge pretty neat for some reason. The views from up there on that
clear day were magnificent.
Once reaching our goal, the top, we stuck around for 10 mm., took our hero photos, and began our
descent. An hour after dark we reached Jan’s truck, all smiles, and headed home.
Pprticlpants:
Jan Palaty

Lucy Dc Serrs

Dave Pfeiffer
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Welch Peak-Northwest Face
or
Wonderful Wmter Wanderings on Welch
January 26, 1991

John McCarter

It was an ideal weekend for some winter mountaineering: clear and sunny with hard-packed frozen
snow. In the clubroom that Friday, Ken showed me the photo of Welch (8000’) in Fairley’s guide (p.292). A
day trip to the highest peak on the Cheam range with 45° snow and a reasonable approach? Was I
interested?
After borrowing a pair of well-used leather boots from Ken (mine picked this particular weekend to
get resoled) we left UBC at 4 a.m. on Saturday and picked up Darlene en route to Burnaby where we
rendezvoused with Tom’s spacious but utterly heartless Volkswagen van. Turning off the Chilliwack road we
had not gone a kilometre before encountering a washout at Foley creek which even Tom’s monster truckcrushing van could not Surmount and we started off on foot around 7 am.
We had not brought skis and did not need them, for though there was snow over the entire approach,
it was very consolidated. After a few hours of logging road slogging up the Airplane creek valley, crossing
the creek and negotiating some old avalanche debris we reached a wide snow gulley leading up to the WelchStill col. Crampons were used in the upper section of this gulley because once again the snow was very hard
and icy, but made for excellent travel and was quite safe as far as avalanches were concerned.
We had lunch at the col and admired the views of nearby Slesse and distant Mt. Baker on this truly
beautiful sunny afternoon. We set off on the final 300m of the northwest face over 3rd class snow and
belayed the final pitch to the summit, arriving about 3 p.m. Incredible! After much photography and
contemplation on the skiing possibilities down (The horror! The horror!’), we began our descent, finding an
easy gulley near the summit and dropping down the face the way we had come. The spectacle of the sun
setting behind Mt. Baker in this icy landscape was amazing. An hour later a nearly full moon rose from
behind the summit of the peak we had just climbed, throwing a cold white illumination over the slopes,
making headlamps unnecessary.
At this stage of the day, the trek down the logging road to Tom’s van seemed to take forever but we
eventually arrived back where we had started over 7000’ lower and 13 hours later. There remained only the
drive back to Vancouver (with a much-needed stop in Chiliwack for grease and Cokes) to cap a tiring but
very enjoyable day in the mountains.
Particiant:
Ken Legg
John McCarter

Darlene Anderson
Tom’s van

Tom Hamilton

Welch Peak N.W. Face
Ken Legg

January 26, 1991

This was my third attempt on the route, and I guess third time lucky. Still, I can’t comprehend the
emotions for someone like Greg Child as he headed back into K2 for the third time my trip was only for a
day. In 1982 I was part of the first ascent party but two of us stopped only 200 feet from the summit while
the others continued on [VOCJ 1981 pWl]. On my second attempt a fine blue January sky quickly became a
cloudy, rainy, miserable November nightmare we sloshed back down to the car, and wrung out our socks.
This time all was perfect. A week of sunny skies had consolidated the snow, the avalanche hazard was
minimal, the car worked, the people were great, and the skies were clear.
After an early morning rendezvous at the Sheraton we hit the road. Due to heavy rains and flooding
in November Foley Creek had washed out the Foley Lake road about 1km from the turnoff from the
Chilliwack River road, adding an extra 2-3 km’s to our journey.
Our first brush with death occurred less than a kilometre down this road. Snow lay a few inches deep
on the ground, and the two tire tracks that ran down the road had collected water and frozen into icy tracks.
As we crested a small hill we saw a camper ahead of us hit its brakes, slide down the tracks and come to a
quick stop at the bottom of the hill. We were committed! Tom pounded on the horn as we slid
-

-
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uncontrotiably down the rails. The ase murderer in the camper (Who else would be in the Chilliwack Valley
at 6:00 AM?) didn’t move, but somehow Tom managed to swerve our van off the road just in time to avoid
l’bting him. As we lurched to a halt in the ditch the camper sped off down the road, abandoning us. We
slapped chains on the van, pushed it out of the ditch, and carried on with our trip.
It was easy walking on the crisp snow and within 2 hrs we sat snacking and looking up at Welch from
the snow covered logging road near the head of Airplane Creek. The gulley that leads from the creek up to
the Welch-Still col seemed much longer than I had remembered oh well there was nothing for it but to
plod on up. We descended down to the creek (200 feet), John and I leaping and hollering, and easily made
our way across the open water. The first part of the gulley was unaesthetic we wound our way through the
rozen lumps of avalanche debris and continued slogging up. We took a short break for a little ice climbing
(Bouldering?) on seepage that dribbled down the sides of the gulley and then continued on. The sun grew
stense and we stripped down for a little tanning.
The N.W. Face of Welch proper is less than 1,000 feet high, but to get there one must ascend almost
7,000 feet, so by the time the face is reached the climbing is mostly over. This was something else that I had
forgotten over the intervening nine years, helped no doubt by the spectacular photo in Bruce’s guide which
makes the route look almost Himalayan in scale. We soloed up various lines on the face, sticking more to
the Redekop and Stsir route than the de Jung, Fairley, and Redekop. We brought out the rope for a
sporting direct assault on the summit, then the four of us lay around taking in the familiar vista from the
8,000 foot summit as the day waned.
While descending the face we were treated to one of the most magnificent sunsets I Itave ever seen in
the mountains. A full moon rising in the cobalt skies of the east, the sky changing to vibrant turquoise
above, and igniting into orange/red flames over Baker in the west. This is a thoroughly worthwhile route,
but next time I’d camp at the head of Airplane Creek in a position to climb up Knight, Baby Monday,
Stewart, Still, and Welch. All are worthwhile objectives, especially in the winter. Two hours later we were
back at the car tired but content.
Death was faced a second time on the drive home with second helpings at Chilliwack’s Burger King.
-

-

Participants:
Darlene Anderson

Tom Hamilton

John McCarter

Ken Legg

Mt. Harvey, North Face
Peter Fredman

January 26, 1991

Afler a two year visit to Sweden, I was hack. Back to the city of Vancouver. Back to the B.C.
mountains, and back to face all the rugged weather systems moving in from the Pacific Ocean. .Most of the
people in the VOC were still around, and so was the mountain.
‘rwo years ago, in 1989, we tried it twice with no success. Now the conditions were perfect. Under a
dark, clear sky, full of stars we made our way out of the sleeping city this early morning.
After leaving the car at the parking lot in Lions Bay, we started to hike up the old logging road
toward Mt. Harvey. Soon we hit the snow. It was hard, very hard, It took us only about two hours to walk
up to the base of the ramp leading up to the left under the north face of Harvey.
Here we put the crampons on, and headed up the ramp. The snow was now even harder, and parts of
the way ttp to the face we had to climb on exposed ice.
When we got a good sight of the north face and our route, it was obvious it had changed since 1989.
Less snow, more rock and ice. We looked suspiciously at several rock sections covered b thin crusty ice.
Andy suggested we should try a new start of the route, just to avoid the first very steep pitch. After some
discussion we decided to continue up along the ramp to take a look at the wall higher up.
We climbed some fairly steep sections of snow and ice and finally reached the top of the ramp.
Above us we had the very left part of Harvey’s north face. Anxious to start climbing and lo stay warm in the
cold wind, Andy set off for the first pitch. Unfortunately he found it completely unprotectable. Craig and I
watched him from some distance, while Muriel belayed. As the time now had passed noon, and the
conditions were as they were, we decided to pick a route even further to the left of the face.
Andy now climbed over to the left, and after passing some steep ice he found a nice big tree to attach
himself to. Muriel, myself then Craig followed, amazed by the “good belays Andy had put in.
After this warm up, I took the lead and experienced climbing on a mis of rock, ice, bushes, trees,
mosses,.., all hidden under nice soft snow. Finally I made my way up a fairly steep chimney and put in the
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belay for the rest of the party. The last pitch up to the small plateau below the summit was an easy one on
snow, with a few rocks sticking up.
When we reached the summit we got one of those moments you never forget. The sun had just set
behind Vancouver Island giving the sky a beautiful reddish colour. The sea was like a dark mass below us.
Behind the Lions we could see the lights of Vancouver.
I sat on my pack and just enjoyed being out here. A short moment of total satisfaction. Then we Set
off down the mountain guided by the white, faded light of the moon.
Particinants:
Peter Fredman
Craig Hollinger

Muriel Pacheco

Andy Pacheco

A Priceless Trip
Brian Waddington

February 10, 1991

This trip was part of a war on boring day trips. I’d had my fill of Diamond Head, Metal Dome,
Sproatt and so on and I wanted to go somewhere new. Not that the Lake area is exactly new country, but
Mt. Price, now there was a peak I hadn’t been up. And its within day trip range’ So when Dive asked me to
lead a trip for the club, I chose Mt. Price.
As luck would have it, the weather was great. It was beautifully sunny and warm it felt like April.
We got a good early start up the Black Tusk trail and made it to Lake before noon in spite of having to
carry our skis up the first couple of kilometres of the trail. Things were looking good, but then a
route-finding decision had to be made. We could ski into Price Bay, up Clinker Peak (a subsidiary Summit),
and then to the top of Price. But that side looked pretty steep and the avalanche hazard was definitely
non-zero after the recent snowfall. So we opted for a different route up the north ridge (which was partly
hidden from view). This looked best on the map.
So we cruised across the lake, admiring views of Black Tusk, Castle Towers, Sphinx, and so on, before
starting up the ridge. The bottom part went well, but about two thirds of the way up the ridge sort of
dead-ended into an avalanche death slope. It may have been possible to descend a bit and fly another line
farther west, but it was already two thirty and there just wasn’t time. So we had a rest, took in the view, and
psyched up for the descent. The psyching up was required by the snow conditions, which consisted of a
rather rude breakable crust to begin with. Fortunately the snow improved down near the lake so we did get
some good turns in.
After re-crossing the lake we plunged down the dreaded Black Tusk trail. We hoped to ski down
beside the Barrier, but one look dashed that hope. There just wasn’t enough snow. So we continued on
down the trail, which turned out to be reasonably skiahie. Unfortunately Peter twisted an ankle, and Denise
broke a binding, which sort of took the fun out of it. So we returned to the car at a suitably late (dark)
hour, and headed for home, Priceless.
-

Pprticioants:
Darlene Anderson Peter Celliers
Brian Waddington

Denise Hart

VOC Mountain
Ken Legg

February 21-24, 1991

THURSDAY: I can’t believe the weather. The forecast had been miserable and I had resigned
myself to spending 4 days yo-yoing on the slopes above Singing Pass. Now it looks like we have hit the best
weekend of the winter. It was midterm break at UBC, a generous four day holiday, and just enough time to
reach elusive VEEOCEE mountain, tucked in the McBride range behind the Spearhead Traverse. The
peak had been named for our club by the Ricker-Port party in 1964, but it was Roland Burton, Peter Macek,
and Peter Thompson who made the first ascent two years later [VOCJ 1966 p.66].
We were a party of five: Chris, Patrick, Peter, Gerald, and myself. At 10:00 we left the designer suits,
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and fluorescent skiis of Whistler Mountain Resort and began up the trail to Singing Pass. The devastation
caused along the trail by the high winds of mid December was frightening. Vast areas of timber were
flattened, trees shattered or uprooted, but lucky for us the trail had already been cleared of the worst
obstacles. Last call in the Railway Club the night before was probably not a good idea despite the good
band. We made it to the Himmeisbach hut at Russet lake where we spent the night. A few of the party
were exhausted by the ski in, and I soon found Out why. Chris and Patrick pulled out a huge bag of
premade chili damned good but it must have weighed 10 lbs. Gerald produced a full sized mushroom
quiche from the Nam where he works. The wind began to howl outside the hut as we blew out the candles
and slept.
-

FRIDAY: “Roll!, “Roll!”, The yell echoed out across Refuse Pinnacle. Chris dove down the South
face. His left foot had knocked a cornice the size of a Volkswagen van down the North side. The fracture
line continued back paralleling two feet above our tracks. That was too close and I don’t think Chris’ heart
rate fell below 200 until well after dinner. If you ever pass this way take heed.
The weather was again perfect, the wind had died, and it was fast travelling atop the wind packed
snow. We skied up to the col between Fissile and Whirlwind and then cut over to Refuse Pinnacle. We
took off our skiis and kicked steps up the SW ridge. We brought the rope Out to belay people and packs up
one 20 foot step and walked on up to the summit. Just over the top we had our cornice incident, after
which we used the South face to reach the flat glacier beyond. We skied up toward Benvolio, Peter, Chris
and I skied up Overlord and cranked a few turns back down. When we reached the high point by the
summit of Benvolio we faced a decision. Should we proceed on to Veeocee mountain or continue on with
the Spearhead traverse? We chose to camp here and tomorrow make a long day trip to Veeocee.
SATURDAY: We got away around 7:00, and cranked tele turns down 3000 feet of ego snow. About
a quarter of the way down the binding plate on Gerald’s ski broke almost in half and was hanging on by a
thread. Sadly he had to turn back and spend the day sitting in the sun and reading Candide. The four of us
continued on and descended down through the trees and bush to the Chekamus river. We crossed around
4500 feet where the river is merely a trickle and began climbing back up the Ubyssey creek. In less than an
hour we were up on the flat moraine at the toe of the glacier. The trip through the trees had been much
easier than I had expected since there was enough snow to cover all the obstacles. The Ubyssey is a flat
ambling glacier and we covered ground quickly. We stopped for a snack in a spot where we could see the
summit of McBride on our left and Veeocee on our right. It was early afternoon when Chris and Patrick
decided to start back. Peter and I skied up the steepening slopes on the flank of Veeocee and soon saw the
others ski down the glacier and start the trip back. We zigzagged up the slope, gained the ridge through a
natural break in the cornices, and skied up to the summit. The sun had baked these slopes and now they
were starting to freeze as the afternoon waned, we dug the edges of our skils in and continued up. From the
warn summit the familiar peaks of Garibaldi Park take on a new perspective and we looked about relearning
the faces of old friends. We were sitting a 7800 feet and could just see the summit of Benvolio and our
waiting camp through a gap in the Summit ridge of Chekamus mountain. Is was a mere 500 feet more
elevation to return to our camp unfortunately the Chekamus River lay between us and a warm sleeping
bag. The north east face of the mountain was an amazing ski. It was steep and covered in 8” of light
powder on top of a hard surface. It seemed like only minutes before we regained the glacier below, and
coasted down our tracks and out across the moraine. We skied down through the trees and caught the last
rays of the sun while quenching our thirst in the Chekamus.
We could see the other two just leaving tree line on the other side when we began up. It was tough
going now that the sun warmed snow was freezing up. Eventually we reached tree line, then Detour Ridge,
and then continued up the slopes to camp, the near full moon illuminating the eerie scene, and casting long
clear shadows. Gerald had a big pot of water on, we drank and headed off to sleep.
-

SUNDAY: The weather was still perfect. We packed up camp and skied around the north side of
Overlord. When we got to the ridge that splits the two glaciers on this side the snow level was lower than I
had remembered and we had to bring out the rope to lower down Gerald and the Packs. [We had to lower
Gerald because his ski was duct taped to his boot and nearly impossible to take offi. We skied under
Overlord and Refuse Pinnacle and saw the shattered blocks that we had sent down two days before. On the
ski down from Whirlwind Gerald’s ski finally gave up but luckily from the depths of his pack came a spare
pair of snowshoes! With webbed feet he was more than able to keep up. We skied down to Singing Pass,
over the musical bumps and down into the lifts of whistler. Gerald got a lift down on a snowmobile, Patrick
took the gondola, and the rest braved the treacherous ice sheets of the lower mountain. With the onset of
darlcness we found refuge in the longhorn pub.
-
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SPECIAL FEATURES

Greg Bissegger in Joshua Tree
Scott Phillips

V

February 1991

As most readers will know, at the time of this writing (February 1991) Greg Bissegger lies in hospital
in a semi-comatose state. It has been over seven weeks since he suffered a tragic fluke accident while hiking
in Northern California on the return journey from the VOC Joshua Tree trip
Although I didn’t really know Greg very well before the trip, after travelling with him, sharing a tent
with him, sharing food with him, and climbing with him for ten days we got to know each other quite well. I
came to like Greg a lot. His incessant good humour, wide smile, enthusiasm, and social poise made him
popular with everyone in our group.
This article is a personal recollection of Greg’s involvement in the trip. I want to give a bit of an
impression of Greg as I came to know him. In addition, an account of the events surrounding his accident is
included.
No description of the annual VOC Christmas pilgrimage to Joshua Tree would be complete without
some mention of the seemingly endless thirty hour drive down. Our adventure started with Dave Chow,
Greg Bissegger, and myself all trying to wedge ourselves and a good portion of our worldly possessions into
Dave’s poor little Honda Accord. True to VOC form, Dave and I showed up at the Bissegger’s house in
White Rock on December 26, at the crack of noon. The car was already dangerously loaded. The trunk was
ready to explode, and the back seat was partially full. We nursed the faint hope that Greg would not have
too much gear.
When Greg opened the door of the house, we looked behind him at his mound of gear and knew that
our wish was not to be. In addition to the normal overstuffed pack, Greg’s gear included a full sized
camping cooler, a sleeping bag, a five gallon bucket, a rope, and a pillow. Oh, and of course a shoe box full
of cookies especially baked by his sister Marianne.
Somehow, this collection of equipment was forced into the car, leaving a hole just big enough for a
person in the back seat. This lucky individual would have to appreciate having a sleeping bag wedged
between his knees, and not have any desire to change positions more than once every five or ten hours.
Greg had the good fortune to be in the back first.
After saying his goodbyes to his parents and his little nephew, Greg crunched himself into the back.
Once he had settled into position he suddenly realized that we had only two cassette tapes in the car to get
us all of the way to California and he dashed back into the house to grab a more ample supply.
Unfortunately, it turned Out that the only accessible speaker was directly behind the rear passenger’s
head. Thus if the volume was set to a reasonable level for the people in the front seat, the level in the hack
was enough to bring on deafness. After a few attempts at listening to the Blues Brothers and Pink Floyd, the
cassette deck was abandoned.
Greg had thought for some reason that we were to pick him up at 9:00 AM, and thus after a mad rush
to get everything together in time he had been forced to wait around for us for four hours. This wait had not
visibly damped his enthusiasm however. We were all in high spirits when we set off, despite the daunting
Isrospect of the thirty hours of driving that awaited us.
With its enormous load, the unfortunate car had absolutely no suspension left. Every little bump that
the car went over was transmitted directly to us inside. It is a good thing that the 1-5 highway is relatively
smooth.
The first eight hours of driving were really fun. We laughed a lot, and told stories, and ate cookies,
and got to know each other. Al one point Greg said something about how he enjoyed being outside
pounding nails in the predawn hours of rainy winter mornings. He had my full respect after that.
Betore this winter I had met Greg twice, so I already knew him a bit. We had been on a Smith Rocks
climbing trip in 1989 where he was the life of the party. I remember him with a T-shirt tied to his head
cracking jokes all the way up a climb called ‘Tammy Baker’s Face’. One of my favourite climbing pictures
shows him on that route with muscles bulging, and a big smile on his face.
I had also met him on a cool fall morning when the I was called out with the other members of the
Maple Ridge Search and Rescue team to find a pair of overdue hikers, including one Greg Bissegger. We
found them, none the worse for their ordeal, walking along the trail in Golden Ears park after an unplanned
bivouac in a gully near Edge Peak. They were a bit embarrassed to be made such a fuss of. I remember
giving Greg a friendly razzing about having to go searching for him. I don’t think he ever forgot his
headlamp again.
Of the latter twenty hours of the drive, only a few memories have survived. One is of being asleep in
the passenger Seat with my head between my knees and vaguely being aware of Greg reassuring the
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Greg Bissegger climbing in Smith Rocks.
Photo by Craig Hollinger

California agriculture inspector that I was still alive. Another is driving through plains filled with thousands
of lofty windmills churning the air as Greg dozed fitfully in the back.
Upon reaching the town of Yucca Valley, which borders Joshua Tree, in the evening of the second
day we filled all of our containers with water before heading into the park. Greg had his beloved five gallon
bucket full of water sitting on his lap. The car, of course, rode even lower and rougher than before. Every
time we went over a bump, the sound of a little splash would come from the back and Greg would get a bit
more cold water in his lap. He was being quite stoic about the whole affair until the car hit an especially
large pot hole which set off a little tidal wave, inundating Greg and the back seat. Abandoning his self
sacrificing state of mind he jumped out of the car and dumped the whole bucket load out onto the road in
disgust. It was several days before the seat was dry enough to sit on again.
Our arrival in Joshua Tree was exciting and awe inspiring. In the moonlight we could see the plains
filled with jagged and faintly sinister looking joshua trees stretching to the mountains in the distance. Dotted
throughout the terrain, were rounded granite formations jutting out of the ground. The place had something
of the same fairyland feeling to it as Smith Rocks has. Despite the exhaustion of the long drive, we were all
really excited about the prospect of climbing some of the rocks we could see.
Due to crowded conditions and strict rules governing the number of vehicles allowed at a site we
spent the first night away from the rest of the VOC gang, but were able to join up with them from the
second day on. Greg and I shared his big three man tent. Unfortunately his ultra decadent Camp Rest
sleeping mat deflated on the first night and his sleeping bag was not really warm enough to take up the slack,
but he took it with his customary good humour. On the second night, after some discussion, I finally
managed to convince him to trade his Thermarest for my working one. He returned it the next day, as soon
as he could borrow enough clothes from other people to keep him warm inside his sleeping bag.
Camp life was pretty idyllic with any number of eminently climbable crags within a ten minute walk of
the Hidden Valley campground where we were staying. A typical morning involved waking up some suitable
interval after the sun had risen, and oozing Out of the sleeping bag into the frosty air. After participating in
the communal morning festivities, plans were made and we would all head off to our chosen rocks.
Greg’s unvarying breakfast consisted of a bowl of cornmeal with hot water poured on top of it. Not
surprisingly, I never heard anyone else ask if they could try some. I have a photograph of Greg in the early
morning light with a bowl of this wretched stuff, holding out a spoonful appetizingly towards the camera. On
his face is his characteristic pixie grin, hinting at the unspoken joke. On his head, he wears his equally
characteristic purple hat, a strange looking purple woven crusher. Apparently this hat was given to his
girlfriend Lindsay’s sister as a fashion accessory. She didn’t appreciate it, and Greg ended up with it. In
Joshua Tree, Greg and his hat were inseparable.
Following breakfast an informal ‘hack session’ usually developed with up to nine people leaping
around spastically with their feet in the air and as many as two hackey sacks tracing graceful parabolas from
foot to foot. By far the best hackers were Charles Evans, Kwan-Neng Foo, and Greg. Greg could always be
counted on to keep the cheerful, and occasionally sarcastic, banter going on. He told the story of how back
at home, he and his roonunates had accidentally kicked off all of the drawer and appliance handles in the
kitchen during overenthusiastic hack sessions.
On our first day of climbing Greg, Dave and I headed out to Chimney Rock. Greg took the lead first
on a climb called the ‘West Face Overhang’. The Overhang is an interesting climb incorporating cracks, a
slab, a chimney, and a tricky runout section at the top that requires stemming with no hand holds. Greg
handled it with poise, protecting well when the opportunity to place protection arose. When he reached the
top section he was about fifteen feet above his last protection. He looked up at the intimidating flared
dihedral above him and decided that a traverse might be a good idea. After an unsuccessful attempt at
moving right, and another unsuccessful attempt at finding a protection placement he decided to stem the
dihedral. As Dave and I called encouragement to him, and Dave got ready to hold a big fall, Greg calmly
executed the final sequence and topped out.
One thing about Greg’s climbing style that impressed me was his carefulness. This description may
sound surprising after that last story. He would certainly take calculated risks sometimes when the climbing
demanded them, but when he had the opportunity to protect himself he took it seriously. He almost always
wore a helmet at Joshua Tree. In fact, I don’t recall seeing anyone who wore a helmet as much as Greg did.
When he placed protection he always did a thorough and meticulous job. Every piece was a chock, and
every chock was wedged in so tightly that there was no chance it could be worked loose. In addition, he was
not so caught up in the ego building aspect of climbing that his judgement was impaired. On several
occasions he backed off of climbs after deciding that they were too dangerous.
hack in camp Greg became somewhat of a social catalyst. Many of the people in our ‘group’ didn’t
know each other. Eric Clemson, Paul Kao, and Charles Evans had come down together and were one group.
Eric Nodwell had his van load, containing his brother Mark, Dave Vocadlo, Kwan-Neng Foo, and Ken
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Satake. Then there was a truck with Barb Bell and Steve Crowe. As Barb later noted, Greg moved around
talking to everybody and was important in giving the group some cohesiveness. He would just walk up to a
group and say Hey you goombayas”, or something equally ridiculous and everybody would laugh. He was
really comfortable in the middle of a group of people.
The day after the Chimney Rock climbs, I went off to Los Angeles for a few days to attend a wedding.
I have seen pictures of Greg taken during those days and I have heard that he had a great time. He climbed
a lot and gained quite a bit of leading experience. As usual, the pictures show him mugging for the camera,
and generally being a ham. Barb recalls Greg being a keen climber during those days, and heading out to
climb in the mornings while a lot of other people were still getting organized.
It was Tuesday when I returned from Los Angeles. Greg and Eric Clemson were away climbing in
Real Hidden Valley. This was also the day that Brian Topping, who had arrived with a party from SFU,
took a big ground fall and had to be helicoptered out to the hospital in Desert Hot Springs. In the evening,
we were all rather shaken and so, after hearing that Brian was okay, we all drove out to Desert Hot Springs
Spa to lounge in the pool. Greg was in his element running around with Charles to look at the other pooi
patrons (preferably of the female variety) and being a social whirlwind in our group.
On Wednesday, I awoke late enough to have missed what was apparently the best hack session of
them all. After breakfast, Greg and 1 headed off Echo Rock to check out the famous ‘Stichter Quits’. Greg
was enthusiastic and in good shape from all of the climbing he had been doing.
‘Stichter Quits’ was too busy to get onto so we contented ourselves with a couple of very nice bolted
slab routes just to the left of it. This was very aesthetic delicate friction climbing. The fact that the
protection was all bolts was a good way to ease back into climbing after the shock of Brian’s fall the day
before. We were both rather hesitant at first, but soon regained confidence.
Greg tried his first lead on ‘Stick To What?’, which at 5.9 was the highest grade he had attempted to
lead on the trip. The climb went very smoothly with no falls. After that easy success Greg was feeling very
confident so we decided to go around to the back of the rock to try an awkward 5.9 climb called ‘Pope’s
Crack’.
Again Greg took the lead. This climb was much more difficult than ‘Stick To What?’. Greg
proceeded shakily but definitely upwards. A couple of times as he was struggling to place chocks with his
legs spread far apart sticking tenuously to the walls of the dihedral I heard him talking to himself. “Come on
Greg”, he urged, in an admonishing voice as he struggled to control himself.
After an intense few minutes Greg passed the crux section and I started to relax on the belay a bit.
Suddenly I heard him call out in a semi-panicked voice, ‘holy @#$%!“. I snapped some tension into the
rope and looked around hurriedly to see if he had seen someone fall. I could see nothing unusual. Instead I
heard the same expletive in the same voice, this time laced with wonder. I was perplexed. What on earth
could have gone wrong? A few seconds later the answer was provided when I heard him exclaim “There’s a
tarantula in this crack and I almost jammed my hand into it!”.
After reaching the belay stance and quickly ‘detarantulizing’ it he belayed me up. Even seconding, 1
found the climb almost as difficult as Greg had found it. And sure enough, near the top there was a huge
hairy brown spider perhaps four inches long sitting in the bottom of the crack. In the cold weather it didn’t
seem very mobile and it was hardly moving, but it would still not have been a pleasant experience to thrust
a hand against it by accident. I was pretty careful to inspect all potential jam locations after that.
When I reached the belay Greg and I just looked at each other and had a good laugh. Then,
remembering the climb I said truthfully, ‘Hey, great lead man, I was scared just following.”. “Aww, you’re
just saying that”, he answered with that big loopy grin of his on his face, as he lounged back in a depression
in the rock, but I could tell that he was really pleased.
We managed two more routes that day, finishing the last one just as the last light of the sunset was
fading. As two tired climbers threaded their way through the desert back to camp Greg was jubilant. “This
is the best I’ve ever done’, he said. Those were great and memorable moments, walking along in the dusk,
talking in a newfound camaraderie.
Thursday dawned grey and rainy causing the collapse of our further climbing plans. Dave and Greg
headed into San Bernardino to do some shopping. Greg wanted to find a Christmas present for his
girlfriend. When they returned in mid afternoon, the rain was continuing unabated and it looked as though
it would stay for a while. We decided to pack up and head for home. None of us had to be back until
Sunday night, but neither did we want to stay in JT in the rain. By mid evening we were packed up and we
headed off replete with a big batch of burrito mix we had cooked up on a whim at the last moment.
We drove all night through fog and rain, passing by Redding, California just as the sun was beginning
to rise. The light was spectacular. About forty miles past Redding we looked up to see a group of jagged
and dramatic looking peaks up to our left. “Hey, those look like they would have some great climbing”, I
observed. “Let’s go climb them then”, answered Greg. Dave, who was half asleep in the back seat didn’t
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have any objection, and so on the spur of the moment we decided to do a two day climbing trip in what
turned out to be Castle Crags State Park. We were all pretty excited as we pulled to a stop and started to•
put our hiking and climbing gear together. Part of the emotion was the feeling of audacity at planning a trip
on ten seconds notice, and part of it was the beauty of the area. The air was crystal clear and the skies were
blue. The sun shone at a low angle through the pine trees and was just beginning to melt the frost on the
grass. It felt like an early summer day in Vancouver.
In a few minutes we were off with packs on our backs seeking a trail which would take us to the base
of the group of peaks. Greg, in typical manner, had insisted on carrying both the rope and the five pounds
of burrito mix. We found a trail with signs labelling it as the Pacific Crest Trail, and followed it for a while,
but were eventually forced to start bushwhacking. There was very little undergrowth so the bushwhacking
actually was quite easy. Eventually we worked our way up to a ridge to a point where we could get an
excellent view of the crags.
Castle Dome looked dominant, with a very dramatic looking face. Through binoculars we could see a
big ramp that led up to an obvious crack system. From a distance it looked as though there could be very
a
aesthetic ten pitch climb up the face with several escape routes in case things didn’t work Out. Greg and I
resolved to climb it the next day after spending the rest of the day doing reconnaissance.
The first task was to get around a large drainage at the base of the peak. We followed the ridge for
another half of an hour and eventually reached a col with a dramatic view of the mountains to the west.
Some very rugged, but easily crossable alpine terrain was all that separated us now from the dome and we
started looking around for a place to set up the tent. I wanted some pictures of Dave and Greg, so they
went ahead a little way, working their way slowly across the steep rocky terrain with manzanita bushes poking
up here and there.
I was waiting for Greg to appear from behind some bushes when the accident happened. There was
the sound of a small rock fall, and the sound of rock hitting rock broke the silence from roughly where
Greg
was. I didn’t think much of it except that Greg must have kicked loose some rock. I kept an eye out
for him
to appear in my sight, moving up through the rocks. He didn’t appear. Something seemed wrong, but I
dared not imagine the worst. ‘Greg!”, I called out, but there was no answer. Things didn’t make sense.
The
sound had been of a very small rock fall. There hadn’t been a cry. No visible cliffs were apparent.
He had
to be there. I called down to Dave, who was by now working his way down to where Greg should have
been.
“Greg!”, I called again, much louder, but only the silence of rock and the trickle of water answered
back.
A few seconds later I heard Dave’s voice call out, “Hey, I see him, he’s at the bottom of a gully!”. As
I maneuvered downwards, Dave managed to get to the bottom of the gully. Total disbelief was
the basic
thought in my mind, coupled with the fervent hope that nothing too serious had happened. ‘He’s
still
breathing’, came the next message. “Thank God’, I said to myself as I negotiated the last few
moves before
stepping down onto the flat bottom of the ravine. Greg was lying on his side on some gravel
at the bottom
of the small, but steep walled gully. One wall was angie at about fifty degrees, but was coated
about an inch
thick with water ice. The other side was vertical to overhanging and about thirty feet high.
Greg had
evidently slipped on some ice at the top and them slid down the ice ramp. A reddened rock near
the bottom
marked the spot where he must have hit his head.
Banishing the anger and dread that filled my head I tried to snap into a more effective rescue
mode.
I realized that even in the best case Greg would require a helicopter rescue and told
Dave to get ready for a
fast descent off of the mountain. As the more experienced in first aid, I would stay behind
to watch over
Greg.
Together we took his vital signs and moved him onto a Thermarest to prevent hypothermia
from
setting in. Since he was unconscious we had to put him in the 3/4 prone position
as carefully as possible
regardless of a possible spinal injury. He had been wearing a full pack so at least his
spine would have been
somewhat protected during the fall.
After the stability of the vitals had been established and recorded, Dave set off
to summon help. It
was 1:45. If he was fast, a helicopter would have a chance of making
it in before dark.
I began talking feverishly to Greg; urging him to wake up or at least to stay with us.
When I got to
the point of doing a body search I discovered that his pupil was not responding
to light, and the hope that
this would be just a quick concussion began to fade. I bandaged up his head.
So began a long waiting game.
I piled sleeping bags on him to keep him warm and monitored his vital signs every five
minutes for three
hours,
Meanwhile Dave had hastily bushwhacked his way down the mountain and out
to 1-5 in just over one
hour. He managed to flag down a passing car and dialled 911 from a nearby restaurant
to initiate the rescue
effort.
At about 4:30 I heard the sound of a faxed wing aircraft overhead circling, then
fifteen minutes later,
the sound of helicopter rotors moving our way. Blinking back tears I leaped up
from my kneeling position by
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Greg’s side and began to wave furiously with both arms. The helicopter circled a couple of times. I pointed
to the vol as the only obvious place to land. The chopper flew away. Twenty minutes later it was back.
Again it flew around us for awhile and then moved off towards the cot before settling down.
I found myself chattering inanely to Greg again, “It’s okay man. You just keep breathing, we’re going
to get you out of here. You just stay with us.”
In a few minutes a paramedic with a spine board appeared around the corner and together we put
Greg onto a neck immobilization device and then onto the spine board. Greg was still breathing deeply and
regularly.
For the next two hours, the four men who arrived in the helicopter laboured to lift Greg up to the col
while I belayed from above. Most of this work was done in the dark by headlamp. Eventually the chopper
was reached and Greg was loaded into it. The pilot made a daring takeoff in the dark in that rugged terrain
and we were off, following the glowing serpent of 1-5 back to Redding. As we landed at the hospital, a team
of orderlies was waiting and Greg was rushed off to the trauma unit.
As this is written, on February 26, almost two months have passed since the accident. In California it
was determined that Greg’s injuries were limited to his head. Greg stayed in the intensive care unit in Mercy
Medical Center in Redding for ten days before being deemed stable enough to be flown up to Vancouver.
At present he is at Vancouver General Hospital, but will be moved to a rehabilitation hospital by the time
the VOC Journal appears. He has improved substantially, and has progressed to the point where he can
open his eyes, and eat solid food but his long term prognosis is still unknown.

Overland Through Africa
February 1990 January t991

.Iacki Backhouse

-

While an account of travelling overland through Africa is not a typical entry for an outdoor journal
did do some hiking, climbing and rafting, and definitely had more adventure than I had originally bargained
on! This trip had all the elements which could class it as an “epic” and therefore worthy of an entry in the
VOC journal! It would be impossible to describe 11 months of travel, so I won’t even attempt it. The
following are a few of the highlights...
Driving from North to West Africa means crossing the Sahara desert. We did manage it, but only
after getting quite lost as our compass was permanently stuck on SSW. There were few landmarks only
sand, sun and sky. Occasionally we met passing Tuaregs in their flowing blue robes who flashed us flickers
of smiles and then rode off into the desert on their disdainful camels. We knew we were nearing civilization
when we saw cans and bottles left in the sand and the stripped, bare shells of vehicles that didn’t make it.
The vast timelessness of the shifting sands made me feel very insignificant. At night the sky was
magnificent I have never seen sunsets as vivid or stars as bright.
After the desert, we headed down to the beautiful beaches of the West African coast, and then inland,
eastward; to spend a month traversing Zaire. Its thick and seemingly impenetrable jungle was exciting and
made it my favourite country in Africa. Countless rivers and endless mud, jungle and smiling Pygmy faces
are my memories of a country where we needed no money for over two weeks; we simply traded empty
containers and T-shirts for fresh fruit and live chickens. It was here we visited the mountain gorillas made
famous by Dian Fossey and the movie Gorillas In The Mist”. Sitting next to a silverback (a mature male
gorilla, Ed.) in the dense mountain forest is an experience I’ll never forget.
Another unforgettable experience was witnessing the arrest and imprisonment of one of my travelling
companions for bathing nude in the jungle!! He was set free after a hefty fine some hours later. Ah, the
ironies of Africa.
Still in Zaire, a group of us hiked up a volcano in order to ready ourselves for the coming climb of
Mt. Kenya. In order to avoid the compulsory per person fee of $30 US and the hiring of a guide, we neatly
bypassed the headquarters and went up unaccompanied. Nyringongo Volcano (3470m) in the Virungas
erupted a few years ago and molten lava can be seen in the crater. Standing on the summit at dawn and
gazing at the surrounding volcanoes, we felt elated and free but that was not to last! When we descended
to the gravel road, we were amazed to see the entire stretch of road (approximately 2 km.) lined with locals.
They had come to see the action as armed soldiers gruffly escorted us to headquarters to be severely
chastised. My best French only seemed to annoy them further and after a 45 mm. dressing-down, we each
paid our $30 and sheepishly made our exit. An expensive hike!!
Our next experience with angry soldiers was being robbed in Uganda, by four soldiers with AK47’s.
They forced our driver to strip naked and lie in the grass with a gun at his head while the others relieved us
-

-

-
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-
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Ready for the ascent of Mt. Keyna, Africa.
Photo by Jacki Backhouse

of our cash. Feeling lucky to lose only money, we were anxious to leave Uganda and went straight to Kenya.
Kenya’s highest mountain (5200m) is not as popular as Tanzania’s Kilimanjaro, but it should be. The
hiring of guides and porters is not compulsory and peak and hut fees are quite reasonable. The 2 or 3 day
hike to the third highest peak (Point Lehana 4986m) is really spectacular. After braving the ‘vertical bog’
one is dwarfed by a forest of giant groundsels and lobelia. The highest hut hosted quite a collection of
climbers, hikers and tourists from all over the globe! I was so excited to be there, I went up Pt. Lehana thai
night and then again the next morning to catch the sunrise! Of our group of five, only one person suffered
form the effects of altitude. He became nauseated, disoriented and weak, but fully recovered on descent.
Mt. Kenya is a lovely mountain, and well worth exploring.
No less than four days later, we decided to go up Mt. Kilimanjaro, after all who would travel
through Africa and not attempt the highest peak of the African Continent? It seems the answer is no one, as
the trail up was very crowded with people. Because of the crowds, the uninteresting and unattractive
scenery, we nicknamed the trail the “Highway to Hell’. The five day climb can cost anywhere from $300 to
$900 (US) depending on who you book through and how adept you are at haggling. They know if you don’t
pay the price, someone else will come along soon enough who will, so the prices are high. (The six of us
paid $330 US each, including return transport to Nairobi.) At Kibo hut (the third and highest at 4700m) we
rested, ready for a one a.m. start to the summit. Our guides came along but soon turned back! We found
Out later neither had ever been to the summit and carried no food, flashlights or sunglasses and were all
inadequately clothed! The five hour scree slog in the dark was not fun and after our guides turned back we
spent an hour at Gillman’s Point (5685m) waiting for sunrise so we could see the way on to the peak.
Feeling very dizzy and very cold, we made the walk up the ice and rock to the summit Uhuru Peak
(5895m), the highest point I’ve ever been. The snow was formed into neve penitents which caught the early
morning sun and it was truly beautiful up there. Even with the blue sky and the gorgeous view, we were all
pretty keen to head down...my nausea and headache subsided once back at Kibo. On the Hell Highway once
again where we were accosted by our guides for tips!
After beach-bumming and driving through game parks, we visited Victoria Falls (of the Zambezi
River, which forms the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe). The falls are awesome!! The local name of
Mosi-O-Tunya means “the smoke that thunders” and is truly apt. A day spent walking through the park will
leave anyone impressed, and quite wet. We went whitewater rafting below the falls and it was brilliant! We
were treated to the spectacle of the falls from below, as well as the smell of rotting hippo flesh from an
unfortunate beast that was swept over the falls a few weeks before.
Two months of hitch-hiking through South Africa took us through some lovely mountains and along
beautiful coastlines. The Drakensburg Mountains (which border Lesotho) offer some great hiking and
climbing opportunities as do the canyons of the Eastern Transvaal. The Wild Coast of Transkei and the
Cape mountains are fantastic.
From South Africa, I flew to Cairo and spent a month there. My favourite memory is a three day sail
by felucca on the Nile. I felt a camaraderie with our Egyptian “crew” that I never could have experienced
otherwise. Playing dominoes, taking turns at the helm and sailing under a full moon....magic!
After Egypt, I spent 3 weeks in Israel and found it incredibly tense. Preparations for possible Iraqi
attacks were well under way. I stayed in occupied territory with Palestinians and met journalists and film
crews and other travellers. Being a firsthand witness to daily activities in occupied territories and Israel was
an amazing end to an amazing trip.
As airlines began to pull out of the Gulf I began to wonder how on earth I was going to get home! I
was lucky to get a flight, and as I flew home I realized how very privileged we are in Canada. We have
wilderness at our doorstep, unrestricted freedom to come and go as we please, a conflict free political
climate and a standard of living that allows us to pursue the goals that we have in life. I cannot help but
think of those who aren’t so lucky. It’s good to be home!!
-

-

-

Nepal: The Annapurna Cfrcuit
Marilyn Noort

September 26

-

October 21, 1990

“Here we sit in a cockroach-ridden, budget hotel room that we have been duped into paying four
times too much for. But at least it’s a safe haven from the 35 degree weather outside, the stench of human
waste, the exhaust fumes from motorized rickshaws, and the continual solicitations from shoeshine boys, dope
peddlers, and street merchants. This is our second day in Delhi.”
Well, that was the dubious beginning of a wonderful adventure in Asia. Rich had bought a four
month ticket while I had a year-long open-ended one. I was considering travelling to Malaysia and Indonesia
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after spending time in Nepal and Thailand. Rich planned to come home after Thailand. India was to be a
three week stopover on our way to Nepal, and was to include treks in the Kulu Valley and Kashmir. But
because of student road blockades and demonstrations, we were unable to secure reliable and safe transport
out of Delhi. Travel advise on the Street ranged from “Na problem to “If you value your life, don’t leave
Delhi’. We had arrived in India at a time of the greatest civil unrest since its independence in 1947. A
rickshaw tour of the city was highlighted by a view of students being teargassed on the grounds outside the
parliament buildings and police officers in riot gear lining the streets. After seven days and the loss of five
pounds each (we had completely lost our appetites) we left Delhi for the beauty and tranquillity of
Katmandu,
We spent the next eighty-seven days exploring the kingdom of Nepal, from the lowland jungles of
Chitwan National Park, with it’s rhinos, crocodiles, elephants, monkeys and tigers, to Gokyo peak at 18,000
ft. from which we could see four of the world’s fourteen >8000 m. peaks, including Everest (8848 m.) and
Usotse (8500 m.)
A few words about Nepal before I describe our trip. Nepal is said to be the fourth poorest country in
the world in terms of per capita income, literacy and infant mortality. Many people we met earned less than
ten dollars per month. In Nepal, walking is the only means of reaching most destinations, since it has the
fewest miles of roads in proportion to area or population of any country in the world. The roads that do
exist are usually in a state of disrepair. Supplies reach villages by means of porters, who often cariy
unbelievably heavy loads by means of a nimpline -a band going around the load and around the forehead.
They carry these loads for hundreds of miles and up thousands of feet. Usually they wear flip-flops or
nothing on their feet.
Trekking in Nepal is not really a backcountry experience. We usually walked through several villages
in a day. Whenever we took a wrong fork in a trail, local people ran after us, shouting, waving, and pointing
Out the correct route. Although we carried a tent, we always stayed in guesthouses or bhatti where our meals
were prepared for us. A meal usually cost about one dollar. In the more popular areas, the menu often
included western dishes, or a Nepali version thereof.
Unfortunately, the popularity of trekking in Nepal has had several negative impacts on the land and
the culture. The limited forests are quickly being destroyed to produce firewood for local people and
trekkers. Despite a recent campaign to encourage the use of kerosene, we rarely saw it being used. We
were constantly approached by children begging for candy, money and pens, because these items have been
given by earlier well-meaning trekkers. Many Nepali children now have serious problems of tooth decay in a
country with very little in the way of dental service. Litter from cookie wrappers, cigarette packages and
soup packages often lined the trails.
Despite these negative aspects, Nepal is a breathtakingly beautiful country. My greatest problem
while composing this article has been to decide on which leg of the journey to recount. Nepal is a land of
diversity. Each day was different from the next in terms of culture, geography, trekking company and state of
health. To describe one area and not another would imply that I preferred one over the others, and that is
not really true. But to describe the whole trip would mean having a very thick V.O.C. journal this year. So,
I have decided to describe the Annapurna trek based on the daily journal I kept en route. We made this trip
with Steve Dods and Anita Miettunen, V.O.C. 1988 Loving Cup recipients and current husband and wife.
The Annapurna Circuit
Day 1: Sept 26
Yesterday we took a bus from Katmandu. The five hour ride took eight hours because it was raining
buckets and the roads were even more washed Out than usual. We were on the luxury tourist bus” which
meant we got to sit down, we didn’t hit our heads on the ceiling when the bus went over a bump, and all the
tires stayed inflated throughout the entire journey. When we got to the small town of Dumre (the start of
our trek) we discovered that the jeep that we had planned to take for the first 10 miles was not leaving
because of the condition of the dirt road after the rain. We stayed overnight in Dumre and secured places
on a jeep that was scheduled to leave at 500 am. We finally got onto the ‘jeep” (a WW II army vehicle) at
7:30, along with gjy other people. We were squeezed against horizontal bars on all sides in the back of the
truck. Local people and trekkers alike shared the tiny space with backpacks, baskets of vegetables and
sundry other things. We breathed each others air and smelled each others odours for 1 1/2 hours before the
vehicle actually started moving. When it did, we wished it hadn’t. The road was a muddy mess and the
truck tipped and slid precariously. When the truck hit a particularly deep hole and threatened to tip and
squish everyone into each other and against the sharp-edged bars of the truck, the passengers who were able
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took a flying leap over the others, through the bars of the truck and into the mud in an attempt to save
themselves. The truck didn’t flip over, but the rest of the ride was a succession of stops as either the truck
began to tip or had to be pushed Out of a hole. By lunch time, we had gone about six miles. Anita and I
decided we would prefer to walk, so the four of us pulled down our packs (which were by now almost
unrecognizable because of mud from the boots of passengers who had been jumping in and out of the truck)
and headed off on foot.
Tonight, we’re staying in a little village called Kalimati. The Nepalese children are beautiful. Two
young girls touched our hair shyly, intrigued by its faii-ness, then braided Anita’s and my hair as they became
more courageous.
pay 2: Sept 27
We walked from K.alimati to Besisahar. When we started at 8:00 am, it was a pleasant temperature
but by 9:00 am, it was unbearably hot. We are following the Marsyangdi Khola (river) and walk through a
wide valley full of lush, green rice fields. High up on the other side of the river we can see tiny trails leading
up to isolated, small villages among thousands of terraced fields.
As we were walking along the trail today, Rich ahead of me, we saw two huge beasts lying across our
path. Rich walked by without incident. When I approached, the smelly beasts jumped up, snorted, flared
their nostrils and lowered their heads, pointing their horns directly at my lower intestines. I edged away from
them, looking as submissive as I could, which wasn’t difficult considering how extremely submissive I felt. To
my utmost relief, they forgot about me and lay back down after I’d backed away from them a few feet.
Day 3: Sept 28
We passed a hut this morning where three people were huddled around a goat. Two people held the
front and rear legs of the goat and one held a khagati (large curved knife) raised over his head, ready to
come down on the goat’s neck. We hurried past before the khagati fell. Many goats, pigs, chickens, and
water buffalo are slaughtered during DassAAI, the ten-day festival which is currently being celebrated in
Nepal. We see many goats marked with pink dye, which I think is ominous news for a goat.
We had to stop at 11:30 this morning in the village of Khudi because Steve was feeling vezy sick. We
don’t know what he has, but he sweats a lot and has vety little strength.
Khudi is a pleasant village at which to spend the day. There is one guesthouse and dhaal bhaal
(lentils and rice) is the only food available. Luckily, it is delicious. The innkeeper and two children are very
amused by our pronunciation of Nepalese village names. They made us repeat “Bahundanda” and other
particularly challenging names ad nauseam. After many hand signals, the woman successfully communicated
to us that she is thirty-four years old. She looks much older and has a bad smoker’s cough. Unfortunately,
almost all the Nepali people are smokers.
As in most Nepalese villages, there is no electricity here. Cooking, washing and other chores take
most of the day to perform. When I went outside to wash some clothes, I saw Rich by the village tap, bent
over some dirty clothes he was lightly rubbing. Surrounding him were five local women, who were pointing
at him and laughing hysterically. One woman finally decided that Rich needed some lessons. The motion
she demonstrated is not unlike kneading bread. Apparently it is very important to slam the clothes down full
strength against the roughest rock one can find. The woman yelled “cheeto! cheelo!’ (quickly! quickly!). The
clothes came clean, but looked a bit threadbare after the ordeal. Later, she said Rich was a ‘raarnro dobi’
(good laundryman). Whenever she saw him after that, she called out “cheeto! cheetol’ and started laughing.
Day 4: Sept 29
Tonight is the biggest day of DassAAI. All the Nepalese have their foreheads coated with rice and a
red substance that makes the rice stick. Some people have what looks like about 1/4 cup rice stuck to their
forehead! Everyone is in a very festive mood. After feeding us dinner at the guesthouse, we could hear them
singing and dancing downstairs, until a sudden downpour forced the celebrations to end.
Day 5: Sept 30
Our walk today took us through several types of terrain. The Marsyangdi valley is narrowing and
there are many waterfalls. The forest is pine and fir. We gained some altitude today and the air is much
cooler and less humid.
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Day 6: October 1
Tonight we are staying in the town of Bagarchap meaning “butcher’s place’. The town
has flatroofed houses, because the rainfall here is less than in areas to the south. The houses are
brightly painted
and surrounded by marigolds and poinsettias. A series of waterworks runs through the town
and turns a
prayer wheel and a grain mill.
-

Day 7: October 2

The Marsyangdi Khola has swerved west and we have entered- the Manang Valley. It is
much drier
because of the Himalayan rainshadow and the forest is sparser. Barley, buckwheat
and potatoes are grown
here, instead of the rice which we saw growing at lower elevations. This means that
we no longer eat as
much dhaal bhas#. We usually have fried potatoes for breakfast, fried potatoes with
egg for lunch, and fried
potatoes with vegetables for dinner. And they say Nepali food lacks variety.
Day 8: October 3
The flat facial features and high cheekbones of the local people we have seen
today and yesterday
make them look quite different than the people we have met earlier in the
trek. Their culture and dress
resemble that of Tibet. The men of this area are traders and part-time farmers.
We have met several men
whose English is quite fluent and who have travelled throughout Asia trading local
items, As we walked into
one village, we met a man who wanted to trade his huge coral necklace for
Rich’s watch. It would have been
a good deal. Rich’s watch is only worth fourteen dollars.
Day 9: October 4
The geography, culture, architecture and vegetation change daily and even
hourly. The views today
are the most spectacular of the trek so far. One section resembles the lower
Stein, but of course is about
10,000 feet higher. Tonight we are staying in Pisang, which, at 10,450
ft. is higher than I’ve ever been. Apart
from a quicker, irregular heartbeat and shortness of breath, I feel quite
good. Since yesterday, we have had
excellent views of Annapurna II (7935 m). Tomorrow, we will climb
another 1200 ft. and finally reach
Manang, where we will spend at least a day to acclimatize to the altitude.
Rich has had a problem with infections that we are a bit worried
about. A blister on his hand, a very
slight scratch on his leg and even a pimple on his forehead have all become
very infected. Soaking and
antibiotic ointment haven’t helped.
Day 10: October 5
Last night I woke up with a very bad headache and nausea, which
was no better by morning. As I was
describing my symptoms to Rich and urgently requesting that
he pass the
up on him. He was very good-natured about the incident. His infections camping pot, I accidentally threwwere no better, so he decided to
walk on with Steve to Manang, where there is a medical post,
while Anita stayed back with me. Throughout
the day. Anita and I monitored my symptoms to determine if
they were related to the high elevation. We
decided to descend if I didn’t feel better by tomorrow.
Day 11: October 6
My headache was gone this morning, so Anita and I walked
on to Manang. With a full pack and
several miles ahead of me, I fluctuated between feeling okay
and feeling half dead. I wasn’t so sick that I
couldn’t appreciate the spectacular views from the top of
the hill just outside of Pisang, from which we could
see Annapurna II high above and the village of Ongre down below.
The doctors at the Himalayan Rescue Association’s Trekkers’s
Aid Post cured Rich and me with a few
wonder pills. I was relieved to hear that my physical woes
were not related to altitude, but to something that
I had eaten. The Post also offers a free lecture on altitude sickness,
where we learned why we are peeing
every five minutes, can’t sleep at night, and laugh at stupid
jokes.
Manang is dry and very beautiful. Across from Manang is a beautiful
glacial lake fed by a
tremendous icefall on Gangapurna. There are many potential
day hikes that one can make from Manang.
Anita and I walked down to Braga to see a large temple
described in the guidebook. It was locked when we
got there of course. On the way there, we passed a Buddhist
mani wall containing tablets with artwork and
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prayers carved in them in Tibetan script.
Today is Anita’s birthday. For dinner, we asked the cooks at our guesthouse to bake a chocolate cake
in my camping pot. They actually had all the ingredients. It was yummy.
Day 12: October 7
Anita woke up feeling sick. Our pace on this trek has been slowed considerably as each of us gets
sick. Being slowed is not really that irritating though because the scenery is fabulous. Anita was able to hike
for 1 1/2 hours to a small guesthouse but could not continue. Rich and I were ahead and when we looked
back, we saw Steve carrying both his and Anita’s pack!
While Anita slept, Steve, Rich and I went hiking. We wanted to get a bit higher to acclimatize. Rich
had a blister on his heel and wore flip-flops, even up the steep, loose scree slope we ascended. My
watch/altimeter stopped measuring at 13,700 ft. but we determined from our map that we had reached a
height of about 15,000 ft; only 2,650 ft. lower than Thorong La, the pass we will have to cross in the next few
days. It was encouraging to feel okay at such a high elevation.
There were two other trekkers at our guesthouse, making a second attempt of the pass. They had had
to turn back a week earlier because of problems with altitude.
Our hosts at the guesthouse went down to their home in Manang after preparing dinner for us, so we
were left alone in the guesthouse. The Nepalis, in general, are extremely trusting, and thought nothing of
leaving us alone among all their supplies of cookies, candles, chocolate and other treasures in the one-room
guesthouse.
Day 13: October 8
We hiked the rest of the way to Phedi today. At 14,450 ft., it is the last stop before crossing the pass.
The walk seemed very long. I was breathless with every step, and my pack felt full of lead. At lower
elevations we reached our destinations sooner than the time estimates in our guidebook, but today we took
longer. We decided to take a rest day tomorrow at Phedi to acclimatize a bit more before attempting the
pass. It’s very cold up here and we fmally appreciate the down jackets we’ve lugged along.
The base-camp’ of Phedi has one guesthouse and one very smoky kitchen. There are at least fifty
people crammed into the kitchen at meal times. The food that our hosts are able to produce on a single
wood stove is a constant source of amazement for me. Within an hour, they can usually produce about ten
different dishes for as many as fifty hungry, demanding trekkers. Everyone at Phedi is tense and excited
because the pass lays ahead for them tomorrow.
Today is Thanksgiving. We’re having fried noodles for dinner, which really are quite good, but
probably doesn’t compare with what Mom is cooking up at home.
Day 15: October 10
Today is the day for attempting the pass. I woke up at 12:30 am.; nervous, wide awake and ready to
go. The alarms were set to go off at 4:30 a.m. After what seemed an eternity, I finally heard the beeping of
my watch. We packed quickly. Steve had trouble finding his things because his headlamp had died, despite
the new batteries he had put in the night before and had saved especially for this day. We set off at 5:40
am. It was still not quite light but there was enough light to see the trail. From the beginning, progress up
the pass was slow. Any exertion made me feel breathless. I used a rest step; one foot down, wait a second,
put weight on it, next foot down wait a second, put weight on it, and so on. I felt like I was crawling, but
when I looked around, I seemed to be moving at the same speed as everyone else. Rich was up ahead, still
wearing flip-flops because of his blister! I continued on, passing an Israeli couple in tennis shoes who looked
miserable, and whose porter was far ahead. Then I passed “Joe” from Ohio, who felt nauseous and
breathless and was considering turning back. Rich was up ahead, practically jogging. My altimeter no longer
would make readings so I couldn’t measure my progress in elevation. Based on estimates from the
guidebook, I figured that, with rest stops, it would take 4 1/2 hours to reach the pass. After one hour I felt
pretty good and decided not to stop to rest. After two hours I knew I was about half-way and still felt all
right. After three hours, I still felt okay but started to become light-headed and slightly uncoordinated. I
stumbled over small rocks and felt like I did not have full control of my feet. I lifted them, swung them
forward, but didn’t quite have control over where they would land. My pace had slowed but was still steady.
I tried to maintain a slow enough pace that I was not gasping, but it was impossible to go slow enough not to
be breathless. I knew after three hours that I would eventually reach the pass and not have to return to
Dumre. Even if I developed more serious signs of altitude sickness, it would still be fastest to Continue to
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the top and descend to Muktinath on the other side. But : fact, I felt good. After 3 1/2 hours, I prepared
myself mentally for another hour of ascent. We had passed several false crests which I knew could not be
the pass because it was too early. Then we saw a large pile of stones with a large prayer flag, about 10
minutes ahead. We had only been climbing for three boors and forty minutes. I couldn’t believe it could
possibly be the sumnilt. It was too soon! But as we go closer, it became clear that is was! It’s difficult to
describe my feelings when I reached the pass and knew that we would not have to return to Dumre. I felt as
though I had reached the summit of Everest.
Rich and I sat and ate vast amounts of chocolate and biscuits and waited for Steve and Anita. There
were about ten others at the top and almost no one felt good. A few people vomited, many people were
dizzy and nauseous. I was thankful that we had spent an extra day acclimatizing in Phedi, because we
seemed to feel better than the others.
New mountains appeared on the other side of the pass. We were leaving behind views of Annapurna
II and III and Gangapurna, and could now see Dhaulagiri. We spent about 1 1/2 hours at the top before
starting long descent. We had climbed 3000 feet up from Phedi and now had to descend 5000 feet to
Muktinath. A few minutes after starting down, I stopped to take a rock from my shoe. When I tried to tie
my shoe hack up, I found it was almost impossible because my hands had swollen into two pudgy, knuckleless
balls and I could not bend my fingers. Steve’s hands, too, were swollen, another effect of the high altitude.
As we descended, the air became thicker and breathing was easier.
The land is dry in the Kali Gandaki Valley, which we are entering. Nothing grows except for a few
wild flowers. Muktinath looked like a green oasis far down below. The steep descent seemed endless.
Tonight for dinner we celebrated with beer and a few rounds of Hearts. In our excitement, we spilled beet
on the cards, so now they’re a sticky mess. Rich could celebrate perhaps the first successful crossing of
Thorong La in flip-flops; at least by a non-Nepali person.
Day 16: October 11
This morning we went up to Jwala Mai Temple to see the miraculous fire’ (i.e. burning natural gas).
Buddhists and Hindus come here on pilgrimage to see the fires and to bathe in the sacred springs piped into
108 water spouts in the shape of borrs’ heads. Muktinath means ‘Lord of Salvation” and those who bathe in
the icy waters there are said to gain .piritual liberation after death.
The land between Muktinath and Kagbeni, our next stop, is very barren and dry. Is looks a bit like
the Grand Canyon or parts of Nevada. Several Nepalese men passed us on horseback. They would have
looked appropriate in cowboy boots and leather chaps. Instead, they wore Nepalese caps and their horses
were draped in beautiful Tibetan blankets.
Day 17: October 12
The winds in the Kali Gandaki Valley, between Kagbeni and Jomoson, were severe and we could not
hear each other over the loudness. Apparently, the winds here regularly reach 30 40 knots, with gusts up to
70. The airport in Jomosnm only operates until 10:00 a.m., when the winds start. This side of the pass sees
more trekkers, and the services and accommodation reflect this. We can now buy things like bread, peanut
butter and batteries, bus we also see many more Westerners and feel less close to the Nepalese people and
their culture.
As we follow the trail, we frequently pass colourtully decorated mule caravans. They carry loads of
sugar, kerosene, corn and rice up the trail and salt, apples and harley, which are grown tip high, down to
Pokhara.
-

We are staying in a beautiful, spotlessly clean guesthouse in Tukche, sampling their locally made peach and
apricot brandies, which they serve by the cupful. Our guesthouse has a huge courtyard, and beautifully
carved woodwork on the doors, shutters and building trim. Thanks to the recent installation of a mini
hydroelectric geneator, there is even electricity here in the evening!
Day 19: October 14
It was pouring buckets when we woke up in Kalopani this morning. We put pack covers on and
ordered breakfast, hoping the rain would lighten up enough to trek, It didn’t. Our guesthouse host
generously gave us a pot of coffee. It tasted like engine oil, hut we drank it anyway. A few minutes later,
Steve looked green and complained of stomach pains. By late afternoon, he was very ill, had thrown-up
twice and was on the point of losing consciousness. I gave him some of the Manang doctor’s wonder pills
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Muktinath with Dhaulagiri in the background
Photo by Marilyn Noort
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Nepal.

(norfioxacin) and by late evening he felt a bit better. So far, Steve has felt ill 6 of the 20 days we’ve been
trekking. He’s lost about 25 lbs. He and Anita are travelling to India after this trek and Rich and I are
wondering if there will be anything left of Steve when we.meet up with him again in Thailand.
Day 20: October 15
Steve was still feeling sick this morning, but strong enough to trek. It was quite clear and warm and
we had spectacular views of Dhaulagiri and Annapurna I.
When we stopped for lunch, Steve still looked ill. He ate a bit of soup and lay on a bench while the
rest of us ate huge helpings of dhaa! bhaat, To make matters worse, it started raining again. Hard. We
couldn’t spend the night where we were, so Steve struggled on with us to the village of Dana.
Dana is dirty and depressing. In contrast to Tukche, it is a veiy poor village. The water source is a
tiny canal running through the village. The canal also serves for human waste disposal. A young boy of
about ten is carrying a small baby around in his arms as he plays with the other children. It is hard to judge
the age of the baby. It is obviously dying. It’s legs are skinny and wrinkled, it’s eyes are unblinking and
unfocussed and it’s arms dangle lifelessly as it is swung around by it’s older brother. I asked our host if the
baby had been seen by a doctor, but he did not understand me. I think the baby is beyond the stage at
which medical intervention would be helpful anyway.
Day 21: October 16
We walked the short distance to Tatopani where we had planned to spend the day. Tatopani means
“hot water, and the town is so named because of its hot springs. Tatopani is the deepest gorge on earth,
with the summits of Dhaulagiri and Annapurna towering 22,000 feet above. It seems to be a popular tourist
stopover and so has very good food and stores with books and clothes and other supplies. The hot springs
are two sunken pools about ten feet in diameter. The walls are layers of rock and the hot water seeps in
between the cracks in the rock. A hose empties cold water into one of the pools, cooling it to a comfortable
temperature. The other pool’s water is too hot to soak in, although we tried, turning our legs lobster red.
Day 23: October 18
We walked up to Ghorepani, about 5000 ft. above Tatopani. Banyan trees and poinsettias appear
again as we gain altitude. The weather pattern is very consistent in this area; clear in the morning and cloudy
by noon.
Today is the first day of the five-day festival of Tihaar. During Tihaar various creatures, including
humam are singled out for attention on the first day, the crow; on the second day, the dog; on the third
day, the cow; and on the fourth day, the bull. On the final day, sisters ceremonially give their brothers Tikaa,
a mark of red paint on the forehead, and wish them prosperity and long life.
-

Day 24: October 19
We got up at 4:30 a.m. to climb Poon Hill, about 1200 feet higher than Ghorepani, and see the
sunrise. Although the hill is above 10,000 ft. we are acclimatized enough not to be breathless, which is great.
So are the views. From the top, we watched the morning light strike the peaks of Machapuchre, Dhaulagiri,
Annapurna South and Annapurna III.
After breakfast we started down the trail from Ghorepani. We descended 5750 ft. throughout the day
passing through the largest rhododendron forest in the world just below Ghorepani. Unfortunately we
couldn’t tell we were in a rhododendron forest by looking because the rhododendrons are not in bloom at
this time of year. Apparently it is quite spectacular in the spring.
As today is ‘dog day’, many of the dogs we see as we pass through villages are wearing ceremonial
floral wreaths. Children present us with handfuls of wildflowers as we trek by.
The price of food and supplies gets lower as we get nearer to Pokhara because it has less far to be
carried. We see many more large organized groups of trekkers who make the short ten-day trek from
Pokhara to Poon Hill and back.
Day 25: October 20
As we left Birethanti this morning, we met an older German woman who we had seen several times
dunng the trek. She is travelling alone with a hired porter to carry her pack. She told us that last night as
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she was sleeping, someone had slit open her tent with a razor and stolen her camera and her medicine. It is
the first incident of theft that we have encountered in Nepal.
We hiked up to Chandrakot, a beautiful village with a panoramic view. In another half-hour we
reached Lumle and a road! We have not seen a road or a vehicle since September 27. This road is not
actually in use yet, It is unpaved, of course, but in excellent condition (for a Nepalese road) with stone and
cement ditches and retaining walls to protect it from flood water. We all feel a bit sad to leave the trail,
realizing that the trek is almost over.
Outside of KAAre, where we stopped for lunch, we met a group of friendly but very aggressive
children holding hands and forming a line across the road. Rich got through the line, but I got stuck and
couldn’t push my way through. As usual, they wanted rupees or miThaai (sweets). After about five minutes
of trying to free my thumb from the grasp of one enthusiastic child, I managed to barge my way through.
This evening, the Nepalese celebrated the last day of Tihaar. A group of dancers came by our
guesthouse. When one of them spotted my tape recorder, he insisted that I take a seat right next to the
dancing so that I could get a good recording. The Nepalese women formed a circle and sang while each
woman in turn performed a dance in the centre of the circle. The men watched and played drums. I was
invited to take a turn dancing in the centre, but, remembering an earlier humiliating attempt during my trip
to the Terai region, I decided I would rather sit back and admire their flexibility and grace.
Day 26: October 21
We hiked down to Suikhet and saw our first vehicle in 24 days. From Suikhet, we rode a bus with
about 100 other people to Pokhara.
Pokhara is the perfect place to end a trek. The views of the peaks are truly stunning. The pace of
life is slow, the weather is comfortable, the prices are very low, and the food is unbelievable! We’ve been
eating almost constantly since we got here. Hot running water and clean hair is great too.
It feels rather strange and disorienting to be at the end of the trek. I’m sure our next trek will be very
different. The culture and terrain of Nepal is so varied that one area is never like another. I’m glad we’ve
stopped, but I’m also looking forward to leaving next week for a trek in the Everest region.
Participants:
Rich Lechleitner

Anita Miettunen

Steve Dods

Marilyn Noort

Your Pot Is Your Life!
Jan Palaly

The following is a brief description of some lessons learned on longer (2-4 weeks) trips in the Coast
Range using air support and food caches. Many observations in this article are self-evident but I hope that
there are be one or two which might come in handy.
First of all there is the whole question of air support. For the record, I have no objections to
the use of aircraft: if a helicopter ($600/h) or floatplane ($300/h for a Beaver) will make your trip more
enjoyable and you can spare the cash, then by all means use one. However, use some common sense as well:
flying in to Waddington is OK, but taking a plane to Lake Lovelywater during the July long weekend is
questionable at best.
The principal item, obviously, is food. It is important to bear in mind that the mere sight of most of
it, especially the lunch stuff, will make your stomach uneasy after a couple of weeks. In case you think that
I’m attaching too much importance to the food, consider that this is one of the few aspects of the trip over
which you have some advance control: appetizing food obviously won’t guarantee a great trip but it will
certainly enhance the experience. The standard reference for our trips was Baldwin’s article in VOCJ ‘83, so
I’ll just comment on a few of his listed items. The amounts are generally adequate except for the lunches,
which are rather on the light side. So, starting with the wake-up call at 6 AM:
Breakfast
Porridge

ji milk
j
We have all come to hate this stuff, though it can be rendered edible by adding 1
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powder, egg powder and possibly cinnamon. Most people don’t much care for the raisins and
dates. Only the author, it seems, likes to add chocolate.
Granola or muesli
The way to go. It’s a bit heavier than the porridge but it’s much more appealing to the
stomach.
Lunch
Bagels
Keep very well, but bulky and heasy. Still, they’re good for the first week or so.
Cream cheese
Keeps surprisingly well and remains appetizing throughout the trip, unlike some items. Same
goes for cheese.
Crackers
The mainstay. Wasa brand are the best both for durability and taste. One package should do
for 3 person-days (p-d). Stoned Wheat Thins are repulsive and fragile (but cheap).
Jam
Came to be hated by all. Bring some, certainly, but don’t buy the el cheapo variety. Orange
marmalade has been found to be very popular.
Salami
Recommended, but unappealing in hot Weather
Peanut butter
Only if you happen to like it
Margarine, honey
Containers
use some old plastic screw-top peanut butter containers for Jam, etc.
Supper
Soup
Required for re-hydration. Budget 25-30 g of the bulk variety (e.g. Save-On-Foods) per person.
Unless you’ve won a lottery, donS buy individual packets.
Base, e.g. pasta or whatever
Lentils axe very lightweight but some people can’t stand them. Couscous and pasta are very
convenient as they cook rapidly. Quinoa is expensive but makes an interesting change.
Cheese powder
Recommended. Available at Famous Foods
Dried shrimp
Very tasty but not always trustworthy (try it first!)
Spices
Bring lots but use with discrimination.
Dried vegies
Leeks work, but Only if added in large amounts. Carrots, onions, mushrooms, spinach, etc. are
in my view a waste of money and effort.
Real vegies
Totally marvellous but obviously feasible only if you’re using air support (e.g. food caches).
Cucumbers, onions, carrots and potatoes (beyond words!) will keep for at least one week in
summer under surprisingly harsh conditions. Experiment! Your stomach will love you for it.
Sweet stuff
Oranges, apples, melons, cookies, pineapples, tinned fruit, etc.. Remember that the average
helicopter, such as a Bell 206, can carry more than 500 pounds in addition to you and the pilot:
why should it all be porridge and rice?
Gorp
Suggest a mixture of salted nuts and candies such as Smarties. etc. Mixing with dried fruit not
advised.
Chocolate
We have experimented with blocks of semi-sweet chocolate and found that they didn’t go over
very well. Suggest a few chocolate bars instead.
Juice powder
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Allow enough for 2 L per day. Very good for those dry and strenuous days when the thought
of solid food makes you nauseous: concentrated juice alone will keep you going.
Other
Fuel
Carrying extra fuel is not enough: at each cache, the fuel should be in several containers
because the tins sometimes have defective seals which might not be detected at the time of
purchase. Budget a litre or so for burning garbage.
Packaging of cache supplies
The key is location, not packaging: high, inaccessible icefields are usually a safe bet because if
a bear finds your stuff it’s game over (see Sea to Sky, VOCJ ‘89) regardless of what your
supplies are stored in. We have found that the 5 gallon metal bins with lids work very well
($7.50 from Wells Can Co. in Burnaby). A Bell 206 can easily carry 16, in addition to the fuel
containers. Some people use cardboard boxes wrapped in fiberglass tape but I think that the
metal bins are more convenient and reliable, despite the expense.
Cooking
You’ll probably be camping on snow most of the time: bring a board to put the stove on. Also,
let’s just imagine what you would do if your cooking pot is punctured, dropped into a crevasse,
eaten by a marmot,...
Ethanol
A 4 L keg of wine can really liven up the crew
Technical gear
As little as you can get away with
Film
If you bring an extra couple of rolls, you can earn a small fortune selling film to the more
wasteful shutter-bugs towards the end of the trip
Just a few more patronizing notes. We have found that since we usually stopped for the day before 6
PM we very rarely used our headlamps: in other words, don’t bother with spare batteries.
Where to buy? Most of the stuff can be bought at Save-On-Foods, the rest at Famous Foods on
Kingsway.
Garbage disposal: burn what you can and dump the rest, including the bins, down a crevasse (another
good reason for locating your caches on glaciers). If you choose your slot carefully the bin can easily spend
more than five seconds on its free-fall to the bottom so just imagine how long it’ll be before its pulverized
contents ever see the light of day.
Repair kits, extra sunglasses and first aid, obviously. Be absolutely sure that you have more than
enough sunscreen! Try to have all your supplies packed and ready to go two days prior to departure,
Have Fun!

Lectures From the Left Side
Charles Evans
While I have not been a member for long, I have noticed that there has been an obvious need for a
vocabulary to accompany the truly magnificent slide shows that we are blessed with every Wednesday. There
have been substantial leaps made recently in the diversity and all-round professionalism in the presentations,
as evidenced by the inclusion of musical influences other than the Stones in Clemson’s slide shows.
The last hold out for some presenters seems to be the use of adjectives and to a lesser extent adverbs.
While risking sounding like a stuck up artsy snob, there are other descriptives than just “amazing and
‘fantastic’, so in condescending tones I’m sure you can imagine me using, I wish to supply a brief vocabulary
to bring a new sparkle to what are already excellent spectacles.
amazing

-

fantastic.

“Wow, I’m stunned!”
pronounced properly with a lengthened first syllable, ‘really stupendous”
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stunning

“Wow, I’m amazed’

-

overwhelming
astonishing
exciting

when something causes excitement, i.e. “Boy, that avalanche was exciting.”

-

-

gnarly

+

religious

rad

-

-

Kinda like Waddington

generally used as a aelf.mockery but don’t tell any surfers or we’d have nothing to laugh
at
good for big scenes and slow parts in the sound track. ‘This broad ski traverse at dawn
was truly religious, (pause, next alide) and here’s Bob laughing so hard his kraft dinner
came out his nose.’

-

big x 2. Two Waddingtons on top of each other, or a size 12 rock shoe, or that size 16
Asolo Yukon they used to have at the Co-op

-

beautiful

nice. Reeeal pretty

-

breathtaking
great

bigger than exciting. ‘Boy, that avalanche was overpowering. Where is Bob, anyway?”
so what do you expect me to say?

-

huge

used for Big things, that make one feel small like Waddington or Smoke Bluff egos
causing wonderment, like “Crampons have a left and a right? Astonishing!”

-

overpowering
big

-

-

sensitive guy’s way of saying “Nice, reeeal pretty.’
means nothing unless done with the affected Scottish accent that John Cleese used in
“Scott of the Sahara’, at which point it just means you’re an insecure twit who misses
high school a lot.

-

So I hope this helps some of you out.

An Article of People Quotes
David K. Williams
A small number of people may find this amusing you had to have been there!
-

A Typical Meal Time Conversation:
Featuring Jan Palaty (a man of few words).
Guest appearances by:

Jeff Greenwood (cheesecake apecialist & clown)
Lisa Moody (Greenwood) (cookie snaffler)
Denise Hart (makeup specialist)
Craig Hollinger (a dead legend)
Peter Celliers (philosopher)
Markus Kellerhals (adventurer)
& the spirit of Peter Stone (mountain rambler)

Markus:

‘Seems like a long way to go for breakfast.’

Craig:

“Not many restaurants with views like this.’

Yours truly: ‘It’s windy and cold here.’
Jan:

“Forget the cold, and food is a weakness.’
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Lisa:

‘Can we have some cookies.’

Jan:

‘No!
“This is as good a place as any to starve.’
“The final conflict.”

Peter C.

“It’s part of the experience.”

Jan:

“Oh, 1 guess we have fun in the VOC.”
“Are you doing this for pleasure, or because you feel you have to?”

Peter C.

“It’s Purgatory Ridge.”

Jeff:

“No it’s not, it’s Jeff’s ridge.’

Jan:

‘At the risk of sounding like a condescending asshole, I think you should have a piece of
webbing on your ice axe, Jeff.’
“Alt, you’re adding lemon to give a hint of malevolence, or assertiveness to the meal.”

Yours truly: “Jeff is human

-

the crust is a failure, the cheese cake a mess and the soup is burnt.’

All:

‘I went to the store and bought a pair of vice grips, 3 bright blue carabiners, a thumb tack,
some varnish, a pair of booties, a litchi nut, a pair of socks, a tube of hernmoroid cream, a
white dress with a floral design, a blue dress with a white design, a yellow dress with a pink
design, a pair of pink snakeskin shoes, a roil of toilet paper, a packet of Mariboros, a packet of
Camels, a bag of health oats, a bag of skim milk powder, one way air fare to Hong Kong with
stopovers in London, Athens and Bombay, a 5 seasons adventure tour package to the
Carmanah Valley, a Christmas package of M&M’s, a roll of Scotch tape, 39 pairs of underwear,
a Mountain Technology ice axe from MEC, an oil filter wrench for Peter’s car, vacuum grease,
99 red balloons, a tube of Betnovate steroid cream, a Star Wars video game, the score of
Mozart’s 36 symphony, candle wax, 9005 metres of #8 fencing wire, dental floss, a pack strap,
wart remover, a 50 m. Edelrid 10 mm. Dynalock rope and a handkerchief.”

Denise:

“Who’s the quartermaster this year?”

Jan:

‘Eric God help us!’
‘Mountains they’re bloody everywhere
-

-

-

I’m tired and I want to go home.’

Craig:

“Fuck this climbing shit let’s go skiing.”

Jan:

‘The legend is dead.’
“I thought you guys were rock climbers?”
‘I wasn’t soloing, I knew you people were up here, and anyways I’d rather take up basket
weaving.’

Peter C.

“You know how when you walk into the forest, it’s always dark?

Jan:

“Alt, I hear the robins sing...!”
“Why do we come to the mountains? forget all that shit about finding yourself, views, etc.
for the sheer joy of taking off your boots at the end of the day.”
“I think I’m starting to have fun!’

-

-
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It’s the bloody chlorophyll.”

-

it’s

Pumping Plastic
A Review of The Rockhouse
Paul Kao
The Rockhouse opened at the end of 1990, and is located at unit 520, 3771 Jacombs, in Richmond
(That’s sear the Ikea, Bridgeport exit west off the Knight street bridge). The Rockhouse is an artificial
indoor climbing wall, composed of modular holds and textured panels. The owners of the Rockhouse, Kelly
and Luis, are affable and easy going, and have created a friendly relaxed atmosphere. It not a place
controlled by an elitist group of hot shot wannabe climbers. The routes have a French flair to them, due to
Paul (not me) their route setter and instructor.
The panels are standard 4x8’ plywood sheets with a rough textured coating. I found the panels to be a
little abrasive on the body (a sign of poor technique), but they provide good friction. There are an
assortment of holds; Entreprise, Metolius, and D.L holds, from small to large in size, and varying in relief
from smooth to buckets. The also have inset holds, which are bolted into a cut Out Ofl the actual panel, and
Sit flush with the wall. The inset holds tend to be more of a pocket style, but offer a change from the visible
holds that protrude Out of the panels.
The walls are 24 feet high, with routes ranging from low angle to overhanging, passing through corners
and roofs. All climbs are top roped bell ringer style; the slab and vertical walls use pulleys at the top, while
the roof sections are anchored by double carabiners. A word of warning for inexperienced climbers; the
pulleys greatly reduce friction in the belay system, and can lead to a potential mishap. There are
approximately two dozen routes, ranging from 5.4 to 5.12; routes are changed frequently, perhaps once every
week or so.
The nature of the routes tend to be smooth large holds on the steeper walls. There aren’t a lot of
thin finger crimping climbs, which should reduce the possibility of injury while climbing. However, the steep
climbs Suit a person with natural strength, unless they have efficient technique. Relative beginners could
power their way up some of the simple overhanging bucket routes, hut would have trouble on easier vertical
or slab sequences. In general, the climbs are interesting, with non obvious sequences, and change with
enough regularity so that you don’t get bored. Initially, I was opposed to having the routes changed so
frequently, because I wanted a familiar warm up climb to do laps on. However, I now much prefer having
the routes changed frequently, even if it is more work for Paul. Constantly changing the routes certainly
increases your creativity and ability to on sight moves, instead of motorically wiring a climb. Besides, it’s a
good exercise to stand at the bottom of a new route and study the holds to in order to visualize the
sequences and crux moves.
Bouldering or traversing is allowed at the base of the climbs, but it is impossible to traverse around
the entire room due to a large door at one end of the room. Chalk is limited to an initial dip before the start
of each climb, and is permitted on 5.12 climbs, It feels a little strange climbing without chalk, but I adjusted
quickly, and prefer to use it sparingly, if at all. The rationale behind the restricted use of chalk is to keep
the holds from greasing up, and to keep the gym clean and free of dust. Besides, most of the holds are fairly
positive, and chalk use becomes superfluous on all but the thinnest of slopers and crimpers. However, if the
gym is humid or crowded, the holds do become more slippery.
Pulling plastic is a great way to improve technique, endurance, and power. On the first day I climbed,
I couldn’t do several of the routes, and didn’t feel as if I would be able to do them in the near future.
However, I found myself able to climb on these and other routes in the space of only a few visits. Clearly, I
was still weak as ever, but my technique and efficiency improved visibly. It is important to note that while
you may improve your climbing in the gym, the crossover to actual rock climbing may not be as great as one
might think. After a while, on an artificial wall you climb on autopilot and look for the next available hold
or sequence of moves, without thinking. On real rock the climbing is much more intricate, and demands
greater attention to detail. Still, the emphasis is on fun, and the routes can he challenging for people of all
abilities.
Prices at the Rockhouse are $15 per day, $60 for a one month pass, or $300 for a year’s pass.
Hopefully, a drop in card will be available soon, to allow the infrequent or sporadic climber to visit the
Rockhouse at his/her convenience. Going alone is not a problem; you can ask someone to give you a belay,
or Kelly, Paul, or Luis will be happy to give you a TR. The Rockhouse is open Tuesday to Friday, from
noon to 9pm, and weekends from lOam to 8pm, but are closed Mondays. They offer shoe and harness
rentals, and have instructional classes. Call 276-0012 for further information.
Finally, the Rockhouse is offering a competition series this spring, over three weekends. You can
enter individually, or for the entire series. The dates are March 16-17, April 20-21, and May 11-12. There
are five categories; Junior (18 and under), Men’s and Women’s Recreation, and Men’s and Women’s Master.
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There are prizes for individual and overall points in each category. Here’s a hint for the women. ENTER!
Traditionally, the womens field is small, and you have a good chance of winning a prize, and certainly the
admiration of all the male climbers! The competitions are designed to be fun, so go check it out and get a
pump!

Craggmg
A Few random Thoughts after a Road Trip
February 25, 991

Eric Clemson

“I like rock climbing. And the thing that I like most about it is the smell of the rock. Now don’t get
me wrong. I don’t go around sniffing nature or anything like that!” A few days ago I heard some guy on the
radio talking about golf going in this way. Interesting. The thing I’d like to talk about here, however is not
the smell of the grass or whatever have you, but something greater, though rarely discussed (at least not in
this journal) .cragging. Yes, that’s it.
i’ve noticed in recent years among the ranks of the V.O.C. a growing sense of disapproval of rock
climbing, despite it’s ever increasing popularity. While it’s true that cragging is far from a wilderness
experience, perhaps that’s what makes it unique from most other activities that the club is involved in. It’s
not nature sniffin’! I have noticed people try and put the sport off as some form of nature-awareness” or
some other type of far Out idea. I don’t question the experiences gained from wilderness travel or being in
nature. It’s just that as far as cragging goes, there’s no connection. Except for those folks who are trying to
fool themselves by cragging as a means to “prepare them for the mountains’, people climb solely for the joy
of movement on rock. If you don’t like rock climbing in Squamish, you’ll hate it even more while pulling off
loose holds in the hills!
With cragging being the type of outdoor (even indoor these days!) sport where you can often go to a
bar for lunch, it seems silly to try and rough it too much on climbing trips. Thus enter the skills of finding
cheap eats and free treats, often known as scarfing, scamming, or just being ‘thrifty”. It’s true, most craggers
are on a fairly low budget and therefore must conserve in order to prolong a climbing trip. Finding the free
showers, $1.49 breakfast, and $2.65 6-pack of beer are as much a skill to the cragger as equalizing your
anchor.
There’s another thing craggers are known for and that is doing silly things. One must differentiate
between stupid and silly, however. Stupid can be dangerous annoying, or downright fatal. Silly, though, is
just that, It hurts no one but amuses many. I’m sure you can think of many examples of both (especially if
you’ve been with the V.O.C. for a while!) As climbers become more serious and self-obsessed as their skills
and experience increases, there is a need for a light-hearted break once in a while. Just go down to Smith
and you’re sure to see some dude in an intense fit of rage after flying just two bolts away from the chains on
his redpoint attempt of some 13d. “Lighten up, guy!”, you’re tempted to say, yet in fear that he or she might
take their anger out on you. From my little experience at climbing the harder grades, I can say that it is a
very intense experience, yet as with all great challenges, very rewarding.
All of this brings me to one of the major aspects of cragging pushing your body to it’s physical and
sometimes mental limits. Although extreme mountaineering also requires an incredible reserve of
concentration, commitment, and raw physical fitness, it is cragging that often draws upon us our absolute
limits of physical power, coordination, and control. True, there are some alpine routes that contain these
elements, but hey, when you really put them in perspective, it’s either someone with a dim outlook on the
future or a poor grasp of statistics or physics who does them. Death routes aren’t generally what the cragger
seeks. With cragging you can push your limits for fifty years, yet still expect to see some O.A.P. cheques.
This brings me to a close. What I’ve tried to do here is bring to light a few of the many aspects of
cragging or rock climbing, as it is also known. Many people climb without really knowing why and others
wonder why their friends do. It will always be some mystery, most likely linked to dome odd quirks in
peoples minds. Personally, I don’t feel rock climbing is an ends in itself. It is simply a diversion. There are
many greater and more interesting things in life (including baseball) that make climbing seem like a pathetic
activity. The sensations of a wild alpine sunrise, an excellent Bordeaux, or the thrill of a well balanced tports
car far outdo any experiences I’ve had at the crags.
-

—
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Eric Clemson bouldering in Joshua Tree.
Photo by Paul Kao

Vogue
(Climber’s Strike a Pose Mix)
Rewritten and adapted by Paul Kao
Strike a pose
Strike a pose
Climb
Climb
L.ook around, everywhere you turn it’s hangdogs
It’s everywhere that you go
You can try everything you can to escape
The pain of life that you know
If all else fails and you long to be
Something better than you are today
I know a place where you can get away
It’s called a rock gym and here’s what it’s for, so
CHORUS

Com’on, Climb
Let your body crank on that blank
Com’on, Climb
Let your body go for a dyno

All you need is your own imagination
So use it that’s what it’s for
Go outside, all you find i inspiration
Your dreams will open the door
It makes no difference if you’re big or light
If you’re a boy or a girl
If your arms are pumping it will give you new life
You’re a superstar, yes that’s what you are, You know it
CHORUS
Routes are where you find it
Not just where you chip and grind it
So if you take steroidal
That’s why I feel so powerful
Magical, life’s a fall
So get up on the rock wall
Climb
Let your body crank on that blank
Com’on, Climb
Let your body go for a dyno
DO IT
Here’s where you find it
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Here’s where you find it
Jerry Moffat John Gill, Training makes you awesome still
Bobbi Bensman Strong and lean, On the cover of a magazine
Simon Nadin Lynn ¶IiII, Competitions pay the bill
Ben Moon People stare, No one else climbs on air
They had style they had grace, Isabelle gave good face
Patrick Catherine Raboutou, Jean Baptiste we love you
Climbers with an attitude, Belayers that were in the mood
Don’t just stand there, Let’s get to it
Strike a pose, there’s nuthin’ to it
CUMB
Ooh, you’ve got to let your body crank on that blank
Ooh, you’ve got to let your body go for a dyno
Ooh, you’ve got to... CLIMB

Strike a Pose
Paul Kao
But here I am Vogueing pretty
In some club deep in this city
This is a short essay to accompany the song that precedes this body of work. For those of you who do
not recognize the lyrics, it is from Madonna’s VOGUE. It is helpful to have an underground intro to
Vogueing. Vogueing originated several years ago in New York, created in the clubs of New York, as a
mockery of high fashion or Haute Couture snobbery. Vogueing is a dance best described by
Deep in Vogue, Deep in Vogue
Imagine runway modelling, in freeze frame
At the ball that’s what they call Vogueing
The idea is to assume poses of apparent importance, or to make a gesture that draws attention. But what
does Vogue have to do with climbing?
But here I am climbing pretty
In some cliff deep in this city
Today’s new age rock climbers are all trying to look good on rock, with their fancy lycra tights,
colourful harnesses, chalkbags, and state of the art shoes. They strut about assuming airs to those unable to
climb at their pathetic level. They wear Metolius Specialists or Petzl Crux harness, not for their comfort or
to redpoint 8b, but because it’s cool and Patrick does.
On the rock the wannabes practice the flag, blowing chalk off tips. pointing their toes, and crossovers
ala Le Rose et Ia Vampire. Once a new route has been redpointed (questionably), they take five, have a
wardrobe change, makeup, touchup, sponsors logo strategically situated on shirt, chalkbag, or tights. They
then wait for the photographer to assemble his/her gear, wait for the proper lighting (tomorrow, or perhaps
next week if the sun’s not right) proceed to winchup to the crux, strike a pose on the climb, and they’re
famous. A legend in their own mind. Contrived? Yes. But true.
Climbing has less to do with climbing than it has to do with striking a pose when the camera’s on you.
The idea is to look good, to be important, to be somebody. Hence the act of Vogueing on rock and artificial
walls has become commonplace, to the point of “if I had a rocket launcher/I would not hesitate.”
I’m simply sick of all the poseurs and fakes in climbing. There are many people spending time
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modelling on routes far above their abilities, pumping up their egos and deflating the credibility and integrity
of other sport climbers. Unfortunately, they gain publicity undeserving, and sponsors who don’t know any
better. Magazines are also to blame; they are often limes hypocritical and self serving. Admittedly, sport
climbing is still in a stage of infancy, but if present trends continue, it’s going to he one hell of a problem
child.

Eric’s Guide to Gourmet Cragging
Eric Clemson
One of the nicest things about rock climbing is that you are rarely restricted to eating off a
Whisperlite. True, you can usually bring along all the beer, chips, and fresh veggies that you like, but the
ultimate is getting someone else to prepare it for you. Assuming your partner is no great chef and your
knowledge of seasoning does not go much beyond summer or winter, the best bet is to head for a local
eatery. But the trick is, where? What I’ve tried to compile here is a list and descriptions of eating
establishments which could be of use to the cragger while travelling to or while at some of the coast’s
favourite climbing destinations. My larger than necessary list for Squamish is more an attempt to provide
some reference so you’ll know where my tastes and bias are coming from. Most of these places are
reasonably affordable, some less so than others, so I’ll try to make a note of any exceptions or great deals.
Except for those mentioned, I have eaten at all of these places and will use a star system from 1 to 4, with 1
indicating that it’s pretty safe and ordinary. The stars indicate overall quality of the eating experience with s
bias toward the food, itself. Now for the food!
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Squamish
The Kiahanie
The greatest aspect of this restaurant is it’s view of Shannon Falls and Howe Sound. The food, for
what it tries to be, is average Canadian fare. The Klahanie does not try to be pretentious, and thus is
successful as a reliable roadside restaurant/cafe. The food is reasonably priced and tastes okay. Nothing has
changed in the five or six years that I have been going there (except for their renovations) and I can only
assume nothing will. You know what it’s like!!
On the Squamih Highway about 1/2 mile south of the Chief.
Prices cheap, moderate
-

*

Quinns

Squamish’s answer to new-age funky eating (well not really). This restaurant is now open for dinner
and serves fairly healthy stuff. Although under new ownership they continue to provide good food at
reasonable prices. Their baked goods, in particular, are really tasty and along with their good coffee make
Quinns an excellent destination when you get rained off the cliffs. Quinns has traditionally been known as
the climbers cafe and thus has accumulated the appropriate decor including Ansel Adams Posters, a shelf of
climbing magazines, and most importantly, “The New Route Book.” If you climb at Squamish, you must go
to Quinns sooner or later.
Downtown Squamish, across from the Royal Bank.
Prices moderate
-

**

Mykonos
In my opinion, the best place for pizza in Squamish. Mykonos also serves up many Mediterranean
dishes, although I haven’t tasted them myself. Mykonos’ pizza, though is fairly good with plenty of veggies
and not too much cheese which is common with some of the lesser pizza makers. The pizza at Mykonos is
not outstanding, but is definitely tasty and well worth it’s moderate price.
Downtown Squamish, across the street from Quinns
Prices moderate
**/2 (ie 1.5 stars)
-
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The Cliffside Pub
Squamisws climbers pub. The cliffside, conveniently located near the Smoke Bluffs, is a good place to
hang Out after cragging without the harsh noise of some of the louder bars downtown. Its comfortable and
woodsy inside and often has The Sports Network on inside so you can catch up on how the real sporting
world is doing, i.e. baseball highlights! Occasionally there’s a band at the Cliffside.
Turn off the highway as you would for the Bluffs, but go
straight through instead of towards the
Bluffs. You’ll find it.!
Prices normal
-

**

Reveistoke
No, there is no climbing in Revelstoke, nor do I know of any good restaurants there. There is,
however, the Chalet Bakery which is an excellent place to stock up before a skiing, climbing, mountaineering,
or hiking trip in the Selkirks of Rockies. The Chalet has wonderful sausage rolls, pies, and other baked
treats, and from what I can recall, has quite good bread. You won’t regret stopping here as OU sit at your
picnic table at the base of Takkakaw falls eating the best pumpkin pie east of the Okanagan.
Located in the Alpine Mall in downtown Revelstoke across from the C.P.R. yards.
Prices- normal
WASHINGTON
Although not a climbing area itself, Seattle is situated in such a place that one passes through around
dinnertime on many climbing trips. Here are a couple of fast, good, and cheap eating places, each having a
very different Menu.
Macbeesmo Mouse
I just discovered this place this year and have since returned. Macheesmo Mouse is close to the
ultimate in providing food for the climber. Excellent, super-healthy food at a very low price is Macheesmo.
Offering typical Mexican meals, Macheesmo differs in the fact that it avoids all of the grease and fats often
associated with ‘fast” mexican food. Check it Out, this place is good.
4129 University Way NE is Seattle University District
Prices cheap
a”
-

Ivar’s Fish Bar
Although not a bar, per say, Evar’s does offer some of Seattle’s best clam chowder and is reliable for
fresh, deep-fried seafood. Originally a single seafood restaurant and take-out on Seattle’s waterfront lvar’s
are all over Seattle and standards have been maintained. I definitely recommend his Scallops and chips
along with a bowl of chowder. Although located all over Seattle
, the most convenient location is in the
1
University district.
On N. 50th, just east of the 1-5
Prices moderate
-

Marbiemout
The Mountain Song
This is a nice place to stop on the north Cascades Highway on the way to the Cascades and
Washington Pass. This restaurant is sort of granola-y offering excellent, healthy food, although at a slightly
higher price than some climbers would prefer. Still, the quality of the food is worth it. Munching on an
excellent cinnamon bun on their backyard terrace during a late morning trip in the summer is indeed good
preparation for the days approach.

While passing through the city last summer, Eric led an esteemed VOC climbing
expedition on a 6 hour tour of Seattle in search of Ivars. Eventually the group ended up
at a posh private golf club way out in the suburbs (Ed.).
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Eric sure knows his food!
Photo by Scott Phillips

On the S. side of the North Cascades Highway
Prices moderate/Expensive
-

*5*

Village Pizza
This place has probably the best pizza in the Cascades and actually better than any I’ve had in
Vancouver. Incredibly thick, crispy crusts topped with heaps of meats and veggies. On the eastern side of the
Cascades, just off Highway 1-90 lies the small town of Rnslyn, a strange little village in the middle of
nowhere yet having some great food. A warning: this pizza is fairly large for its size, so order conservatively.
You may want to take some with you for lunch the next day, however. For alternatives to pizza, the Rceiyn
across the street is also known to be quite good, although I haven’t been there myself.
1-lard to miss in downtown Roslyn.
Price Moderate
-

ma
Santiago’s
This restaurant was a real find. I’ve been here twice after climbing at Tieton River and have enjoyed
a great, relaxing meal both times I’ve been there. I.ots of high quality Mexican food with good attention to
detail is the norm here. The salsa that they serve with the nachos that are served free with any meal is the
best I’ve tasted. Their picados (fajitas) are an excellent combination of sauteed meat, veggies, rice and other
complements that only the rare eater can manage to finish. In pretty well all respects Santiago’s satisfies and
yet is quite affordable.
11IE Yakima Ave
Prices Moderate
-

ij4ggandLeavnworth
For some reason I’ve never really taken in many of the eateries in these towns. Perhaps its been that
for Index, I’ve only climbed there when I’ve been en route to somewhere else and for Leavenworth I’ve
always made my own meals. In any case, the Eldeweiss in Leavenworth serves a half-decent breakfast for a
good price and is a good diversion from the mob scenes at the campground. I’ve heard that Gustav’s Tavern
in Leavenworth is a good place to grab a brew and burger and the Bush House in Index has good food,
although have not been to either.
OREGON

Portland
Again, not a climbing destination, but on the way to some good spots and containing some great
restaurants.
The Original Pancake House
One of my favourite restaurants anywhere, the Pancake House contains some of the finest creations
since the world. Although the wait can be long on weekend mornings, the food is well worth it and beyond
anything you’ve seen. Favourites include the awesome Apple Pancake, the Dutch Baby, and the Mandarin
Orange pancakes. The coffee is good and the service excellent. Go there hungry as sonie of the dishes are
difficult to get all the way through.
8600 SW Barbour Blvd. (just off the 1-5 at the top of the
hill after downtown Portland)
Price moderate
-

Macheesmo Mouse
The same place as in Seattle but at several addresses in Portland as well.
3553 SE Hawethorne
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723 SW Salmon (downtown)
1200 NE Broadway
eel

There are many good restaurants in Portland, ranging from seafood to ttalian to Chinese, all having
excellent food at varying prices. Ask me for more specific information about alternatives.
Terrebonne
Located a few miles from Smith Rocks, this small farm town has a couple of restaurants, both at
reasonable prices.
The Sunspot
The local hangout for anyone from cowboys to truckers, the Sunspot serves a standard American meal
and is a good place for a cheap, fast breakfast and plenty of coffee. The eggs tend to be a bit on the greasy
side, yet they do offer three types of bread for toast which is surprising in this type of town. The French
Toast isn’t bad and a steal at two bucks.
On Highway 97
Prices Inexpensive
-

*

La Siesta
A nice little Mexican restaurant conveniently located in Terrebonne is good for the climber unwilling
to travel any further. The food is pretty good, yet not too filling and hence if you’re starved, you may wish to
continue further south. The decor sucks as Ia Siesta is essentially inside a Britco trailer. La Siesta is a good
spot for a simple quiet meal, yet if you want quality, or more lively eating you may wish to head further
south to Redmond or Bend.
On the Highway, next to Redpoint
Prices inexpensive/Moderate
-

**

Redmond
The Golden Corral
Affectionately known as ‘the trough” by travelling climbers (no local would be seen there), this
restaurant is for those seeking maximum calorie intake for under five bucks. Essentially an all-you-can-eat
expanded salad bar place, the trough offers fresh veggies, soups, spaghetti, tortilla, deep-fried grease fritters
(I’m not quite sure what they are), and the infamous ‘desert bar” for you to stuff yourself with. The trough is
a must for any Smith Rocks first timer. After trying it you can decide whether or not its for you. It’s also a
good place to hang around and chew the rag as the waitress don’t seem to mind climber’s presence and
continually offer free coffee until closing time.
On Highway 97 on the south end of Redmond
Price Inexpensive
-

*

BEND

This is the tow to go for if you really want some good food and brew. In addition to a greater choice
in restaurants Bend also offers several shower opportunities plus a couple of clubs for those seeking to party
into the night. McKenzie’s and the Riverhouse Hotel are two that I know of with the Riverhouse being the
more urbanized.
SLuR Pizza
Located in the active downtown core of Bend, this place is busy with locals and tourists alike. The
Pizza is some of the best around and the draft beer excellent. Combine this with a well designed interior
pius a couple of sports T.V.s and you have a great place to relax for an evening.
On Bond St. in downtown Bend.
Prices Moderate/Expensive
-

*1*
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Denchutes Brewery

Although famous for its incredible beer, the brewery now serves a quite good bar fare with excellent
burgers and wings. The Black Butte Porter is a very dari beer, quite rich in taste, yet I found that after a
couple of pints, it was too heavy to down any more. Perhaps their lighter beers would avoid this. The Pub is
a great place to Sit around and rant about ethics after a day of some of the West’s best cragging and often
has a live band on weekends. There is also a sports TV.!
1044 NW Bond St., downtown Bend
Prices Moderate
.

**

CALIFORNIA & NEVADA

This state is not my forte as far as knowledge about eating establishments is concerned, yet I do know
of a few good locations and can offer suggestions of where one can find good and cheap eats. San Francisco
and the Bay area for example offer some very fine restaurants, with Berkeley likely to have those more in
line with climber’s budgets. There are truly some great bakeries in Berkeley along with many funky
restaurants, etc.
The gambling centres of Las Vegas and Reno are also know for their incredibly cheap food subsidized
by the gantbling industry. The land of $195 steak dinners is also home of the free drunk gambling spree.
Just fill your pockets with nickels and leave your bills somewhere safe. There is excellent climbing nearby,
by the way, at Red Rocks for Vegas and Donner Summit for Reno.
Yosemite

The Ahwahnee Brunch
Another all-you-can-eater, this time with much better food and atmosphere, yet at triple the price as
the trough. Still, though, you will see climbers returning, like seagulls to the dump, in search of an even
bigger plateful. The variety, quantity, and quality of the food is incredible. For a slightly warped description
see my Epic Yosemite article. The Dining Room at the Anwahnee is also a wonderful place, being a huge
high ceiling building with gigantic wood beams holding up the gently angled roof. Windows look out onto
the lawn and valley, helping to provide a truly great eating experience. A few tactics for the Ahwahnee
Brunch: Eat a lot of stomach-stretching carbos the afternoon before and drink lots of water. Get up early to
get a table. Dress as well as you can and be clean as well. Eat conservatively at first as the good stuff
comes at around 11:00. Fill up then and don’t expect to climb for the rest of the day. Plan to do “The Big
Climb” the next day in order to make the most use of this feast.
The Ahwahnee Hotel
Price: Expensive (about $15)
Joshua Tree
I never really made it to any restaurants down there, but heard that there are a few good ones around.
Although this hardly qualifies as “gourmet” cragging, Del Taco, a ‘Taco Bell” type of fast food joint is a
cheap alternative to camp food, but not worth the journey from the Monument. On the way back from the
Hot Springs it was the only place open so...

Well this about does it. One of the great parts of travelling is eating great food when you can find it.
This list is not exhaustive and only intended to be a guide for those not familiar with the area. In Yakima
and Bend, in particular, there are many restaurants too numerous to mention hut well worth checking out.
There are many great cheap eats out there from funky little towns like Roslyn to the great metropolis’ like
San Francisco. And as far as those who are diet conscious (presumably most climbers), kick back and let it
go once in a while. It’ll do less harm than you may think! By the way, I’d be quite interested in any
feedback from this article (no pun intended!) in the way of comments, questions, additions, criticisms or
downright slander.
Eat on. live long.
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Quality
Boot
Repair
GOLD STAR SHOE REBUILDERS LTD.
THE VERY FINEST IN SHOE REPAIR
FRANK Paolini, Proprietor
Specializing in Hiking &
Climbing Boot Repairs
4236 DUNBAR STREET
Vancouver, B.C., V6S 2E9
Phone (604) 734-7477

Goldstar
Shoe Rebuilding Ltd.
4236 Dunbar Street
Vancouver, B.C., V6S 2E9
(604) 734-7477

POETRY

A Sad Little Bonnet
by
Ben Thorn
(alias Sandy Briggs)
Ere Ron’s first daze did match my lent at corn,
Aroused was I from dosy cream-filled sleep;
So ceased the bells that shingled on the jeep
That I’d been counting: shaggy sheep unborn.
No batter by some wild nerd forlorn,
Nor by a priest nut bowling from his keep:
Indeed did naught but prawn defer to creep.
Unwilling to this day was I Ben Thorn:
The downy molds fake comfort hard to quit.
I slaved some creep, and that I would not miss.
Alone in this a toad I burned a hit,
Nor would I sound to greet the bun’s first kiss.
Alas, I would not Kate, I did submit:
Out in the snow I popped to have a hiss.
-

-

Being a sonnet with at least one spoonerism
in every line, including two impacted spoonerisms.

Glacier School Misadventure
Here we are feeling veiy merry
Four of us drunk on the Squamish ferry
We left from the hike with a pack and a smile,
We didn’t know it would take us awhile.
“Route 99 is closed? NO WAY!
“Must have been from yesterday’ (Says Tanya)
So we rode on down number 99
Knowning we would get home on time.
But alas, we came upon a road block,
Route 99 had been covered with rock
So we yelled “Fuck, lets turn hack, and got drunk....
Those poor guys we stopped at Mykonos
Are probably well-fed hut very unluckyonos.
(Sorry that we lack both rhythm and rhyme,
But we’re really having a bonus time.)
Fraser
Chrystal
Tanya
& Tanya
P.S.: (The brandy did nothing to enhance our poetry skills)
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Reflections from Mount Seymour
Rain, I sit dripping
in a thin lake.
From a thin cable strung
overhead, I hang
like a fish on a lure.
The cable stops
and like a fish I
grow impatient; I twist
and turn and mutter and epithet or two
but the apathetic angler
ignores me.
Down, others sweat by me:
In, on, of, and between water
speeding to the next bubble of air.
Occasionally, one loses its balance
on a wave of white water
and falls to float, gasping.
Curious, but I suppose
even a fish on a lure is
unexpected.
Up, the cable starts to haul
me at last, and soon, weary,
I face the fate of fish,
chucked aside absent-mindedly
as by a sportsman
after his sport.
Down, I escape the cable
and join the sweating ranks
until I find myself at a
flat spot, where,
due to some animal hunger,
again I seek the lure.
Rod Young
February 13, 1991
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The Cryomation of Powder MacPhee
There are strange things done in the liquid sun
By the crew who moil for grades;
Exam room trials have their secret tales
That would make you sweat in spades;
Vancouver lights have seen queer sights,
But the queerest they ever did see
Was the morning ‘round back of the cannery shack
I cryomated Powder MacPhee.
Now Powder MacPhee came from Dawson City, where the
snow crystals bloom and blow.
Why he left his home in the north to roam ‘round UBC,
Gods only know.
He was always pained, but the land of rain seemed to keep
him like a spell;
Though he’d often say in his homely way that he’d sooner
write theses in Hell.”
Powder, you see, was a man of the ski and the untracked
slopes made him swoon;
He was often a sight on November nights when to the North
wind he would croon.
Hoar, rime, hvpothemts, and frostbite, were all terms of
endearment to Dusty MacPhee;
The swan-like telemark, and the christie, would light a
spark in the man from the north city.
One April day, we were swishing our way over to Mr. Pit’s
pub.
Talk of your rain! it made a drain out of a sou’ wetter’s
nub.
If our eyes were too open, our lashes would soak in so much
we could nae see;
It wern’t much fun, but the only one to whimper was Powder
MacPhee.
And that sodden eve as we sat sleeve to sleeve in the damp
and sloshy pub,
All the books were closed, and the hikes were nosed in safe
racks about the SUB,
He turned to me, and ‘Bob,” croaks he, “I’m finished this
term, I guess.’
Big congrats,’ said I, ‘Lets have some pie before your
final test.”
But he gave me a look that was all it took to show he was in
a bad way.
“I fear,” said Powder, I’m turning to chowder: this rain’s
gonna wash me away.’
‘For Heaven’s sakes, to the land of flakes with the VOC you
must go;
‘There’s Wheeler’s hut you’ve been a nut to forsake such
sunlit snow.”
-.

But he told me about the tenured louts who’d drenched him to
the bone,
In course demands and at their hands he’d started to weep
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and moan;
He’d wailed and danced “please give me a chance to travel to
slopes of flakes!
Alas! no remonstrance altered their ugly stance not even for
mercy’s sakes.
‘But it’s April now, you’re free as the Tao to wander off
into the white.”
“It’s too late, Bob, I’m like a corn ebb what was left on to
boil all night.
“As I surmise, it’s not my demise,’ wept Powder, ‘that gives
me pains,
“It’s the horrible thought of my corpse when I’ve bought it,
just rotting in all these rains.”
‘Now Bob,” said he, turning to me, ‘You must honour my last
request.”
‘What’s that?’ I replied, with an eye on my pie, hoping it
all was a jest.
He said, “I need a frost, to kill the moss that grows behind
these ears.
“Promise, mate, you’ll cryomate, your friend of these four
long years.”
A pal’s last need is a thing to heed, so I swore I would
persist;
And we left the bar as the dark was marred by dawn’s first
drenching mist.
He crouched on his bike, and he raved all his might of the
frosts of bonny Yukon,
But before Fairview, I swear it’s true, all life in Powder
was gone.
Now a promise made is a debt to be paid, and the VOC has its
own stern code,
So I dropped my bike and like a guilty tyke I took up my new
found load;
He was heavy and wet and you can well bet, hard to pour into
a pack,
But inside he was trussed as I lurched on the bus and
dragged him quick to the back.
I was elbowed betides by a gent, in my side, who stared at a
white hand outsplayed;
I froze, then I chuckled and my pack I tight buckled while
explaining about props for a play.
I was suddenly caught by a worrying thought: ‘where on earth
would I go with this lump?’
Though soon I could see the shaggy old sea, and a cannery
where fishes were dumped.
I still didn’t know where Powder could go, I thought perhaps
in a load of Ling Cod,
But crossing the tracks I noticed a shack and the pipes
leading to it were odd;
Covered with frost and on the door was tossed a sign that
read ‘DANGER, DEEP FREEZE.’
I knew in a flash I’d found the right stash for the
soggiest, of all the MacPhees.
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Stepping up to the door, I dislodged a whore, and shoved
Powder deep in the rime;
And quickly away I vanished in the ‘vet grey, like someone
ashamed of a crime.
I wandered past boats and strange lumps afloat in an
ocean the shade of old gorse,
Mourning my chum, I dolefully hummed tunes of lament
and remorse.
I found a green flask and set to the task of draining the
contents all out;
There’s no way to say how long in the cascade I staggered
crc I fell on my snout.
When I arose, rubbing my nose, I felt a horrible terrible
yen:
I just had to learn of the body interned in the freezer
down by the wharf’s end.
Arriving in back of the cannery shack, my heart thumping
like a jackhammer,
I wrenched the door and suddenly swore hut not at the
pins’ rusty clamour,
For there lay Macphee, cryomated indeed with his flippers
splayed out on the ice;
But wait, it weren’t him, I could tell by the fins, I
noticed it all in a thrice.
A ghostly sound made me wheel around, it seemed like a
chuckly sneeze;
I discerned a door with a ghastly board that said
“DANGER, DEEPER FREEZE.”
Now I’m not conceited, hut I bravely retreated, ‘cuz
sometimes intelligence prevails;
Unfortunately, in my greed to flee, I tripped over
flipper the whale.
When conscious once more, I sprang through the door, hut
woefully used the wrong one;
I cannot describe how terrified was I halted from a flat
out run...
For sitting therein, feet propped and a grin (511 his face
was intrepid MacPhee,
The brittlest frost hadn’t exacted the cost on him like
it would you or me.
-.

The fear it gnawed as I said, “Oh my God, is it you in
the flesh ol’ Powder?”
He spoke; “shut the hatch!” but I froze by the latch so he
yelled it again even louder;
“Its
perfect in here, but the rain I much fear, SO shut the
door Bob and sit near,
“Since I paid the great price of leaving Yukon ice,
its the first time my head has been clear.”
There are strange things done in the liquid sun
by the crew who moil for grades;
Exam room trials have their secret tales
that would make you sweat in spades;
Vancouver lights have seen queer sights,
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